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In Our 100th Year
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Times
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To Cost $66 Million More Than Expected

Education Projects Exceed Funds
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — After
learning that completion of construction projects approved by the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education
will cost some $66 million more than
anticipated, a council subcommittee
has asked for new policies on capital
construction at the eight state
universities
"We have more projects than we
have money," staff member Don Mullis
told members of the Council's capital
construction subcommittee Tuesday.
Contracts have been let on about twothirds of the projects, and financing for
the cost overruns must come either
from the sale of bonds or out of
university budgets, Mullis said.
In some cases, projects have doubled
and tripled in cost since they were first

proposed, both because of inflation and
expanded project scope.
James 0. Hall, director of the budget
at Murray State University, said this
morning that the committee's report
should have little or no effect on current
projects at Murray State.
Hall said that Peck and Associates of
Paducah, architects selected for both
the new MSU sports arena and the new
industry and technology building, held
their first meeting Tuesday with
university officials and state engineers.
"Planning for the new buildings is on
schedule," Hall said, but added that it
is too early to pinpoint a date for construction startup.
Planning funds for both buildings have
been authorized, Hall said, adding that
the construction money for the $6.8

'OH, GIVE ME A HOME' — A buffalo halts his journey through The Land
Between The Lakes to feast in this grassy field. This buffalo is one of a herd
that can be seen in the TVA facility.

Court Deeds Squad
Laurel P'Pool Selected To Tract For Building
Staff Photo Ett, 444411 Sanders

Head Arthritis Campaign
Laurel P'Pool of Murray has been
named 1979 Arthritis Campaign County
Chairwoman for Calloway County by
the Executive Committee of the
Arthritis Foundation. The state campaign is scheduled for the month of
September with a goal of ;271,300.
The Arthritis Foundation is the only
voluntary health organization working
in the field of arthritis which affects
over 444,000 Kentuckians. Arthritis, the
country's number one crippling
disease, actually is a variety of
diseases, according to Hal Leichhardt,
area Arthritis director.
Mrs. P'Pool is urging for 100 per cent
participation in thisyear's campaign.
She has planned-rFneeting of all local
enlisted workers for Monday, Aug. 27,
at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's. This will be a
spaghetti dinner and special awards
will be glyen out for last year's cam.paign along with plans for the 1979
campaign to be outlined.
Working with Mrs. P'Pool in the
campaign will be Daytha Howell,
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mostly clear
Mostly clear tonight. Lows in
the mid 50s. Sunny and cool
Thursday. Highs in the upper 70s.
Friday through Monday:
Partly cloudy Friday. A chance
of showers and thunderstorms
Saturday and Sunday. Early
morning lows will be in the 50s to
around 60 Friday and mostly in
the 60s Saturday and Sunday.
Highs during the period will be in
the 80s.

special events; Rosemary Rousse,
special gifts; Thelma Warford,
business gifts chairman and members
of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club; Annie Nance, campaign treasurer; Jo Burkeen, publicity;
Sarah Luck, philanthropic chairman,
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, Murray
State University, along with members
and sponsor, Ellen Harrell, victory
march.
Also working with the campaign will
be members of the 4-H Clubs of Murray
and Calloway County with Jane Steely
as leader for special events; Future
Homemakers of America Chapters as
tag day promotion--Murray High
Chapter Mary Morris, president, Lucy
Lilly ,and Sally Crass, sponsors, and
Calloway High Chapter, Sharon
Walker, president, Lucy Forrest and
Bess Kerlick, sponsors.

Unemployment
For Area During
June Increases
Unemployment in the western
Kentucky area increased from 11,378 to
12,247 from May to June accorcling to
figures released by the state Department for Human Resources. The
unemployment rate rose from 4.4
percent to 4.7 percent.
Calloway County's unemployment
percentage was 4.8 in June, slightly
higher than the overall western Kentucky rate.
Most of the increase in unemployment in June resulted from
students seeking summer employment,
said Robert MacDonald, chief labor
market analyst for Human Resources.
Kentucky's overall unemployment
rate rose from 4.2 percent in May to 4.8
percent in June. The national unemployment rate was 6.0 percent in June.
In the western Kentucky area, Fulton
and Hickman counties had the highest
jobless rates, 10.8 percent. Lyon County
had the lowest rate with 2.1 percent.
The unemployment rates of other
nearby counties are: Ballard, 3.6;
Carlisle, 9.1; Graves, 7.1; McCracken,
3.2; Marshall, 6.3; and Trigg, 4.1.

By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Reporter
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Inc. plans to construct a permanent
facility on the one-acre tract it was
deeded Tuesday afternoon by members
of the Calloway County Fiscal Court at
the court's monthly meeting.
The tract is located on the northeast
side of the intersection of East
Sycamore Extended and the road
leading to the Calloway County Animal
Shelter. The land is also near the county
garage.
The members of the squad plan to do
most of the work on the metal building
themselves. The squad is presently
renting space in a building located on
Coldwater Road.
In other business, County JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller told the
magistrates that there is a possibility
that the state Administrative Office of
the Courts will pay a portion of the cost
of the new thermal windows which are
to be installed in the courthouse.
The AOC has indicated that it might
cover the costs for the second floor
windows since that floor of the building
is occupied by the court system.
Miller also said that he would check
to see if the AOC could pay for part of
the outside decorative work recently
completed on the courthouse and for the
cost of air conditioning the courtroom.
Cleaver Construction Co. was the
only bidder on the renovation of the
Hazel and Dexter Community Centers.
Cleaver bid $24,000 on the Hazel center

Rogers, Shelton
Holstein Cow
Nabs Fair Honors
A four-year old Rogers and Shelton
Dairy Farm holstein cow was named
senior champion and grand champion
at the openshow of the Kentucky State
Fair.
According to the Calloway County
Extension Office, there were about 340
cows were entered. The competition
was open to cows from all states.
The cow show results were the only
results available at press time.

According To Some Employees

Branch Relocation Impractical
By JOHN NOLAN
Associated Press Writer
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) —
Relocating the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Hazard Control Branch to
Muscle Shoals, Ala., is impractical and
Will cost ratepayers, some of the ernployees involved say.
A spokesman for employees in the
Chattanooga-based branch said
Tuesday the move inconveniences them
but worse, it puts the division in an outofthe-way location.
"Our work revolves around the Office
of Power, which is headquartered here
in Chattanooga," the spokesman said.
"At least 60 percent of our work is here
in Chattanooga. Thirty percent is with
people in Knoxville and the other 10
percent Is in Muscle Shoals."
TVA says, however, it is doing the
relocation in the interests of increased
efficiency It is moving the branch to
- incorporate it with the new Office of
Health and Safety in Muscle Shoals
under director Ernest A. Belvin Jr.
About 30 employees, professional and
clerical, are involved in the move, part
of a reorganization proposed by a TVA

task force on nuclear safety and approved by the government utility's
board of directors.
TVA is also moving its environmental
quality section, involving about 25
employees,from Chattanooga to Norris
to place it with the Office of Natural
Resources, where officials say it can
help advise the board on environmental
matters. TVA employs about 46,000
persons in the seven-state area it
serves.
The hazard control spokesman was
interviewed by telephone and asked to
remain anonymous. He said despite
their objections, most of the employees
have decided to move.
"We've got to eat," he said. A few
clerical workers have found other jobs,
he said.
The group,signing itself "The Staff of
the Hazard Control Branch," said it has
sent letters pleading its case to Tennessee Sens. Howard Baker and James
Sasser, Rep. Marilyn Lloyd Bouquard,
Gov. Lamar Alexander and state
legislators from the Chattanooga area.
A copy of the letter sent to a reporter
didn't. list members' names.

The group says its travel expenses
will increase by 25 percent and it will
waste staff time and energy by conducting business from Muscle Shoals. It
also says, among other things, that
office space is more expensive in
Muscle Shoals than in Chattanooga,
that Muscle Shoals lacks sufficient
office space to locate the staff in one
place — decreasing efficiency — and
that moving personnel and relocating
the offices will cause a one-year lag in
proper functioning.
And the group says- it believes TVA
ratepayers will ultimately bear the
utility's relocating costs.
Belvin, already in Muscle Shoals.
sent letters dated July 24 to the employees informhig them they must
report Oct. 1 to work in Muscle Shoals
or be fired.
Darlene McDonald, with TVA in
Knoxville, said it will find other jobs for
some employees who can't move.
TVA
provides electricity to
customers in Tennessee, Mississippi.
Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina
Virginia and Kentucky.

and $24,500 on the Dexter center.
Miller said that grant monies from
Title V of the Older Americans Act
amounted to $11,000 for the Hazel
center and $13,000 for the Dexter
center. The magistrates will decide
later what portion of the renovation
work can be accomplished with the
available money.
A petition to close a 150-foot section of
Thornton Drive between the Eastwood
Baptist Church lot and Maplewood
Drive was presented by magistrate Gil
Hopson and accepted by the court.
The court also approved the year's
audit of the court and the annual budget
and appropriations.

million industry and technology
building is anticipated to come from the
sale of bonds, action that has already
been approved by the state Department
of Finance.
—The things schools like Murray,
Eastern, Morehead and Western want
to do area drop in the bucket compared
to things UofL and Northern want to
do," Hall said, adding that the
suggested limit on bonding for capital
construction might actually be an asset
to Murray State.
Money Still Missing
On another matter concerning
university construction, Hall said the
$500,000 previously earmarked for the
furnishings and equipment for the nowunder-construction $8.2 million
University Center, has still not been
"found." Officials in Frankfort notified
MSU president Dr. Constantine Curris
earlier this year that the $500,000
previously approved in the plans for the
building — scheduled for completion in
the early spring of next year — was no
longer available because of action
taken by the special session of the
legislature.
Gordon Duke, state secretary of
finance, has suggested that MSU might
make up the money by selling bonds.
Murray State officials have expressed dismay at the loss of the funding saying that it looks like the
building may not be able to be opened
when completed because it could be
unfurnished.
Referring to the University of
Louisville's June issue of $35 million in
bonds for several campus projects,
committee chairman Jackson White of
Lexington said it appeared that council
approval of construction projects has
carried with it tacit approval for a
university to issue bonds for a project if
funds are not otherwise available.

He said he would have voted against
several construction projects if he had
known that would be the case.
Edward Prichard of Frankfort also
expressed concern about the use of
bonds to finance renovation and construction at the eight state universities.
He said the council must adopt a new
policy on approval and financing of
capital construction projects. He said
debt service cannot be "tossed around
like a basketball, which you assume has
no cost.
"I want us to come to terms with how
to treat debt service as part of the cost
of higher education, which is what it
is," Prichard said.
Council executive director Harry
Snyder said U of L's June bond issue
and a proposed $47 million issue would'
add about $8.5 million annually to the
state's debt service. A proposed $18
million issue by Nothern Kentucky
University would add another $1.8
million, and a $15 million issue by the
University of Kentucky would add $1.5
million, he said.
If bonds were to be issued for unfinished projects at other universities,
the debt service would increase to
about $20 million — more than double
its current level, Snyder said.
White made the tongue in cheek
comment that increasing the universities' bonded indebtedness would
make the budget process easy: new
growth funds would simply go to pay off
debt service.
White said the council should institute
a process for determining which capital
construction projects at the state's
universities have the highest priority.
Snyder said the staff would draft
policy recommendations for submission to the Council at its October
meeting.

Yachting Accident In Admiral's
Cup Leads To Search For Bodies
By JEFF BRADLEY
Associated Press Writer
PLYMOUTH,England(AP)— Ships,
lifeboats and helicopters searched the
Atlantic off southwest England today
for bodies and survivors of yachting's
worst disaster. One American died, but
officials said they had accounted for all
U.S. craft in the area.
An American resident of London,
Frank Ferris, was among 13 yachtsmen
reported killed. By midday, 21 yachts
worth an estimated $4.5 million were
reported sunk or abandoned in a freak
summer storm , Tuesday that lashed
more than 300 yachts in the international Fastnet Race with 70-mile
winds and mountainous seas.
Yachting officials in Providence,
R.I., reported all American boats in the
race were safe. British racing officials
said they had no word from two U.S.
boats, but said they apparently were
not in danger.
Rescuers pulled more than 125 survivors to safety. •
Ferris was skippering his yacht
Ariadne with a British crew. He was
picked up, badly injured, by a Dutch
destroyer and died aboard it. Four of
his crew also were reported dead.
The other deaths were two British
crewmen from the Royal Air Force's
Grimalkin, two from the Trophy, two
from the Flashlight and one each from
the Gunslinger and the Festina Tertia.
Among those reported safe was
former Prime Minister Edward Heath,
whose boat Morning Cloud was first
reported under tow with a broken
rudder. Later he reported by radio that
he was still in the race, was making
good progress and had not lost his
rudder.
Earlier reports said there were 336
boats in the race when the storm hit,
but today the Royal Ocean Yacht Club
reduced the field to 306. The club said
221 of these were accounted for — still
racing, reached port, abandoned or
sunk — and 60 were still to be heard
from.
A spokeswoman said many of these
did not have radios, and it might be
many hours before the fate of all of
them was known.
Among the American boats finishing
the race were: Atlanta Braves owner
Ted Turner's Tenacious, Californian
Jim Kilroy's Kialoa, Stephen Colgate's
54-foot Sleuth, from the New York
Yacht Club, and Seyrnore Sinett's
Williwaw from the Raritan, N.J., Yacht
Club. Kilroy suffered some broken ribs.
By midday today, race officials in
London reported these sillier American
entries were reported sighted and safe:
Alliance,from the U.S. Naval Academy
with 14 men aboard; Imp, owned and
skippered by David Allen of Belvedere,
Calif., finished the race, and Aries,
owned and sailed by Mike Swerdlow of

New York, sighted and still racing.
In Providence, R.I., U.S. yachting
officials reported the status of the
remaining
American
boats:
Boomerang, owned by George
Comantaras from the New York Yacht
Club, finished the race; Toscana,
owned by E. Swenson of New York,
sited and still racing; Carina, sailed by
Richard Nye of Greenwich, Conn.,
finished the race today; Andiamo
Robin, owned by J. Harding, Buffalo,
N.Y., which dropped out of the race
safely; and Acadia, skippered by Burt
Keenan of New Orleans, which finished
safely.

In London, officials had not heard
from the Toscana and the Carina, but
said they did not think they were in
danger.
The 605-mile race started Saturday
from the Isle of Wight, off the south
coast of England. The yachts sailed to
the Fastnet Rock at the southern tip of
Ireland and back to Plymouth, Devon.
Many of the 40-to 50-foot boats had
rounded the rock and were bound for
Plymouth on the last leg of the race
when the storm roared out of the Irish
Sea, sending 60-foot waves crashing
into the boats, snapping masts and
overturning the craft.

Bell Gives President
Much Public Advice
WASHINGTON (AP) — In his last
few days in office, Attorney General
Griffin Bell is giving President Carter a
lot of public advice — stop trying to
"act like one of the boys," he urges and
stop "begging" Congress to pass his
program.
Bell says that if members of Congress
persist in refusing to enact a basic
program to deal with the country's
chief problems, Carter should go over
their heads and ask the American
people in 1980 to send new representatives to Washington — Democrats or
Republicans.
As for their politics, "I wouldn't care
what they was as long as their politics
was the politics of America: to do
something about inflation, to do
something about energy...," Bell said.
"It's not up to the president to have to
beg somebody to be for America," he
said.
Bell made those reflections in an
interview with National Public Radio.
On Thursday, he turns over his office to
Benjamin Civelleti.
In another interview with a group of
reporters Tuesday, Bell said Carter has
tended to "trivialize" the presidency by
working on too many minor issues and
trying to "act like one of the boys."
"The American people want the
president to act like the president,"
!lel was quoted as saying. "I would
have had a lot more discipline if I was
president."
But Bell stressed that he was not
turning against his old friend, and said
he thought Carter was "moving in the
right direction" by focusing on important issues, wending his staff and
working with the Washington
"establishment," The Times reported.
"Just watch him,"Bell said. "The
president's getting with the establishment."
Bell, who leaves his cabinet post
Thursday, made the remarks Tuesday

in an interview with reporters in
Washington.
The attorney general said he thought
Carter's re-election hopes hinge on
whether he rejuvenates his administration by the end of the year.
"He's got 120 days," Bell said. "I
don't think he should wait until
Christmas week."
Bell is leaving Washington voluntarily and was not forced out in the
recent cabinet and staff shake-up.

Marijuana Found
In Abandoned
Plane At Airport
GREENEVILLE, Tenn. ( AP ) — A
cargo plane loaded with about nine tons
of marijuana estimated at a value of $6
million was found early this morning
abandoned at an airport, authorities
said.
Bobby Baird, an agent with the
Tennessee Bureau of Criminal Identification, said three persons were
picked up for questioning near the
airport.
The four-engine DC-6 contained 349
50-pound bales of marijuana in its hull,
he said.
Airport manager Walt Stone said
numbers on the plane indicated it was
registered in Nicaragua.
Mattresses, blankets, canned food
and flight manuals also were found in
the plane, which was left with its doors
open.
Baird said authorities were alerted to
the situation about 2:30 a.m by a
resident who saw it land without using
its lights.
The airport is about five miles from
downtown Greeneville.
It is a former Air Force plane,
authorities said.
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structors.
38115, where he is undergoing find a moonlighting job that introspective, you'd make a
+++
special tests.
can be done at home. Avoid good counselor and adviser.
We were told recently that
More
conflicts re money.
inclined
to
the
professions than business, you
GEMINI
can succeed in both art and
( May 21 to June
Pleasant prospects through science.
Painting,
travel. Romance indicated, photography, music, and
It is with pleasure that we
but avoid fantasizing. Artistic theatre are good careers for
announce that Mr. and Mrs. Pot
and
creative thoughts are you. Your natural spirit of
0. Coleman, Jr. hove selected
inquiry into the mysteries of
plentiful.
their pottery from our bridal
life attracts you to religion,
CANCER
registry.
June 21 to July 22)
psychology, and scientific
Brenda and Pat were married
Avoid withdrawing into self investigation. The legal
July 20. 1979.
and depressing thoughts. Use profession may also appeal to
privacy to good advantage. you. Birthdate of: George
New money-making ideas Meany, union head; Eydie
Gorme, singer: and Frank
bring happiness.
Gifford, football star.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 2214
Select Groups
Others are attracted by your
off
happy
demeanor.
HOSPITAL NEWS
ConMurray,Kentucky
structive talks with friends
chestnut
and good fellowship. Invite
8-1-79
off
others to a get-together.
Newborn Admission
VIRGO
Rogers, Baby Boy Betty),
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) -1
For some a secret love. 815 S. 3rd, Mayfield. •
Dismissals
off
Career projects begun now
••••• •-•.•
Mrs. Janell M. Tabers and
bring financial rewards.
Private business meetings Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Bx. 208.A.
should meet expectations.
Almo, Mrs. Denise L. Barnett,
off
LIBRA
Southside Manor, Apt. F-4,
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)'
Murray, Mrs. Hernietta
For Program Information Please Call 753-3314
Happiness in the company Nobles, 711 Elmore, Paris,
of friends. An outing has Tenn., Mrs. Willie E. Turner,
romantic possibilities. Plans Rt. 5 Bx. 358, Murray, Mrs.
slightly changed re travel, but Phyllis M. Paschall, Rt.
I
YP'IR II
7 Bx.
STARTS
favorably so.
668, Murray, Noah Canter, Rt.
1008 Chestnut
off
TONITE, SCORPIO
1 Bx. 34, Sedalia, Mrs. Diane
NOW!
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
7:15,9:25
W. Rodgers, P.O. Bx. 564,
Charm and optimism abets Mayfield, Cindy McLernore,
career projects. Business 1333 Cherry Dr., Mayfield,
meshes well with pleasure. Mrs. Mary J. Ross,
Rt. 1,
Superiors are receptive- to Paris, Tenn., Robert R.
Rains,
your ideas and wishes.
7:20,
114 N. 7th, Murray, Lora
oin chestnut
SAGITT
ARIUS
9:30
Moroski, Rt. 6 Bx. 58-k2,
off
l
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )ee+2:30
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis Goulet,
distance.
Good
news
from
a
R,
Sat. &Sun.
Rt. 5 Bx. 304, Benton, Mrs.
Make travel plans with close
Daisy E. Baker, Rt. 5
ones. Be receptive to the ideas
Reg. $11.99 Now $700
of others. Club activities are 2244A, Murray, Mrs. Anita I,.
Stockdale, Rt. 4, Benton,Chris
rewarding.
S. Jones, Rt. 2 Bx. 209A,
CAPRICORN
641 N Central Ctr
Murray, Lisa L. Warren, kin
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Off
Hobbies may. prove to be Miller, Murray, Mrs. Linda II.
II
Travis,
Rt. 5 Bx. 134-1A,
remunerative financially.
Despite
adviser's Benton, Mrs. Barbara G.
an
cautiousness, the outlook for a Windsor, 803 N. 17th, Murray,
C.44
, -11
work project is good.
Mrs. Carolyn F. Warner, 1504
7:20,
AQUARIUS
Clayshire, Murray, Mar) G.
641 N entral Clr
9:10
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Wilford, Rt. 1 Bx. 330, Cadiz,
G
+ 2:30
Mrs. Teresa I. Mitchell, Ht 4,
NOW!.
Sat. &Sun.
Nb Baltnin Nite
Cadiz, Mrs. Lisa t. Wilson, Vt.
For Information
1 Bx. 132, Murray. Danny A.
%cording
irr
T
Bratne, Rt. 1, Benton, Charlie
The
E. Williams, 307't S. 3r(1,
8:15 +12:05
Greatest
1-Van Wyck Can Opener
4-5 Piece Tumber Set
121 South
Murray, Mrs.lucille Morgan,
Fri. &Sat.
Cruisln•
2-Connister Set With
306 S. 5th, Murray, Wanda ,1.
1-7 Piece Table Service Set
Phis
Ends ThurGraham, 715 Poplar, Murray,
.1
10:30
6 Piece Kitchen Set
Only
I
(Permanent
ststoomm lllll lllll mum llllllllll
The Van(R)
lllllll
•
lllllllllnumitennestsonsmossiammesuPemenememiansimemum
Mrs. Helen C. Gossett, Rt 1,
Removal of Hair)
Hardin. •
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Group C Of Ladies
Tennis Will Play-

lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio

Thursday, Friday

[Registration]

Thursday
August 16

Friday
August 17

Your Individual
Horoscope

[Studio Located
9th and Fairlane Drive]

will
with
at ri
hoe
row
on c
8p

Students!!

er

Se
Fuh
You
''Ho
Do
held
Pub
par'
at 3
age
gro
the
sern

20)n

Zebco 33
Zebco 202
Fishing Rods & Reels
All Swim Supplies
All Lawn & Garden Supplies
All Lawn Furniture
All Ice Chests &
Picnic Jugs
All Fans
All Lamps
Lamp Shades
All Bedding

Bra
nci
l
'Ole Cherry
sf.

•
•
•
0••
•
•
••::.4AW.%,•
•
•
••••

tonite's movies
IA

NOM DAMS

L
_Now!

$1088
$2'7

10% off

20%

15%

•• e

••

PRIZES INCLUDE...

Electrolysis
CAN

753-8856

Sole Prociet

Norwegian composer
Edvard Greig was born in
1843.

Good Thru Saturday at Over 600 Store. Throughout'
The South

Eel Air Center 753-8391

Civ
Fo
He
psi
sta
Sta
Ce

Pa
Til
Str
at
cai
p.
hot
lol
tr

15%

TO BE GIVEN AWAY 6:00 P.M.
SATURDAY, AUG. 18TH
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•
•
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•
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•
•
•
•
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10%
20%
10%
15%

REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES
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No New born Admissions
Dismissals
Mrs. Judy A. South, Rt. 1
Bx. 223, Dexter, Mrs. Volida
M. Smith Rt. 3 Bx. 131A, Paris, Tn., Pamela Cornwell, 503
N. 4th, Paducah, Mrs.
Patricia L. Tharpe, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Rachel E. Adams,
513 S. 7th, Murray, Stacey R.
Vandyke, Rt. 5 Bx. 199,
Murray, Mrs. Anne L. Bloom,
804 Minerva Place, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia G. Miller, 321 S.
9th, Murray, Mrs. Donna K.
Keller, 1235 Hedge Lane,
Paducah, Mrs. Betty Boston,
305 N. 7th, Murray, Mrs. Carol
S. Albright, Rt. 1, Hickory,
Kathryn A. Hynes, P.O. Bx.
2049 MSU, Murray, Mrs.
Patsy A. Page, Rt. 1 Bx. 3,
Dover, Tenn., Matthew W.
Carter, Rt. 1 Bx. 399, Murray,
Kenneth Bogard, 2200 Edinborough, Murray, Mrs.
Angela H. Dakovvanos, Rt. 7,
Benton, Jonathan L. Littrell,
Rt. 1 Bx. 291, Almo, Dwight D.
Crisp, 1001 Fairlane, Murray,
Vernon Young, Fern Terrace,
Murray, Mrs. Carline Bailey,
404 N. 8th, Murray, John B.
Riley, Rt. 5, Mayfield.

•ting
the
Life
held
6:30
aith
!ets,

ted.
and
be

.ed

SOUTH MARSHALL REUNION— The 1969 graduates of South Marshall High School had a reunion at the Colonial House Smorgasbord,
Murray, on Saturday, July 28, with 34 class members, one former
teacher, and 29 invited guests in attendance. Pictured, left to right,
seated, Kathy Garland Seaford, Beverly Green White, Shelia Lyles
Hendrickson, Lethia Jones Mowry, Patsy Hicks Oliver, Cheryl Smith
Walker, and Helen Gardner; second row, Hope Tynes, Connie Parker
Gish, Regina Stone Castleberry, Gail Erwin Perry, Larry Rudd, Wanda

Ross Murphy, Rita Keys Greenfield, Pam Treas Travis, Gail Norwood
King; third row, Michael Dwain Smith, Melisa Byers Stark, Richard
Perry, Joetta Blagg McClain, Gennetha Wyatt Vincent, Sandra Baker
Moore, and Ellen Collie Fisk; back row, Thomas Powell, Gloria Peck
Owens, Diana Howard Snyder, June Farris Pierce, Larry Myers, Gary
Ford, Glen Thompson, Dennis Reed, Dinah Clayton Vire, Barbara
Castleberry Jennings, Kathi Cope Driver, and Roger Oliver.
Photo by Carter Studio

HOSPITAL PATIENT
John Crosby of Hardin has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.'
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Randy Dunn of Dexter was
dismissed Aug. 3 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

Events For Community Calendar
Wednesday, Aug. 15
Kenlake State Park events
will include Family Outing
with cost being $6 per person
at riding stables at 6 p.m.; air
hockey tournament at game
room at 6:30 p.m.: folk dance
on circle drivo behind hotel at
8 p.m.
Wednesday, Aug. 15
Seminars by Dr. Joseph T.
Fuhrman on "How to Prepare
Your Children for School" and
''How to Help Your Children
Do Better in School" will be
held at the Calloway County
Public Library at 10 a.m., for
parents of pre-schoolers, and
at 3 p.m. for parents of school
agers. Story hours for the two
groups will be in session while
the parents are at the
seminars.

Thursday, Aug. 16
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have games, sewing, and
crafts at the Hazel Community Center which opens at
10 a.m. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For information call 753-0929.
Betty Sledd Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Paula Alcott
at 9 a.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a picnic with Mrs., Debbie
Newell at 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Aug. 15
Murray Shrine Club will
have a business meeting at the
lodge hall at 7 p.m.

Land Between the Lakes
events will include Plant and
Animal Architects walk
starting at 2:30 p.m. at Center
Station

Wednesday, Aug. 15
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Canning
workshop from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Empire Farm; Tour of
Civil War battlegrounds at
Fort Henry starting at Fort
Henry Trails parking lot at 2
p.m.; One Hour Geology tour
starting at 2 p.m. at Center
Station; Junior Naturalist at
Center Station at 8:30 a.m.

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Thursday, Aug. 16
Events at Kenlake State
Park will include Ceramic
Tile Ashtrays and Bead
Stringing at recreation room
at 10 a.m.; pool games at hotel
pool at 1 p.m.; kickball at
campground playground at 2
p.m.; homemade ice cream on
hotel front lawn at 3:30 p.m.:
lollipop lick-off at recreation
room at 5 p.m.; moonlight
trail ride at cost of $5 at riding
stables at 630 p.m.; magical
mystery „show at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 16
Business and Professional
11
Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant with Mrs. Harlan
Hodges as speaker.

Murray Women of the
Moose. will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall with the officers
to meet at 7 p.m.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
Club with Steve Sanders,
Tommy Sanders, Bill Thurman, and Wells Purdom. Jr.,
in charge of arrangements
Family night. All Woodmen
of the World. WOW Hall at
6:30 p.m. all food furnished.
All family members invited.

Friday, Aug. 17
Friday, Aug. 17
Community Center
Hazel
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will hold its monthly campout will open at 10 a.m. for acat Kenlake State Park. A tivities by the Hazel Senior
potluck supper will be served Citizens. Lunch will be terved
Saturday at 6 p.m. at the at 11:45 a.m.
campsite of J. B. and Jo
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Burkeen, wagonrnasters.
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shopFriday, Aug. 17
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
Kenlake State Park events afternoon shopping.
will include bumper pool
tournament atrtame room at
Slides of a tour to Fiji, New
10 a.m.; challenge of the sexes Zealand, Australia, and
on hotel front lawn at 1 p.m.; Tahita by Walter F. Helfrich
playground party at cam- of St. Louis, Mo., will be shown
pground playground at 2:30 at 8 p.m. at the North Branch,
p.m.; ice cream eating contest Peoples Bank, Murray. There
at ice cream parlor at 3:30
is no admission charge, but
p.m.; softball at campround
tickets are necessary which
playground at • 6:30 p.m.;
may be obtained at Far Lands
Country Trend band from
Travel Agency, 711 Main
Calloway and
Marshall Street.
County will play at hotel
meeting room at 8:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present a
at
performance
Piney
Campground, Land Between
the Lakes,at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Golf and Club
Membership Social will be at
5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Who's Who
In the Plant Family? at 1
p.m., and Nature Sounds at
3:30 p.m., both at Center
Station.

Secretaries' Meet
Will Be Monday

Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association
( International) will meet
Monday, Aug. 20, at 6:30 p.m.
at the City-County Park.
Frances Shea, Court Clerk.
will speak on "The New Court
System.", A sack supper will
precede the program.
The chapter president,
Doris Rowland, said this will
be a very informative evening
and urged all members and
interested persons to attend.

*Floor Exercises
*Vaulting
*Pommel Horse
*Parallel Bars

Nissen
Olympic
Equip.
Qualified Staff
Member USGF & USGSA
Call 753-0129
-
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DEAR,ABBY: After two unsuccessful marriages in six
years, I have finally met someone with whom I am very
much in love and know I could be happy.
He is from a socially prominent and well-to-do family. I
have never told him about my previous marriages since both
were shortlived, each lasting less than a year.
His family wants us to have a gala wedding with all the
frills, including my wearing his grandmother's wedding
gown. There is nothing I would like more than to have this
very special wedding, but what kind of wedding may a
divorced woman have under the circumstances'?
Is it necessary that I disclose my previous mistakes?
KEEPING MY MOUTH SHUT
DEAR KEEPING: Times have changed. and so have the
rules about what kind of wedding a divorced woman may
have. However, the rules of honest and aboveboard conduct
remain the same: if you continue to keep your mouth shut
about your two "mistakes," you will have made a third.

Mr. and Mrs. Ezba L. Beak
Mr. and Mrs. Ezba L. Beale of Hardin Route 1 will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception
given by their children at the Trevathan Room of the Bank of
Marshall County, Benton', on Sunday, Aug. 26.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
The couple was married Aug. 25, 1929, in Hardin with C. B..,
Rains, minister, officiating. Their attendants were the late
Ralph and Jewell Nelson Dotson.
Mrs. Beale is the daughter of the late Edd and Rosie
Warren Nelson of Marshall County. Mr. Beale,son of the late
Gentry and Minnie Cathey Beale, also of Marshall County, is
a retired car salesman for Lampkins Buick, Benton.
They have two children, Martha Nell Jones of Murray and
Edsel Beale of Benton. Their grandchildren are Mrs. David
(Marcia) Crick and Barry E. Jones,,and their two great
grandchildren are Daina and Darren Crick.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Legal Services Corporation, a private, non-profit
organization established by Congress to provide financial
support for legal assistance to poor people in civil matters.
will be allocating limited funds to establish new programs orexpand existing program's. starting January 1, 1980.10 serve
eligible clients in various unserved counties throughout the
United States
Counties in Kentucky under consideration ,for this purpose include,
Todd
Livingston
Ballard
nigb e
Tr g
Lyon
Caldwell
McLean
Calloway
Union
Marion
Carlisle
Washington
Marshall
Crittenden
Webster
Meade
Fulton
Ohio,
Hancock
Oldham
Hickman
The views of, and proposals from, all interested groups
will be considered
Grant application forms and additional information may
be obtained by written request to.
Legal Services Corporation
Atlanta Regional Office
615 Peachtree Street, N E.. 9th Floor
Atlanta. GA 30308
No funding decisions will be made prior to 30 days from
the publication of this notice The public will have an
opportunity to discuss the need for legal services at an open
meeting, the time and place of which will be announced in
the service area under consideration
^

DEAR ABBY: What would you say if a guy you were
dating rang you up and said, "Hey, if I asked you to marry
me last night. forget it. I must have been bombed."
RUTHIE

Only 2 More
Weeks Left

DEAR RUTHIE: I'd had replied, "If I said 'yes,' forget it.
I must have been crazy."

Now Enjoy Our

CONFIDENTIAL TO "DEPRESSED IN DURHAM":
Don't sit around feeling sorry for yourself. If nobody calls
you—call someone. Get out of the house and find someone
who needs a lift more than you do. You won't have to look
far.

GYMNASTICS

*Floor Exercises
•Balance Beam
*Vaulting
`Uneven Parallel Bars

By Abigail Van Buren

dr'

Spaghetti Special
a

Two Places!

DEAR FRUSTRATED: I think if prisoners in some
states are permitted "conjugal visits," hospital patients who
are physically able should be allowed the same. Talk to your
husband's doctor. He could issue "doctor's orders." Lots*
luck.

Friday, Aug. 17
An Ice Cream Supper will be
held by the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Youth
Fellowship from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
at the church. The public is
invited.

BOYS:

Her Two Exes
Can Be Hexes

DEAR ABBY: My husband is in the hospital and will be
there for.about three more weeks. Although he is restricted
to bed, there are still SOME things he. is capable of.
' We are practically newlyweds mid. since he does have a
private room, we feel that what we do behind closed doors is
OUR business. But it seems that the nurses want to run our
lives. Every time we are alone they find some excuse to
come in and interrupt us. We used to be embarrassed, but
now we are just plain mad! We spoke to the supervisor, who
said it was a hospital room, not a hotel room. For $98 a day.
we disagree. What do you think'?
FRUSTRATED

Murray Units of the
Woodrnen of the World will
have their family night supper
and awards night at the WOW
Hall at 6:30 p.m. Barbecue,
fried chicken, and the trimmings will be furnished

GIRLS:

;#4„ 1)eakA66v,

Golden Anniversary
Reception Planned

MRS. LINDA WRIGIFI w ill present a brief concert at
Eastwood Baptist Church, Highway 94 East, on Sunday, Aug.
19, at 7 p.m. Her accompanists will be Doug Vancil and
Richard Cherry. Mrs. Wright will be a part-time affiliant
with Eastwood Christian School this fall, structuring and
instructing the music program. The school is affiliated with
Eastwood Baptist Church and has enrollment through the
fifth grade for the fall. Everyone having children enrolled at
this school are urged to attend the concert and the public is
invited, a church spokesman said. She is the daughter of Mr.
nd Mrs. Ralph D. Darnell of Murray and the wife of Ronald
P. Wright. They have a son, Benjamin. 6. and a daughter.
Jennifer. 4. and the family resides on Murray Route 7.

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send Al with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents1 envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive. Bever!) Hills, Calif. 90212.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

90

VV.th Gor I rc Bread and' Prrce
Comb.nor.on Salad tw,fh mew ,

inside

Sandy Coleman Twirling Academy
Economy Twirling Lessons
$7.00 per month

Fall Registration August 21
3 to 7 p.m. at the Studio/

amng
Only

Super Special For Kids
'spaghettid
and Sala

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
In(l,
,eles A, A v.,nyc

sy 466.
gibt
•
4

414.

FRI F Mgt%ON DRI%10

MEMO,
NITA
ITTA
•*
PATIENT AT BENTON
BENTON PATIENT
Louis Butler of Almo was
Dismissed Aug. 2 from the
dismissed Aug. 2 from the Marshall County Hospital.
Timothy
Marshall County Hospital, Benton,
was
McDowell of Hardin.
Benton.

Sandy Coleman owner and instructor Judge for twirling Nd
tionals for four years Students have won many state ond no
lion& awards

For information call 753-8064

You Can't Fat This Good
at home for 99'
NOW LUXURIOUS
DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE

y

2

re
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Register For FREE Bicycle
To Be Given Away Sdturday
Sept. 1 (No Purchase Necessary)

FROZEN
FOODS
Hyde Pork Orange

'Serino! Terikor
Cbstak

12.s. 69c
Ha
16.a.79c
69c Cheese
89C

Juice
Frosty Acres Cut

m

Okra

Knrft Sliced

Frosty Acres Cut

Corn

INK

,•sr
• 'Ike, •

C

634 oz. S.,; 2.

ise ci

Frosty Acres Cut

Broccoli

07%** 59c
Kraft Jot

20 el.

Marshmallows mustard
10.i.
lag
Save 29'

Pork
Ch

A
f

V.S. N. 1
led

Center Cuts
$1.69 lb.

ops

Fresh Water

5Mt. beg

With"NM Order

lb

um
Jam

12.z.
Savo 35'

41100111/11/11.
W.- COM C

$119
1 Lb. Pkg.

•

Roast

Wieners
$109

40.z.

Sine SO'

29

$119
Exp. 8-22-79
ood Only At Porkers

0`1.111111
Alr
New
Job Squad

Towels!
Big Rens

69c
.
1 4re IC

Carpet
Fresh

oz.
Savo

oz. Save 17'

3

Ferl

"If You Matc

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Tissue
4 Roll Pk'

Irec

"
Si 2/P

Picnic

10

79c

Cereal

PRODUCE
No. lltod

-

59c Potatoes
89c Onions

Savo it

9C
1..4 tog

NIA $10.00 Order or Moro

Yellow

12 ez.

3 lb bog

Thompson Whits Seedless

Grapes
$I 19
Yellow Ripe
Toothpaste..:;.771 Ban
anas

69c

HD.

Savo 511'

4

49C
79

Lbs. For

c

1

ur 'Dal y... 'ou ant :eat Sur rice

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
§

29'

caw.

Savor

Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices

c

I

Now Quaker Corn Bran

PleatOff

#4
4,

12 ez. pkg.

Dressing

oe Cheese Balls
ok
Cheese Curls, Corn Chips

"Yik Park

t
Bathrooms
79c

S•alltost Light & Lively

Yogurt

Luncheon
Meat
eanut99
Butter
4

Waldorf

909 Tim Island

sir

Spa.

feA

I Ur. Pkg.
Airwick

%lam.D.vIi.d

Field Smoked

Field
Savo 24'
With This Coupon

buttef

o. #
0111111111

Field Finest Sliced

Bacon

Lounary
„Tis? tite2r.;

Bologna

99

For

12.z.

39

For9

Tide

Lean Meaty Boston Butt

3 '1" .1,6.1, 69C Pork

Rog. 51.79-

00

Field Sliced

Savo eV

Boma Rod

3

es
Savo 4
impilip Simms,llott

First Cut

I Potatoes iill
9c i Catfish
,-., . . ,
S,
Steak
$1
39
rillill MSIIPP
.
Niblet
Corn

4ks11.000
Kraft Prepared

Lean Tender

"Nt

Savo 14'
#

Vot.

Prices Good Thurs. Aug. 16 through Wird. Aug. 22

--'w1
Groin
Giant

Eggs ;

1 Lb. Savo 14' M Aka,

argarine

20.z.

Lynn Grim
Pa
Grade"A Large

de.Awl%agi
j29

Tea Bags

taezela
American1.4

,Iikoklag Wicalop
/17
_

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

•

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: is. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Set.
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Sale Good While Supply Lasts

111.C!

CM or SWIM
Save Up To 50%
On Clearance Items

KING OF VALUES

Save
Up
To

Reduced For Summer
Magic Lounge
Multi Position

Lounge
Chairs
$688

(mv.
Reg. $11.88

Boron
Charcoal

Lighter
Fluid

Sizzler
Grill

Grill
PK-320

18 Inch
Reg. 3.97

Reg. $54.88

$3000

50%

$2'7

SALE

7
v ,17

Reg. $1.44

SO%
Savings

All

774

64 Oz. SALE

Multi-Colored
Redwood & Redwood
Webbed

Color Green

$797

Reg. Prices
Up to $27.88

$888

20 Inch
Eastern Aire
2 Speed

Box Fan

TABLE TOP

6 Foot Redwood

HIBACHI

Picnic Table

Amiga\o'N--

300

•

Any Garden Too
In Our Stock

SALE

REG. 7.44

4446-CLCA1

yos
A OFF

Chaise Lounges

Folding Cots
Reg. $17.88 SALE

Mark V

Aluminum Cast
Covered

$1000
Reg. $19.88

With Benches
Reg. $39.88

\

• SALE
19
9
9

Super 16 Inch

5-ALE

Meca Covered

3 Speed, 4 Button
Control

Oscillating
Fan

Top Grill

2899

Model 4400

•\
1011 4'4P

Reg. 38.88

Reg. $41.88$

1111:70;]
.

SALE

SALE $2
99
3

Igloo 48 Quart
Reg. $29.88

Poloron
30 Quart

Super 12 Inch

Ice Chests

Oscillating Fan

3 Year Warranty from Igloo

3 Speed, 4 Button Control
Reg. $26.66

797

SALE

Wi7"444 VitNa

SALE

Ice Chest
50% Savings
Reg. $10.88

$;44
SALE

-•

--/

24 Inch
Gcrrr

Hand Operated
4 Quart

Ice Cream Freezers
2 Styles To Choose From.

SO Quart

Grill

Cooler
Chest

With 2 Height Settings
Model 1906

Red & Blue
Reg. $19.88

$888

7
10
9

Wooden Tub Reg. $ I 6.95 SALE
SALE

$544
Regular Tub Reg. $10.97 SALE

Blue Ice

Freezer
Cooler

24 Inch

Grill
$597

with 4 adjustable
height settings

Reg. Up To. $2.27
50% Savings

All White Foam

Ice Chest

66
master charge
a

$466

Reg. $11.88 SALE

with Blue Ice
Included
Reg. $5.97

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

r\

Reg. $8.97 SALE

SALE

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Acres of Free Parking
liquid Opportunity Employer-Limit Rights Rosenrod

753-8777
Murray, Ky.,

77'

VISAR
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WASHINGTON I API —
U.N. Ambassador Andrew
Young says he didn't exactly
tell the truth about hir
meeting last month with a
representative
of
the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization.
But, rebuked by Secretary
of State Cyrus R. Vance, he
defends his talk with the PLO
official as in the best interest
of the United States.
"I acted as an intelligent
ambassador dealing with a
difficult situation," Young
said in New York Tuesday.
The session was in apparent
violation of longstanding U.S.
policy to steer clear of substantive discussions with the
PLO until it accepts Israel's
right to exist.
Based on Young's first and
evidently misleading account,
the State Department on
Monday dismissed his July 23
meeting with Zehdi Labib
Terzi, the PLO observer at the
United Nations, as involvingonly "social amenities."
Young had brought his 6year-old son, Andrew Jr., to
the home of Abdala Yaccoub
BiShara, the Kuwaiti ambassador, and when Terzi
appeared, the U.S. envoy left
as quickly as he could,
spokesman Thomas Reston
had told reporters.
On Tuesday, an embarrassed Reston distributed

a statement saying Young and
Terzi had discussed the
question of postponing a
Security Council vote on the
Palestinian issue.
At the time of the meeting,
Young and other U.S. officials
were openly pressing for delay
of a new pro-Palestianian
resolution — to be offered by
Kuwait — in hopes of gaining
time, for a compromise acceptable to the PLO -and
Israel.
Debate on that resolution
and related issues subsequently was postponed until
Aug. 23.
Vance and other department officials, reporters were
told, first learned of the
meeting last Saturday — more
than two weeks after it happened.
In holding this discussion
with Mr. Terzi, Ambassador
Young acted on his own
initiative
without
and
authorization," the department said in a statement.
President Carter endorsed
the statement, Reston said,
and Vance "expressed his
displeasure with the incident
and the way it was handled" to
Young on the telephone.
Later, in an interview with
Israeli television, Young said
he had informed the department that his meeting with
Terzi was inadvertent.
"That was not quite true,"

Young said.
But the ambassador also
told reporters: "I did what I
thought was in the best interests of my country."
Young's action drew a sharp
protest from Israel and
support from the PLO.
Ephraim Evron, the Israeli
telephoned
ambassador,
Vance to protest the meeting.

Ev run told Vance it violated
U.S.
policy
against
negotiating with the PLO.
But Hatan I. Hussaini.
director of the PLO information office, said if U.S.
officials are punished for
talking to Palestinian leaders
-this will further damage the
American image abroad and
in the Arab world."

Printer's Type Discovery
Is Key To Identifying
Edison's Boyhood Home
PORT HURON, Mich.(AP)
— The discovery of 42 pieces
of printer's type in an excavation here was the key to
identifying the ruins of
Thomas A. Edison's boyhood
home, the leader of a team of
archeologists said.
We know that Edison as a
young man published a
newspaper on the train between Port Huron and
Detroit," said
Richard
Stamp, who led aq Oakland
University team on a six-week
search. -The likelihood of
finding printer's type in some
other context is really very
slim."
Stamps said major portions
of a house foundation dating

from at least the mid-I9th
century were found and an
estimated quarter million bit:,
and pieces of artifacts werc
removed from the excavation
on the north side of Port
Huron.
"I feel that I have got
enough information to say
'Yes, this is the house',""
Stamps said. "The detail
we've found is just beautiful."
The house burned in 1867
and was buried — and thereby
protected — several years
later by workers installinc
track across the property.
The search, limited by lack
of funds, ended last Frida
when archeologists filled in
the excavation.

Country
Pride

Save 80'
U.S.D.A.
Bone I

WHOLE
FRYERS

ROU
STE

Save 14' Lb.

$T

Save 30` 1.b.
Whole Boston
Butt Sliced Into

PORK
STEAK

Peaches
Pears
Winesap Apples
Cantaloupes
Nectarines
Red Plum
Celery
Carrots
Green Onions
Red Radishes
Yellow Corn

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

I
I

Crispy
Wheat 8 Raisin
Cereal
Our Imperial Burger is 100% ground beef topped With lettuce, tomatoes, cheese, pickles,
onion, and dressing on a sesame seed bun. A great value at the regular price, and even greater
while this offer lasts. Expiration Date - August 21, 1979.

COUPON
onit 1 Pc4r f

COUPON

COUPON

limit 1 Per Family.

Limit 1 Per Family

Imperial

Niagara

Margarine

Spray Starch

creed Only Al Serifs
Exp. 8-21-79

Dove
Dishwashing
Liquid

,2„, 99
Good Only At Storeys
Exp. 8-21-79

COUFON
Limit 1 Pe,Form!
NNW Tooth

Fobrk Softener

6tei Only A'Serers
Exp. 841-79
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trey's Food Giant., A Super Way To Save

Save 71'On One
Kraft

MIRACLE WHIP

*Everday Low Shelf Prices

Prices Good
Aug. 15th
Thru
Aug. 21
Store Hours
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday

Bel Air enter
Limit ights Reserved

*Super Specials

*Super Inflation Fighters

BC
3

*Choice Meats

Jar
*Fresh Quality Produce

With $10.00 Additional
Order Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
Limit One Per Family

*Super Savings

ay To Save

LirAt

e 80
I.A.
lone I

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
7 UP, DR. PEPPER,
MOUNTAIN DEW

)u
FE

Chicken Of The Sea
Chunk

Lynn Grove
Grade 'A' Large

EGGS

TUNA
In Oil Or Water

2 oz. can
/
61
Limit Three
2 Liter Plastic Bottle

S1 09

)95

1 2 oz

$109

na

12 oz

I

Pork & Beans

'
0, 4/99

18 cz

'
,soz 3/88

Northerns

'
69

se Snacks

17 oz

Great Northerns
Lucks (With Pork)

Wagner Drinks

Planters

Si 69

Dogs

Luck s (With Pork

Bush Great

Showboat

'
32 oz 2199

Orange or Grape

'
2/89

,7.22

/89`

Pinto Beans
Vernor

Kraft Cataluna

Scot Lad

$119

Dressing

$189
'
6„ 99

Biscuits

16 oz

6 pk

Gingerale

I

99C

uet

T.V.
DINNERS

,3OL.
tit Sliced --

iCON
idly Foci.

94t
We Accept U.S. Gov't Food Stamps
Super Inflation Fighters... A Super Way To Save

Z?a,f4cAy

on
Here at Storey's we want to help you fight inflation by passing manufacturers discounts
costs.
food
rising
fight
to you. Super inflationfighters can help you

Dea

Storey's A Super Way To Save

1=1=1

Minute Maid
61$1°9

Brownies

5129

a

Carrot Loaf

Kraft

Lipton

B.B.Q. Sauce

Instant Tea

18 oz.

69'

Lemonade
Crystals

$219

3 oz.

8 qt.

Was $2.42

Was 88'

Tang

Plate Lunch
$189
1 Meat
2 Veg.
Bread

Breakfast Drink
Was $1.89

$179
27 oz.

Lemonade
Mix
$1 99
10 qt.
Was $2.53

'
lb 89

Slaw

Frozen & Dairy Specials
Sea test Frozen

BBO Loaf
lb.

Sandwich Meat

Limit 1 Pei Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Final Touch
Fabric Softener
$239
mos.
6.i4 O,A Sloroff
bop. 8-:1-79

Caress
Soap Both Sizot

$159
1

Ex

8-21-79

Yogurt
Carnation Crinkle Cut

COUPON.
Limit 1 Per Family

Pillsbury
Lam Cake
Mixes

COUPON 095664
Limit 1 Per Family

Pillsbury
Ready To Spread
Frosting

2/89c 2/$1!",' ,... 994
6sed Only it Stew's

Now

694

1 Lb. Box

69'

Was 76'

Was 79'
as

Country Time

COUPON

50 Ft. Roll

'
loot 69

French Bread

COUFON

$1 89

Sunshine
Krispyecrackers

Saran Wrap

had NY At Slorey's
Exp. 8-21-79

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 8-21-79

-

French Fries
Pie Shells

109
qt.'
89C
21b.

[ et

2 pk.

59

Tropicana

Fruit Drinks

Orange

Juice

i'ooz.51s1
$199
gal.

Crisco
Oil
Was $1.26
2401.
$111

Pillsbury

Bolt

Angel Food
Coke Mix

Paper
Towels

R04

16 oz. 110
Was $1.16

Jumbo Roll

69

Was 76'

Edon

Bathroom
Tissue
4 Roll

69'
Was 75'

pA

It's Coming Friday Aug,17th

T-Mart DiscountFoods
The No Frills, Money $aving Way To Shop

We carry only the Best Selling
Items, the ones you use every
day. Which means that we don't
have dollars invested in slow
selling inventory. This Saves
Money for Us and for You.

COMPARE OUR PRICES AND
YOU'LL BE HAPPY TO GIVE
UP THE FRILLS
BAKING SUPPLIES
29
.39
.33
Apo
.79
An
.55
.77
.77
.79
.39
1.39
1.59
1.49
.69
.99
.49

DRY YEAST (3's)
CORN STARCH (1 lb.)
BAKING SODA (1 lb.)
VEGETABLE OIL SPRAY (13 oz.)
CHOCOLATE FLAVOR CHIPS (12 oz.)
FLAKED COCONUT (14 oz.)
CAKE MIX (18.5 oz.)
WHITE FROSTING 113.25 oz.)
FDDGE FROSTING (13.25 oz.)
BROWNIE MIX (16 oz.)
BAKING POWDER (10 oz.)
SHORTENING (42 oz.)
SHORTENING IS oz.)
VEGETABLE 011 (38 oz.)
FLOUR (5 lb.)
CORN MEAL (5 lb.)
CORN MEAL (2 lb.)
BIX MIX (5.5 oz.)
BISCUIT MIX (2 lb.)
CORN MUFFIN MIX (7.5 oz.)
RLAP STAX MIX (5.5w.)
PANCAKE MIX (2 lb.)
WisFFLE SYRUP (32 oz.)
LIGHT SYRUP (32 oz.)
SUGAR (5 lb.)
POWDERED SUGAR (1 lb.)
LIQUID SWEETENER (Box.)
POWDERED SWEETENER 150 ct.)
HERSHEY COCOA (8 oz.)
CORN OIL (24 oz.)

-24
.79
.25
.23

.51)
AMP
.89
1-09
.37
-88
.53
1.79
1.39

SPICES/SEASONINGS/GRAVIES
PLAIN SALT 126 oz.)
IODIZED SALT (26 oz.)
BLACK PEPPER (4 oz.)
CHILI POWDER (1.25 oz.)
GROUND CINNAMON (lox.)
GARLIC SALT (4 oz.)
GARLIC POWDER
GROUND SAGE (.5 ox.')
UNSEASONED MEAT TENDERIZER (3.5 oz.)
MINCED ONIONS (3.5 oz.)
PURE VANILLA EXTRACT (2 oz.)
IMITATION VANILLA (So'.)
SPAGHETTI SAUCE MIX (1.5 oz.)
SLOPPY JOE MIX (1.5 oz.)
TACO SEASONING (1.25 oz.)
CHILI SAUCE MIX (2 oz.)
BROWN GRAVY ENVELOPE (1.5 oz.)
CAN GRAVY (l0.5 ca.)

(20/1

You Bag Your Own Groceries
in Your Own Bag or Box. This
saves the cost of bags and of
labor. We suggest that you bring
bags from home, or use the
empty cartons from our store.

.21
.21
.f•
.69
.55
.59
.59
.79
.59
19
.79
.79
.49
27
27
.27
27
27
23

BEVERAGES
TEA BAGS (100's)
1.49
INSTANT TEA (3 oz.)
1.49
NESCAFE DECAFFEINATED COFFEE (S w.) 4.99
INSTANT COFFEE (10 oz.)
4.13
INSTANT COFFEE (6 oz.)
2.84
3.05
CAN COFFEE (1 lb.)
COFFEE FILTERS (50 ct.)
.39
COCOA MIX (10 ct.)
79
COCOA MIX CANNISTER (32 oz.)
1.79
INSTANT MILK (20 qt.)
4.49
EVAPORATED MILK (13.5*'.)
.37
COFFEE CREAMER (16 oz.)
.99
TAYLOR CANNED SODA (12 oz.)
.16
TAYLOR SODA (64 oz.)
.64
POWDERED DRINK MIXES 124 oz.)
.69
FLAVORED DRINK MIX (12 pk.)
.69
FLAVOR ICE (18 ct.)
.79
EAGLE BRAND MILK (14 oz.)
.79

CANNED AND DRY FRUIT
DELMONTE RAISINS (lox.)
DELMONTE PRUNES (2 lb.)
DURKEE MARASCHINO CHERRIES (10 oz.)
APPLE PIE FILLING (21 oz.)
CHERRY PIE FILLING (21 oz.)
APPLESAUCE (18 oz.)
CRANBERRY SAUCE (15w.)
FRUIT COCKTAIL (16 cm.)
IRREGULAR PEACHES (2 )4 can)
IRREGULAR PEARS (2 59 can)
MANDARIN ORANGES (11 oz.)
PEACH SLICES (16 oz.)
PEACH HALVES (16 oz.)
PEAR HALVES (16 oz.)
PINEAPPLE (20 oz.)

We have No Fresh Meat or
Produce. These departments are
expensive to run because of
soaring equipment and energy
costs. We don't want you to pay
these costs in your food bill.

We Accept
Cash
Food Stamps
No Checks

V

APPLE JUICE 132 oz.)
CRANBERRY JUICE (32 oz.)
GRAPE JUICE (32 oz.)
ORANGE BREAKFAST MIX (27 ca.)
PRUNE JUICE (32 oz.)
LEMON JUICE (32 oz.)
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE (46 oz.)
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE (6 pk.)
ORANGE JUICE (46 oz.)
TOMATO JUICE (46 oz.)
TOMATO JUICE 16 pk.1
VEGETABLE JUICE (46 oz.)
PINEAPPLE GRAPEFRUIT JUICE (46 oz.)
GOOD OLD DAYS DRINKS (46 oz.)

.59
.69
.99
1.29
.69
.69
.85

.33
.83
.59
.87
.69
.85
.49

.99
1.39
.69
.59
1.09
.33
.39
.49
.63
.7i
.45
.49
.49
.49
.49

CANNED VEGETABLES
ASPARAGUS CUTS (14 )9 oz.)
BEETS (14 oz.)
CARROTS (14 oz.)
CUT GREEN BEANS (16w.)
CHILI BEANS (15 oz.)
KIDNEY BEANS (15 oz.)
RED BEANS (15 oz.)
BUTTER BEANS 415 oz.)
NAVY BEANS (15 oz.)
,
NORTHERN BEANS (15 oz.)
PINTO BEANS (15 oz.)
PORK N BEANS (15 oz.)
BLACKEYE PEAS (15 oz.)
CORN CREAM STYLE (18 oz.)
CORN WHOLE KERNEL (16 oz.)
HOMINY WHITE (15 oz.)
PEAS SWEET (16 oz.)
SMALL PEAS (16 oz.)
MIXED VEGETABLES
BUSH TURNIP GREENS (16 oz.)
BUSH MUSTARD GREENS (16 oz.)
LEAF SPINACH (16 oz.)
VLASIC SAUERKRAUT GLASS (32 oz.)
MUSHROOM PIECES AND STEMS (4 oz.)
YAM HALVES (16 oz.)
POTATOES WHOLE WHITE (16 oz.)
POTATOE SALAD (16 ox.)
TOMATOES (16 oz.)
TOMATO PASTE (6 oz.)
TOMATO SAUCE (15 oz.)
DELMONTE PUMPKIN (16 oz.)
BUSH CHOPPED SAUERKRAUT (16 oz.)
PORK N BEANS (21 oz.)
FRENCH GREEN BEANS (16 oz.)
LIMA BEANS (15 oz.)

.79
.34
.34
29
.29
.29 "
.21
.33
.29
29
.29
.25
.29
.29
.29

MARSHMALLOWS 110 oz.)
CANDY BARS (6 pk.)
CANDY BARS (4 pk.)
BAG CANDY
BOX CHOCOLATE CANDY
GUM (10 pk.)
PLANTERS CASHEWS (3 oz.)
ENGLISH WALNUTS (2.78 oz.)
PECAN HALVES (3 oz.)
PECAN CHIPS (2 oz.)
PISTACHIOS (4 oz.)
SUNFLOWER SEEDS (3.75 oz.)
SPANISH PEANUTS (4.5 oz.)
SPANISH PEANUTS TIN (12w.)
PARTY PEANUTS TIN (12 oz.)
SALTED IN SHELL PEANUTS (12 oz.)

TOASTER PASTRY (12 oz.)
RALSTON RAISIN BRAN (20 oz.)
RALSTON CRISPY RICE (13w.)
RALSTON CORN FLAKES (11 oz.)
RALSTON FROSTED FLAKES (20w.)
NABISCO SHREDDED WHEAT (10 oz.)
MALTY MEAL TOASTY O's 110 oz.)
PUFFED .WHEAT (6 oz.)
PUFFED RICE 16 oz.)
RALSTON QUICK OATS (42 ox.)
QUAKER HOMINY GRITS (24 oz.)
CHEERIOS (15 oz.)
IIMEATIES (18 oz.)
TOTAL (12 oz.)
TRIX (12 oz.)
COCOA PUFFS (12 oz.)
GOLDEN GRAHAM (15 oz.)
COUNT CHOCULA (12 oz.)
FRANKEN BERRY (12 oz.)
CRISPY WHEAT II RAISINS (12 oz.)

We Guarantee Every Product
We Sell. If you're not satisfied,
return the unused portion and
we'll gladly refund your money.

.29
.33
.29
.29
.29
.33
.69
.49
.39
29
.53
.33
.26
.33
.33

.33
.45
.34
.33
.33
1.19
.79
.49
.89
.89
.69

.n
.79
.79
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CANDY/GUM/NUTS

CEREAL & TOASTER PASTRIES

CANNED JUICE

We have no fancy fixtures or
expensive equipment. Our store
is clean and pleasant, but you
don't have to pay for any frills in
your grocery bill.
We accept no checks. This not
only saves time and money, it
also means speedier check out
service for you.
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We don't Change Prices every
day or every week, but only
when crop or market conditions
force us to. We have no
coupons, no minimum purchase, no membership, no gimmicks, just the Lowest Everyday
Prices in town.

v,
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.23
.33
1.0,
1.09
.65

tttt*ttttttbistkttitt

We offer the Best VALUE
available in every category. We
carry many National Brands. But
if we find a Better VALUE (the
same Quality at a Lower Price)
under a different label, we buy it
for you. We think that you want
to pay for what's IN the package,
not the label that's on it.

T-MART
DISCOUNT
F
O
O
D
S
In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

ti
t'

We don't advertise any more
than necessary.
Advertising is expensive and in
the long run you must pay for it
in the price of your groceries.

Hours
9-6
Mon.-Thurs
9-7
Fri. & Sat.
1-6
Sunday
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Automobile Accidents Are
Children's Greatest Danger

BEGLEY'S INTRODUCES

children are 40 to 50 times can't really protect your child
more likely to die from auto at all," Maffet said.
accidents than from rubella, Important safety aspects of
diphtheria, polio, measles, restraints, according to
et, are:
tetanus and whooping cough. Maffet,
— Don't trust the old car
However, 93 percent of
Kentucky children under the seat that Aunt Flo pulled out of
age of four are not being the attic and gave you. Many
buckled into child restraints of these older models are
while traveling in cars and inadequate to protect your
almost half of those that are child in an accident.
using the restraints have been — If the model you choose
found to be using them im- has a permanently installed
properly, according to Bennie top strap or tether, you must
Maffet, safety coordinator for use it or you reduce the efthe Kentucky Department of fectiveness of the child
Transportation. Yet studies restraint enormously, acprove that correctly used child cording to Maffet. These
CENTRAL CITY, Ky. (API P restraint systems can reduce straps can be installed by
— A building housing four the chances of death by more most car dealers and are used
businesses in downtown than 90 percent and serious on models which sit higher out
Central City was destroyed by injury by almost 80 percent. of the car seat to allow the
Maffet recommends that child to see out of the window.
fire Tuesday morning.
— Child restraints installed
Firefighters from Green- parents select a child restraint
ville and Drakesboro joined system suitable to their child's in the rear seat are more
the Central City department in age and weight. The three effective than those placed in
battling the blaze for more main types of child restraints the front seat.
— Be sure to buy a restraint
than four hours. A barber are the infant carrier, child
that will fit your car seats and
shop, beauty shop, discount seats and the harness.
The infant carrier is for belts since some belt systems
store and auto repair shop had
weighing less than 15 in small cars are too short for
the
Reservoir
children
in
been located
pounds. This tub-shaped the larger restraints.
Avenue building.
— Some older children may
An apartment on the upper restraint cradles the child in a
is object to being strapped in, so
position,
floor of the building also was semi-erect
destroyed in the fire, but no designed to face the rear of the train your child early to accar and must be secured to the cept this safety precaution —
injuries were reported.
VETERAN HUNTSWOMAN — At the age of 78, Mrs.
The cause of the blaze, seat by the adult belts already and place him in the restraint
automatically for every car
Grace Whitesel still wields her 30-30 rifle in search of
which began about 7 a.m. in the car.
Child seats are to be used for trip, long or short. Remember
CDT, had not been deterPennsylvania's choice game. She is an avid hunter and
children weighing more than 80 percent of all accidents
mined.
fisherman with all the trophies to prove it.
15 pounds who can sit up by occur within 25 miles of home.
If you are not sure if a
themselves. There are two
basic child seats — the shield particular child restraint
type which provides a padded system is correct for your
impact shield in front of the child or whether it has been
child and the harness type proven crash-tested, you can
write for a pamphlet listing
down an inmate uprising, sunk or abandoned after a which secures the child to the
WASHINGTON
the
accepted brands, type,
harseveral
with
restraint
freak summer storm with 70WASHINGTON (AP) — state prison officials say.
cost and where you can locate
nesses.
336
yachts
lashed
have
mile
winds
guards
Andrew
other
Seven
U.N. 'Ambassador
The harness restraint is only them. The address is: Traffic
Young says he didn't exactly been given "personal conduct participating in the inand Safety Institute, College of
tell the truth about his July 23 reports" and have seven days ternational Fastnet Race for the larger child
Law Enforcement, Eastern
seat
the
to
him
secures
meeting with a representative to respond, Warden James Tuesday.
Kentucky University, Richseat.
car
protective
a
without
of the Palestine Liberation Spalding announced Tuesday.
chosen, mond, Ky. 40465.
type
is
Whichever
—
India
(API
DELHI,
NEW
Organization.
An exhibit of accepted,
Officials of Gujarat state said the restraint should be "crashWALPOLE, Mass. (API —
But despite a rebuke from
child restraints
crash-tested
yor
"dynamicall
tested"
estimates
that
press
Prison
today
State
Secretary of State Cyrus Walpole
display at the
on
be
will
Maffet.
to
according
tested,"
Vance, Young said Tuesday authorities stepped up sur- that as many as 25,000 people
Tranof
Department
restraints
approved
These
Machu
the
in
inhave
died
rebel
may
of
best
today
the
in
veillance
the meeting was
the
during
booth
sportation's
in
tests
effective
proven
have
mates who have slashed their River dam disaster appear to
interests of the United States.
and Kentucky State Fair in
the
government
by
made
two
be
exaggerated.
grossly
last
the
in
twice
Department,
wrists
The State
private agencies. "Unless the Louisville, August 9-18, in the
relying on Young's first ac- days, but they haven't taken
Babuhai
Minister
Chief
restraint is crash-tested, it East Wing Exhibition Hall.
count, said Monday his away the men's razors.
over
flight
a
after
said
Patel
The rebels, all in the
meeting with PLO U.N. obthe stricken area he would not
server Zehdi Labib Terzi maximum security prison's
estimate the toll at more than
block,
"social protective custody
only
involved
1,000 dead, the figure most
remained locked in their cells
amenities."
often used by officials.
third
the
for
clock
the
Tuesday, embarrassed around
officials said the two day at the 23-year-old whitediscussed the question of walled prison.
postponing a Security Council
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
vote on the Palestinian issue.
The U.S. Immigration and
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Naturalizaton Service, which
•
administration recently has barred entry to
Many
HORSE CAVE, Ky.(AP) —
economists say the United some foreigners suspected of A 60-year-old Horse Cave man
issued
has
homosexual,
recession—as
being
States is in a
died of injuries he received
statistics show retail sales a temporary directive telling when a bull butted him at his
not
may
the
visitors
up,
such
agents
down, inventories
home,authorities said.
gross national product slip- be detained.
ONAL
INTERNATI
George W. Craddock and his
ping.
PLYMOUTH, England son, Barry, 19, were loading
Unemployment has yet to
rear up nationally, but ( AP) — Ships, lifeboats and the bull onto a truck Monday,
economists say it lags behind helicopters searched the according to Barren County
Hunt.
Bob
other indicators in signaling a stormy Allan* off southwest Coroner
England today for bodies and "Evidently, the bull butted
recession.
survivors of yachting's worst him and apparently caused
NATIONAL
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — disaster.
internal injuries in the lower
The bodies of 10 yachtsmen chest and upper abdomen
Five guards at the troubled
Washington State Peniten- were recovered, at least seven region," Hunt said.
tiary were fired because a were missing and feared dead,
Craddock was dead on
used and 22 yachts worth an
squad
tactical
at a Glasgow hospital.
arrival
were
"unreasonable force" to put estimated $4.5 million
FRANKFORT — Parents
spend a lot of time protecting
their children from daily
dangers — sharp objects,
illnesses, the bumps and
traumas that accompany
childhood. But many parents
are not protecting their
children from the greatest
threat they face everyday —
automobile accidents.
Statistics have shown that

Central City
Business Building
Destroyed By Fire

DRIVE-IN
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILLED.
SIMPLY DRIVE UP TO OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
BOOTH,'PLACE YOUR DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ORDER IN THE AWAITING CARRIER, AND DROP THE
CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS
ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU
NEVER HAVE TO LEAVE YOUR CAR.

THIS IS BEGLEY'S, SERVING THE NEEDS
OF THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY.
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Horse Cave Man
Dies Of Injuries
From Bull Butting
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Do you sometimes say
"just half-a-cup" to good
coffee, because you're trying
to cut down on caffein?
The brim 'cup could be your
answer. Because Brim is
always full of the deliciously
rich flavor you love. But
without the caffein.
Use the coupon to save
4CK on Brim Ground or
Freeze-Dried
And you just '
«.
might end your
"half-a-cup"
drinkin orever.
0111611ra MOOS

One coupon per party per visit, at participating Pizza Hut Restaurant.
Offer good on regular menu prices through Aug. 12th.
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Hina Feels Scrimmages,
Jamboree Both Helpful;
Outland Fairly Pleased

Impressive
Though Strong In Pro Debut,
Simms Won't Start, Coach Says
ki) the Associated Press
•' PLEASANTVILLE, N.Y. Giants center Jim Clack, who
tictitched Terry Bradshaw
develop %Aith the Pittsburgh
Steelers. likes what he sees in
Ne‘‘ York rookie quarterback
Phil Simms. but agrees with
the decision not to start him.
- •1 think you really have to
be a super quarterback to
start as a rookie," the nineyear veteran said Tuesday. "I
dpt think it would fair to Phil
Simms to start. I thought he
dtd a real good job against
"tin sburgh "
Simms made his debut in
the Giants 10-3 loss to Pittstlurgh . Saturday but was
impressive, completing seven
- ot 14 passes for 124 yards.
-Before he came in, I told
hiftl if he needed help to feel
free to .ask," Clack said.
!3AnCe in a while r reminded
him of things, but he didn't
ha to ask any questions.- Bookie Coach Ray Perkins
emphasized Tuesday that
.Sunins is not in consideration
this season for the starting
job.
•-I don't see how he could
right now. It wouldn't be fair
to him and it wouldn't be fair
to the team," he said.
That leaves the quarterback
derhy up to incumbent Joe

Pisarcik, a man with whom
the coaching staff is less than
enamored, and Randy Dean,
who Perkins constantly lauds
for his intelligence.
Both will play against San
Diego Saturday night at
Giants Stadium. The winner of
the competition will start in
the final preseason game
against the Jets and open the
season Sept. 2 in Philadelphia.
'•I'in a one-quarterback
guy." Perkins said. -When I
choose the quarterback. I
want the team to know who
we're going with. Certain
circumstances can change
that, but I don't like to shuffle,
you lose continuity doing
that." Perkins, however, couldn't
hide his pleasure in Simms'
showing against Pittsburgh. It
was a vindication of sorts
after- the new Giants brass
was questioned for selecting a
virtual unknown on the first
round.

By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times
Sports Editor
Aside from squinting into
the sun all afternoon, Bobby
McDowell didn't have a bad
day. "This sure gives you
good shot at what's going on
on the field," he saiddivhile
manning the down marker
yesterday during a Murray
High-Union County scrimmage.

Simms' first pass was a 30yard completion off an audible
to rookie receiver Earnest
Gray, the No. 2 pick who has
earned a starting job.
"The main thing
looking for was how
ducted himself from
. standpoint," Perkins

I was
he cona poise
said.

Milierray Ledger 8r Times

By Tony Wilson
Nick Hibbard picks up yardage during Murray High's scrimmage with Union County yesterday at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

"All we're concerned with
right now is preparing for the
Russellville game," he said.
The Tigers will take on the
Panthers Aug. 24 in their
opener that kicks off an 11game slate.
The scrimmage, along with
another at Roy Stewart
Stadium
Friday night, is a
change for Murray High after
its three-year stint as a participant in the Murray State
Jamboree.
event
That
featured eight teams playing
four 12-minute minigames
that served as season warmups.

Robert Rutherford, • who
with Bill Lee ran the chain,
enjoyed himself too. "I did
this all last year. It's a good
way to get into the game for
free." All three are members
of the Murray High Booster
"It got to the point that we,
Club.
along with the excellent
cooperation from Murray
Murray High football coach State, were doing all the work
John Hina also felt his squad for the jamboree while the
had some bright moments. "I rest of the teams were going
was especially pleased with along with their scrimmages
the running of my backs."
and getting ready for the
season," said Hina.
In the end, Union County
had outscored Murray High in
"I think the jamboree is a
touchdowns 5-3. but Hina great idea, but it won't be here
pointed out that both teams again until some other high
were winters in a preseason schools in Western Kentucky
scrimmage.
show more interest."

Hartford Open Victory Soothes
McGee's Troubles Off Course
By the Associated Press
WETHERSFIELD,Conn. —
There was a lot of -deja vu" in
Jerry McGee's victory at the
Sammy Davis Jr.-Greater
Hartford Open.
McGee shot a 6-under-par 65
Tuesday for a 72-hole total of
17-under-par 267 and a one.
margin over Jack
Renner. It was McGee's
second victory of the year and
their sirniliarities were not
lost on the 36-year-old veteran.
As he stood on the 16th
fairway watching Renner in
the group ahead sink a birdie
tu go 1-up. McGee turned to his
caddy and noted he was in the
same position in the Kemper
Open in June in Charlotte.
N.C.
At the Kemper, he birdied
the 16th and then the 17th t,o
beat Jerry Pate by a stroke.
He did the same at the GHO to
take the $54,000 top prize.
But I only mentioned it in

passing. I didn't_ expect it to uphill plitt on the 17th hole triumph, Cadle had won $8,22:
happen that way," he said before he stroked it. It was before the GHO.
later.
like instant replay."
Also earning $17,400 for
There was another similar
McGee has now won on the share of third place was Curtis
circumstance for McGee, but longest and shortest courses Strange, who shot a 65
not a pleasant one. The Ohio on the pro tour. The par-71 Tuesday with birdies on the
resident is being sued by a Wethersfield Country Club last two holes. Tied for fiftf
former sponsor for $100,000 course measures 6,534 yards, place at 271 were Mark Hayes
and must appear in court this while the Quail Hollow Lou Graham and J.C. Snead
week. He also was scheduled Country Club in Charlotte is
Snead, who was the secondfor a court hearing in the week 7,160 yards.
round leader, earned $10,950,
afte(the Kemper.
Renner, who was the co- which leaves the Hot Springs.
don't know what I'm r„leader at the beginning of the Va., golfer about $11,000 shy of
doing here," he said Monday -round with George Cadle, led the $1 million mark in career
after he moved into a tie for twice during the day, and earnings.
second place with J.C. Snead. wound up shooting a 67.
The
tournament sas
It was the best finish of plagued by rain. A violent
"My mind is in such a
whirlwind. My mind is so far Renner's three-year pro storm caused a 25-hour delay
from golf, it's unbelievable."
career, and boosted the 23- from Friday afternoon to
Ths week's hearing will year-old golfer's winnings for Saturday and Sunday's play
prevent McGee from ap- the year to more than $100,000. was also washed out. An atpearing at the $400,000
The third place tie for Cadle, tempted 36-hole finale on
Westchester Classic in Rye, whose 69 gave him a four- Monday was hampered by
N.Y.
round total of 270, doubled his more rain causing the firt
But he said he was able to winnings this year. Still Tuesday tournament play
concentrate Tuesday to the seeking his first career 12 years.
point that he could "see" the
path of the winning, 25-foot

Floridian David Mills
Is 3rd MSU Golf Signee

MIKE KELLER

Certified Public Accountant
Announces

753-8918
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One of Hina's backs, senior
Nick Hibbard, scored twice:
once on a 60-yard run and
again when he and quarterback Rich Rollitis teamed
for a 20-yard pass play.
The Tigers' other score
came on Kevin Wright's interception and subsequent 55yard return for the touchdown.
"The scrinunage has its
advantages over a jamboree,
though," Hina said. "For one
thing, you can get together
with the opposing coach and
pretty much set it up like you
want and get a lot of things
done. That's what we did
today."
"I think most coaches
throughout - the area would
rather participate in the
scrinunages, though I'm sure
the kids involved like the idea
of putting on game uniforms
for the jamboree," said Hina.
Hina also cited the running
of Nick Swift and Craig
Crawford, who is just a
sophomore. Albert Ball, a
senior and a top starting
candidate at fullback, is
sidelined with an ankle injury
and sat out the scrimmage.
The 58 players on the Tiger
roster break down as 13
seniors, 26 juniors and 19
sophomotes.
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The problem with too few
players, says Calloway
County High School football
coach Stan Outland, is that the
worry of injury always looms.
"But I'm pretty pleased
with our progress so far," he
said. Only 23 players make up
the Laker squad-, which will
play its first-ever varsity
game Aug. 24 at home against
Union County. All the Laker
home games will be played at
Stewart Stadium.
"I'd like to be a little further
ahead, especially on offense,"
he said. "I'd say we're a good
week behind at this point."
Outland pointed out that
some players, among them
Tommy Workman halfback
Marty McCuiston and Richard
Young
!tackles)
had
displayed exceptional
progress.
The Lakers will scrimmage
Friday afternoon at 3 p.m. on
the Murray High practice
field, Outland said, assuming
no complications arise.

By Tony WIlson

Eddie Requarth watched his teammates during o Murray High scrimmage yesterday against
Union County.

Amid Gridders Turning Pro

Oldtimers Arcel, Brown
Say Boxing Is No Cinch

Amateur.
Mills joins Lynn Sullivan of
Murray High and Jon Stanley
of Mayfield as additions to the
By HAL BOCK
•
Racer squad. Murray opens
AP Sports Writer
its fall schedule Sept. 21-22 by
They sat there, side by side
hosting the Murray State — Ray Arcel and Freddie
Intercollegiate.
Brown — no more than
perhaps a century of so of
boxing savvy locked in their
Jackson, Outland
fertile brains.
Advance To Second If you want to know about
Rocky Marciano or Ezzard
Charles or a host of other
Round In Ky. Closed champions,
you ask Brown,
probably
the
premier cutman
LOUISVILLE, Ky. —
Murrayans Candy Jackson in the business.
Frosh Practice Set and Kathy Outland advanced If you want to know about
to the second with victories in Jimmy Braddock or Roberto
Calloway County High the 16-and-under division of Duran or Max Baer, you talk
School freshmen wishing to the Kentucky State Closed to Arcel, whose training explay football should report to tennis championships pertise is legendary.
And if you want to know
the high school today from yesterday.
football
players
430 to 7 p.m. for equipment
Jackson defeated Sally about
handout.
Thieneman of Louisville 6-3.6- becoming boxers, you ask
Freshman practice will 2, while Outland stopped Amy both of these veteran corbegin Thursday at 5 p.m.
I racane of Owensboro 7-5,6-2. nermen and theh stand back
while they both enjoy a good
laugh.
A pair of tough defensive
ends, Too Tall Jones and Lyle
Alzado. announced this
summer that they'd had it
with football and would begin
boxing for a living instead.
Alzado's ring career lasted
only as long as it took the
The Opening Of An Office To
National Football League
Denver Broncos to trade him
Practice Public Accounting.
to the Cleveland Browns. But
Jones appears serious about
Hours By Appointment
the switch and has been
working in gyms, preparing
Post Office Box 453
for a boxing career.
"It's wrong," snorted
Brown, reaching for some
David Mills, an 18-year-old
graduate of Tuscaloosa High
School in Tuscaloosa, Ala., is
the latest addition to the
Murray State golf team,coach
Buddy Hewitt has announced.
Mills, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Truett Mills, is "one of
the finest junior players that I
have had the opportunity to
recruit," Hewitt said.
Mills qualified, among
others, for the Western Junior
Match Play championships,
the Alabama Open and will try
for a spot in the National

in
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peanuts and talking in short
bursts. His words bang at you
the way Marciano would slug
it out with his arms working
like sledgehammers inside on
an opponent's body. The
sentences sometimes were
fragmented but the message
wasn't.
"No good for them." Brown
continued. "Too musclebound
You can't be musclebound and
be a good fighter."
... Brown put down his dilute.
and flexed his muscles the
way a strongman might
"Sure, those guys look tough.
but it takes more than that
You gotta be fast andflexibh.
Musclebound guys ain't fh
and they ain't flexible."
Arcel harumphed at th5.
suggestion that a football
player could suddenly put
down his helmet and pads and
step into the ring.
"You can't start boxing
age 25 or 30," he said. "I doi, •
care -what kind of training hp
does, a football player e;,,
never get in shape to stand
under the punishment a boxer
has to take."
"Endurance," offered
Brown. "Boxers got tb go for
three ininutes at a time. N,
timeolts. Nobody to help you
They got that kind of ell
durance'?"
Now Arcel picked up the
sermon.
"Football training isn't
boxing training, you know.

he said. "No sport demands
the rigors of training that
-boxing does.
"Football is a different
sport. Don't compare it to
boxing. Being big and strong
... that's not enough."
-Look at wrestlers," said
Brown. "Wrestlers don't
make boxers. They're big, but
they got no speed. No endurance. Football players
should play football. Wrestlers
should wrestle. Let the boxers
box."
Arcel pointed at his chin.
"This was never meant to be
punched," he said. "When it
is, you've got to know what to
do. This is a trade. You've got
to learn this trade early."

No.6 Seed King
Ousted In 3 Sets
By the Associated Press
RICHMOND, Va. — Sixthseeded Billie Jean King was
upset by Ann Kiyomura 6-1, 16, 6-2 inAnrst-round play of a
$100,000 women's tournament.
In other action, Virginia
Wade of Great Britiln needed
just 38 minutes to dispose of
Linda Siegel 6-0, 6-0; Kerry
Reid of Australia eliminated
Jeanne DuVall, 6-1, 6-1 and
seventh-seeded Greer Stevens
of South Africa ousted Ivanna
Madruga of Argentina, 5-7, 63,6-2.
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AFC East Loaded With Potential Super Bowl Teams
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By DICK BRAUDE
AP Sports Writer
There's Super Bowl talk by
more than one team in the
National Football League's
rugged American Conference
Eastern Division, where
contenders outnumber alsorans.

there,"says Ron Erhardt, the
veteran Patriots assistant who
has his head coaching chance
after succeeding Chuck
Fairbanks.

The AFC East includes two
playoff teams from 1978, the
New England Patriots and
Miami Dolphins; a potentially
powerful a squad on the
rebound, the Baltimore Colts;
a young team perhaps ready
to• blossom, the New York
Jets; and the Buffalo Bills,
possibly last - but far from
least - in a division rich with
talent.
"If you're afraid to talk
about the Super Bowl, you
get
to
deserve
i'don't

"Our hope in the last year of
the 70s is to win our third
Super Bowl," says Miami
Coach Don Shula, the NFL's
winningest active coach with a
175-63-5 record.

()Ile in a series

The Jets, under three different coaches, endured three
straight 3-11 seasons but
bounced to 8-8 last year With
Walt Michaels and a booming
attack that rolled up 359
points, third best in the NFL.
With quarterback Bert
Jones sidelined for 13 games,
the Colts tumbled to 5-11, but
Coach Ted Marchibroda says:
"We have the talent to be a
Super Bowl contender ... one
of the best teams in the NFL."

Jones is back, as is Miami's
Bob Griese who, despite
Both teams finished with 11- missing the opening five
5 records in 1978 and both games last year, led NFL
made the playoffs,'although passers with 63 percent
the Patriots were credited passing accuracy.
And the Jets will have
with their first divisional title
since the merger of the NFL signalcaller Richard Todd in
with the old American harness after he missed much
of the 1978 season with a
Football League.

broken collarbone. Now Todd
has to compete with his erstwhile substitute, Matt
Robinson,for No.1 ranking.
The Bills, under Chuck
Knox, were 5-11 last season
and are fully expecting improvement, despite the
defection of their No.1 draft
Tom
linebacker
pick,
Cousineau, to the Canadian
Football League. The Buffalo
defense - which has switched
to a three-man front- is rated
much improved.
And even if the Bills start
slowly, they'll play a major
role in the playoff race. Late
in the season, Buffalo meets
four 1978 playoff teams- New
England, Denver, Minnesota
and the defending Super Bowl
champion Pittsburgh Steelers.
The season opener Sept. 2 at
Buffalo may represent the

Ferris, Others Dead As Storm
Causes Havoc Among Boaters
By JEFF BRADLEY
Associated Press Writer
PLYMOUTH, England Frank H. Ferris, an American
who lived in London, lost his
life in the shambles of the
Fastnet yacht race, wrecked
by raging gales and high seas
night, • race
Tuesday
organizers said today.
Ferris was skippering his
yacht, the Ariadne, which
foundered in the 60-foot seas.
Ferris, badly injured, was
picked up by the Dutch
destroyer Ozerijssel. Three of
his crew -- all British - Were
--v
also reported dead.
Ferris was one of 13 people
who died during the storm that
wreaked havoc with the race,
which started Saturday and
was due to end Wednesday at
Plymouth. The rerriatning
dead were all British.

But by midday 82 of the 306
yachts that started the race the last in the Admiral's Cup
series - were still unaccounted for. The Royal Ocean
Racing club of Plymouth,
organizers of the race, said
that so far 224 boats had been
accounted for. That figure
included those sunk, abandoned, or still sailing.
Tentative winner of the race
was the yacht Tenacious on
handicap, skippered by Ted
Turner of Atlanta.
In all, 136 people have been
rescued by the armada of
lifeboats, helped by naval
helicopters, which has been
working round the clock with
little sleep or rest for the
crews since Wednesday.
Race organizers said the
search for remaining craft
was continuing, with three
RAF
helicopters, three

Nimrod aircraft, four Royal
Navy ships and a Dutch
destroyer on the scene.
"The aim is to account for
every single yacht listed as a
starter," said an official.
Alan Green, secretary of the
Royal Ocean Racing Club,
faced hard questioning at a
news conference on why the
race was allowed to proceed in
gale force winds.
"What people don't understand is that once the race
is started there is no means of
communicating with the
boats. The owners are completely selfsufficient." he
said. "It is their own
responsibility to judge the
weather as it occurs. There is
no way a race committee can
say,'Stop,come home.'
"This particular occasion
was a freak."
The storm, which arose so

rapidly that sailors could not
warn one another of its approach, sent 40-foot .waves
crashing against the vessels.
It was an ironic contrast to
recent Admiral's Cup races
which suffered from lack of
wind.
As the massive rescue
operation, inyolving lifeboats
from around the southwest
coast and RAF and naval
helicopters, continued, there
were fears that the final death
toll could be as high as 30. So
far over 125 people have been
plucked by rescuers from the
wreckage of their yachts. ••
But the gales and seas were
subsiding today.
As many yachts limped
back to port, sailors told of the
harrowing hours on Monday
night when 70 mile an hour
winds whipped up the Atlantic
into frosty waves 48 feet high.

Bills' biggest challenge,
however. They play the
Dolphins, a team that has
beaten Buffalo 18 consecutive
times since 1970, the NFL's
longest all-time streak.
Patriots Coach Erhardt, a
happy warrior compared to
the taciturn Fairbanks - now
at the University of Colorado
- plans to open up an attack
that established an NFL
record with 3,165 yards
passing.
No.1 quarterback Steve
Grogan will call his own plays
and backups Tom Owen and
Matt Cavanaugh have been
promised that they won't rust
on the sidelines.
New England's running
attack is deep in all-around
players like Sam Cunningham, Andy Johnson and
Horace Ivory who also can

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
Pct. GB
L
W
581 68 49
Pittsburgh
1
3,
553
63 51
Montreal
6
.530
54
61
Chicago
7,1
.517
60 56
St LiAlls
9
.504
60 59
Philadelphia
421 18kt
48 66
New York
WEST
.583
70 50
Houston
4½
.545
66 55
Cincinnati
479 1212½
97 62
San Francisco
16
449
65
53
Los Angeles
442 17
53 67
San Diego
395 222½22½
47 72
Atlanta
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco 8, Chicago 2
Pittsburgh 7, San Diego I
New York 18, Atlanta 5 Cincinnati 2, Philadelphia I. 10 innings
Houston 2, Montreal 1
Los Angeles 9, St. Louis 0
Wedaesday's Games
San Francisco (Montefusco 3-4( at Chi12-71
(Reuschel
cago
San Diego (Jones 9-7) at Pittsburgh
I Blyleyen 94), n
New York (Swan 11-9 ( at Atlanta
I M.Mahler 3-10.0
Philadelphia (Espinosa 12-91 at Cincinoati (Norman 10-8, n
Los Angeles (Sutcliffe 10-8) at St. Louis
(Martinez 10-5), n
Montreal Schatzeder 7-4) at Houston
(J.Niekro 16-6), n

Lynn, Eckersley Boost Red Sox, Who Still 5 Back
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By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Fred Lynn is probably the
best hitter in the American

League this season. Dennis
Eckersley is probably the best
pitcher in the league.
Together, they've led the

Andujar Displays
Surprising Power
As Astros Triumph
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer ,
Of course, the ball had no
business going where it did;
everyone knew that. After all,
this was the Astrodome, and
players wearing Houston
uniforms do not - as a rule hit home runs there.
Oh, Jose Cruz hit one,
Houston's 12th home-town
homer this season. But that
was on July 15, and no Astros
player had hit one since, much
less a pitcher who brought a
.044 batting average into
Tuesday night's 2-1 victory
over the Montreal Expos.
, The guy who hit a homer for
the Astros Tuesday night was
pitcher Joaquin Andujar, who
was trying, quite simply, for a
hit that would move Art Howe
from first base into scoring
position in the second inning.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Touching the plate with his
arms upraised, Andujar
scored the winning run and
went on to pitch a four-hitter
to beat the Expos for the sixth
time in as many lifetime
decisions against them.
In the other NI, games, the
Cincinnati Reds edged the
Philadelphia Phillies 2-1 in 10
innings; the Pittsburgh
Pirates downed the San Diego
Padres 7-1; the Los Angeles
Dodgers bombed the St. Louis
. Cardinals 9-0; the New York
Mets throttled the Atlanta
Braves 18-5, and the San
Francisco Giants trounced the
Chicago Cubs,8-2.
Reds 2, Phillies 1 - Pinchhitter Vic Correll hit a 10thinning double -only the Reds'
fourth hit of the game off
Steve Carlton - to score Ray

Knight and give Cincinnati its
victory over Philadelphia.

Boston Red Sox to . second
place?
On a night when all East
Division teams were defeating
West Division rivals, Boston's
12-1 annihilation of Minnesota
was the most impressive.
Despite Lynn's two home runs
and double and six runs b3tted
in and Eckersley's 16th victory-tying him with Houston
Joe Niekro for most in the
majors- the Red Sox couldn't
gain ground on the first-place
Baltimore Orioles Tuesday.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Pirates 7, Padres 1 - Willie
Stargell and Ed Ott drove in
two runs each to back the sixhit pitching of John Candelaria and carry Pittsburgh
past San Diego.
Stargell cracked a two-run
double in the first inning, then
Ott started and finished the
Pirates' five-run second with
RBI hits.

Baltimore edged Chicago 2-1
in 12 innings, even though the
Orioles managed just three
hits in the game, to maintain a
five-game lead in the East.
The other East winners were
the Yankees, who beat Texas
6-5; Milwaukee, which topped
Kansas City 5-2; Detroit, a 6-3
California;
over
victor
Toronto, which stopped
Dodgers 9, Cardinals 0 - Oakland 6-2, and Cleveland,
Bill Russell and Joe Ferguson which beat Seattle 7-4.
had two-run singles and Gary
Orioles 2, White Sox 1 112)Thomasson added a two-run
Al
Bumbry was the tate-game
homer as Los Angeles scored
for Baltimore this time,
nine times in the last three hero
with the bases loaded
singling
innings to support the two-hit
to score Pat Kelly. Eddie
pitching of Burt Hooton.
Hooton, pitching his fourth Murray's eighth-inning homer
Lee May's single in the
career two-hitter, helped the and
were, the only other
second
victory
17th
their
Dodgers to
Orioles hits.
in the last 25 games.
Baltimore had filled the
on walks in the 12th,
bases
Mets 18, Braves 5 - New
York's Lee Mazzilli hit a two- with Kelly, Kiko Garcia and
run homer and a triple and Ken Singleton getting the free
scored five times to lead the passes.
Mets' rout of the Braves.

Mets starter Dock Ellis,
presented with a 10-2 lead, left
with the score 10-5 in the third
after Bob Homer's second
homer of the game - a
threerun shot-in the third.
Giants 8, Cubs 2 - Greg
Johnston, who got into the
game after San Francisco's
Bill North was ejected for
arguing an "out" call on his
attempted steal of second
base, drove in two runs with
his first two major league hits
to help. the Giants beat' the
Cubs.
Both of Johnston's hits were
RBI singles, and both came in
San Francisco's seven-run
fifth inning.

Yankees 6, Rangers 5 Two home runs by Bobby
Murcer, including a two-run
shot that provided the decisive
runs in the eighth inning,

I YES,
MA'AM.

=AffikelER
Meet Road Runner.
Hissportis racing.
Hisrestaurantis Hardee's.

Brewers 5, Royals 2 Gorman Thomas and Ben
Oglivie each slammed two-run
homers to help Mike Caldwell
to victory. George Brett
homered for Kansas City.
Caldwell, 12-5, was making
his first appearance since July
27, when he was involved in a
scuffle with Reggie Jackson.

'YOUNG MAN, DOES THAT
ROAST BEEF SANDWICH
TASTE AS Gpoi)AS IT LOOKS"

ROASTINIIP

Tigers 6, Angels 3 - Jason
Thompson had a tworun home
run and three RBI overall and
Lance Parrish contributed a
solo shot as rookie Bruce
Robbins and Jack Billingham
combined to top the Angels.

A'A

IT

YES,

You RE SURE
NICE AND TENDER
YOUNG MAN?

MA'AM.

AND SLICED NICE AND
THIN AND PILED UP HIGH?

"It's always nice to beat the
club that traded you," said
Huffman, who went to Toronto
a year ago today.

•

Indians 7, Mariners 4 - A
two-run triple by Toby Harrah
and some solid relief pitching
by Victor Cruz and Sid Monge,
who picked up his 16th save by.
protecting Rick Waits 12th
win, paced the Indians. Danny
Meyer homered for Seattle.

The proposal has been
referred to a trustee. committee.

YOU'RE QuiTE
A SALESMAN,
YOUNG MAN!

K1NDA CUTE,
TOO/
IT'S EVERYTHING
HE SAID IT WAS!

2 BIG ROAST BEEF, I
FOR $1.99
17

Still Unsure About Metro-7
Commissioner Larry Albus.
who said the next step is up to
the university. Albus noted at
a news conference he thinks it
"mujually
would
be
beneficial" for South Carolina
to join the league:

AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats , Hernandez, IliNG (X0 art bats) Lynn, Boston, 341.
California,
Downing,
333; Rite, Boston.
St.louis, .337; Templeton, St.Louls..332,
332, Brett, Kansas City, 329. Kemp.
Winfield, San Diego. 330, Horner, Atlanta,
Detroit, 324, Bochte, Seattle, 324
329, Brock, St.Lows, .326
RUNS Lynn, Boston, 90, Baylor.
RUNS: Lopez, Los Angeles, 87; Moreno,
California, 89, Rice, Boston, 88, Brett,
85:
Pittsburgh, 86; Schmidt, Philadelphia,
Kansas City, 88, Lansford, California, 85
Hernandez, St Louis, 85; Parker, PittJones, Seattle. 85
sburgh, 81; Templeton, St Louis, 81,
Royster, Atlanta, 81.
Schmidt,
91;
RBI. Kutgrnan, Chicago,
Philadelphia, 88; Winfield, San Diego, IM,
RBI Baylor. California, 107, Lynn,
Hernandez, St Louis, 83; Clark, San
Boston, 99; Rice, Boston, 95, Kemp,
Francisco. BO.
Detroit, 90, Singleton, Baltimore, 87
HITS: Templeton, St.Louls, 159; GarHITS Brett, Kansas City, 159; Rice,
vey, Los Angeles, 154, Hernandez, Boston, 153; Bell, Texas, 148; Lansford,
St.Louis, 151; Matthews, Atlanta, 149;
California, 140; Baylor, California, 140
Winfield, San Diego, 148
DOUBLES. Cooper, Milwaukee. 33.
DOUBLES. Rose, Philadelphia, 35;
Brett, Kansas City, 33; Lynn, Boston. 32;
Hernandez, Si Louis, 34: Cromartie,
Lemon, Chicago. 32; Bell, Texas, 32
Montreal, 32; Parker, Pittsburgh, 31;
Reitz, St. Louis, 31.
TRIPLES: Templeton, StLouis, 13;
TRIPLES, Brett, Kansas City, 14,
McBride, Philadelphia, 11; Moreno, Molitor, Milwaukee, 10, Randolph, New
'Pittsburgh, 10; T.Scott, St.Louis, 10;
York, 9; Porter, Kansas City, 9, Wilson,
Dawson, Montreal,9; Winfield, San Diego, Kansas City, 9
9.
HOME RUNS Lynn. Boston, 34, Rice.
HOME RUNS: Kingman, Chicago, 39;
Boston, 31; Thomas, Milwaukee, 30
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 39, Winfield, San
Singleton, Baltimore, 29, Baylor,
Dtego, 26; Lopes, Los Angeles, 25; Homer, California, 28.
Atlanta, 24.
STOLEN BASES. LeFlore, Detroit, 56,
STOLEN BASES: Moreno, Pittsburgh.
Wilson, Kansas City,50; Bonds, Cleveland.
52; North, San Francisco, 49; Taveras, 29, Cruz, Seattle, 29; Bumbry, Baltimore.
New York, 34; T.Scott, StLouts. 31: 28.
Cabell, Houston, 31.
PITCHING (11 Decisions): Bibby,
PITCHING (11 Decisions): Davis, New
Pittsburgh, 9-2, .818, 2.45; Romo, PittYork,9-2, .818, 2.62; Clear, California, 10-3,
sburgh, 9-3, ;750, 2.36; J.Niekro, Houston.
769, 3.00; Eckersley, Boston, 16-5, .781,
16-6, .727, 3.12; Tidrow, Chicago, 8-3, .727,
Littell, St.Louis, 8-3, .727, 2.96;
2.74; Zahn, Minnesota, 9-3, .750, 3.56;
Drago, Boston, 8-3, .737, 3.19; Barrios,
LaCoss, Cincinnati, 12-5, .706, 2.86;
Chicago, 8-3, .727, 3.61; John, New York,
Blyleven, Pittsburgh. 9-4, .6 92, 3.72;
Seaver, Cincinnati, 11-5, .688, 3.22.
154,.714, 2119; Kern, Texas, 10-4, .714, 1.47.
STRIKEOUTS, Ryan, California, 170;
STRIKEOUTS. Richard, Houston, 216;
Guidry, New York, 142: Jenkins, Texas,
P.Niekro, Atlanta, 142; Carlton,
Diego,
San
Perry,
141;
Philadelphia,
129,, 131: Flanagan, Balttmore, 137; Eckersley,
Boston, 116.
Blyleven, Pittsburgh, 121.

o
=
4OnnAD

South Carolina's Holderman
By the Associated Press
S.C.
COLUMBIA,
University of South Carolina
B.
President
James
Holderman says he doesn't
know whether he'll recommend the school drop its independent athletic status and
join the Metro 7 Conference.
Holderman met for almost
an hour Tuesday with Metro 7

Knox, who used to win
divisional titles with the Los
Angeles Rams, expects the
Bills to win the close games
that got away last year. But in
the AFC East, with eight
games against the Patriots,
Dolphins, Colts and Jets, it
won't be easy.
.

ardee;ii

paced the Yankees.
"Gradually, I'm coming
around," said Murcer, who
left the Yankees after the 1974
season. "The last three years
or so I let myself get into some
bad attitudes. I did a lot of bad
things at the plate.
"Here, I've found a new life.
I've got the momentum and
that's what hitting is all
about."

Blue Jays 6, A's 2 - Phil
Huffman threw his first
complete game as a major
leaguer, a- • six-hitter, and
broke a personal six-game
losing streak. Craig Kusick's
homer, the first for Toronto in
eight games,led the attack.

The Colts are looking for a
punter - David Lee retired
after 12 seasons - but veteran
Greg Landry has been
acquired to backup Jones.
Buffalo will miss Cousineau,
but the Bills did get defensive
help in the draft. It will be up
to quarterback Joe Ferguson,
a starter since 1973, to lead the
offense that showed a
significantly Unproved running attack last year moving from No. 18 in the
NFL in 1977 to No.10 in 1978.

Baseball Leaders

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
Pet. GB
L
77 39
.661
Baltimore
5
121
72 44
Boston
.580
69 50
Milwaukee
.543 It
63' 53
New York
t
.513 17,
61 58
Detroit
.513 174t
61 58
Cleveland
t
.319 40,
38 81
Toronto
WEST
.5511 67 53
California
3kt
.530
62 55
Minnesota
61 57
.517, 5
Kansas City
.504
60 59
6ki
Texas
449 13
53 65
Chicago.
.408 18
49 71
Seattle
.292 32
35 85
Oakland
Tuesday's Games
1
Minnesota
Elsoton 12.
Baltimore 2, Chicago 1, 12 innings
New York 6, Texas 5
Milwaukee 5, Kansas City 2
Detroit 6, California 3
Toronto 6, Oakland 2
Cleveland 7, Seattle 4
Wednesday's Games
Toronto (Jefferson 1-9( at Oakland
(Kingman 2-4)
. Minnesota (Erickson 0-7) at Boston
(Torrez 13-7), n
Chicago (ICravec 11-10 ) at Baltimore
(Flanagan 15-7), n
Texas .(Gleaton 0-0) at New York t John
15-6. n
Kansas City (Gale 9-8 ) at Milwaukee
n
(Travers
Detroit (Petry 3-3) at California (Barr
69). n
Cleveland (Barker 3-4) at Seattle (Parrott 9-81, n
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Boston, n
Kansas City at Baltimore, n
Minnesota at New York, n
Texas at Milwaukee. n
Only games scheduled

:her

,00d

The Baltimore defense was
even more generous - 421
points, as the "Sack Pack"
turned Sad Sack. But on offense, Jones leads a potentially productive unit.

Major League Standings

Thursday's Games
San Francisco at Chicago
San Diego at Pittsburgh. n
New York at Atlanta, n
Los Angeles at St. Louis, n
Only games scheduled

'Stuck In 2nd Place

along with tight end Andre
Tillman.
The Jets, the youngest NFL
team a year ago, were playoff
contenders until late in the
season. New York hasn't been
in postseason competition in a
decade.
The
Todd-Robinson-led
offense, aided by kicker Pat
Leahy - the AFC's leading
scorer with 107 points - may
have to make the most of its
chances because the Jets'
defense allowed 364 points.
New York picked six
defenders in the first five
rounds of the college draft.

Sports At A Glance

ised

' he
!up
will
sity
inst
iker
d at

catch passes. Grogan had
post-season- knee surgery but
he seems ready to continue his
league-leading string of
starting 49 consecutive
regular season games.
have
Dolphins
The
welcomed back wayward
fullback Larry Csonka, who
led the Super Bowl VII and
VIII teams. He'll join an offensive unit that scored 372
points last year, the most in
the AFC. And the defense led
the NFL with three shutouts
and 32 pass interceptions.
Miami again will count
heavily on star runner Del
Williams, a prize pickup in
last year's trade with San
veteran
and
Francisco
receivers Nat Moore - if his
ailing back responds to
preseason rest - Duriel
Harris and Jimmy Cefalo,

Good only at Hardee's of US 641 & Chestnut. Murray, Ky. Please present this coupon
before ordering One coupon per customer. please Customer must pay any sales and
use tax on the full retail value of food elroduct received This coupon not good in cornbination with any other offers
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ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Each of these odwertised items is required to be reoddy available for sole
in each Kroger store except as specifically noted in
this ad If we do run
Out of on odvertisecl item we will otter you your choice of comporaDie
o
item when available reflecting the some savings Or o
ruincheck which
wilt entitle you to purchase the odvertised itern at the ocIvertised price
within 30 doys

Aug 21 sf
reserved
Copyr,9111 1979
The Kroger Co

ef KtS

fe(11100 thrU

Qvcirlf Ity rE

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY...

e,44.

Leon, Trimmed

Center-Cut K

WHOLE
PORK LOIN

RIB-HALF
PORK LOIN
li8

RIB
CHOPS

Sliced
free

lb 11

PORK CENTER.CUT

LOIN
CHOPS
t 44,
.E..*
&
—1110.'4".

-

U.S. Govt. Graded
Choice Beef Shoulder

Glendale Semi-Boneless

WHOLE
HAMS

SWISS
STEAK
WATER
ADDED

138
lb.

Fresh Picnic Style

Country Style Slab

PORK
ROAST

SLICED
BACON

;P

'P

iiR\

'dirt

family
pak

$1129
Ham Portions

is S 1.39

KROGER WHOLE CM NW STICK

THE KROGER GARDE

MRS WEAVER S

Jumbo Bologna

994

LS

GLENDALE OW FASHION
$

Boneless Whole Ham

Pimento Cheese Salad
FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

1V 99

MUTT TENDER

Turkey Wings

WHITE .4r.:‘
- GRAPES

is

494

U S GOVT GRADED CHOICE BEEF

Boneless Flat Briskets

t. 1 79
S1 58
LB

U S GOVT GRADED CHOICE IMF

•Fripshly cipegAt *ea peeked at% we MI seeied teahouse.,
•ResEssisf thrtct4 Fe Know frees fishable Feel (i.e fisheries
•Arceretels lehelled sp•coes •Op•n rioted ter
freshness • A+0.104le Thursday FGAoy & Sar,gckry Only

LI

A LUNCH FAVORITE
17 01
PKG

Serve & Save Wieners

694
894

94

7

JIMMY DIAN

Pork Sausage

$
LI

KROGER

Meat Wieners

1201
• PSG

1 9

094
W

EMU FROZEN

Baking Hens

T'

tF1 AVG

LI

594

FAMILY PAR

Nine isn't!

MEDALLION

Hen Turkeys

7'10i
• TUB

FPIELRLEC;is

CATFISH
FILLETS

$199

$259

Fresh Ocean

CATFISH
FRESH

$199 'MI

lb.

lb

i

IIII Boneless

Cubed Steak

$259

U S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE SW

Boneless Round Steak

IR

SW I NYORATIO SOYA PKOTIIN A111

Kroger's Pro

LI

5229
994

unnyslope Fancy

Westside

Deli

RED
PEACHES

FANCY
ONEYDEWS

759-4641
•

'/*\\

Sunny days call tor good tood and
tun Let the Kroger Deli prepare
tor your picnic Choose cold or
hot tried chicken, roast beet
beans salads.
baked ham
the whole works.
desserts
wiih
the work all done tor you'

Custom Sliced Baked

FANCY
ReAilA

1B

FANCY

69C

Nectarines
Juice Limes
FANCY
12 99c
CANTALOUPES liiT ;NYMangoes 2 $100
C
\ Sweet Potatoes 3 $1 00

VIRGINIA
HAM

$299

FLORIDA 511CILVS

FOR

FOR

V

gel' NEW CROP

LIS

(7'
1
,, •
o,
U.S. No. I All Purpose
• 1.6\
°
.4116e:slit

RED
POTATOES
15 177
lb.
bag

Vasetune
INTENSIVE
CARE LOTION /

lb.

.
1
NOTICarry.Out

1^,f4fe
PLATE
LUNCH
'
INCLUDES I MEAT ?VEGETABLES

\

„won

)1tAVE HAIR
SPRAY

lb69c
*NM
!

9C

Westside

Aerosol 11 oz. or Non-Aerosol

CHOCOLATE

Iced Brownies

109

5011

STICKY BUN

$179

Coffee Coke
IOCKY ROAD

Cake

only
IN Plates

IA $429

Regular or Lemon Cute,

POLISH
REMOVER
.,

24- $1

*My S 2.29

SUPER SANDWICH MAKIN S

Kahn's Liver Cheese (8 sl

Anti- Perspiront

Fresh Daily!

1^ Store Baked

GLAZED
DONUTS

ONION
ROLLS

139
dot.

6

99c

FINEST QUALITY

Gena Salami
ST THI SLIC1

s319

ARRID
EXTRA DRY

In-Store Made

CHOCOLATE
CREAM PIE
$199
ea.

SUPER SHARP

Hoffman's Cheese

LI

'2'9

LI

'239

IMWAKFAST TREAT KANN S

Smoked Sausage
Oscar Mayer Bologna, S "
1

er
,
ea*
••• •0

-WOO
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CUTTE

s Kroger

I PURE CANE
54
I SUGAR

1with this coupon and SI 0 00 purchase excluding items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
merchandise Subtect to applicable taxes. Limit one coupon. Expires Aug 21st

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

17 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1
el 14,
it

444v
A

A

MIX OR
MATCH

Kroger low-Fat Chocolate,
Buttermilk or 20o

Kroger

4
44
°4

FRESH
MILK

Ir

Nelli

4YPURE CANE
SUGAR

11

AMP
lb.
bag

half
gallon

FiGICTURAL FLAVOR
ICE CREAM
1 2M

FUDGE

FULLMOON
COLBY

$189
ZIGER
ANAMON 9,2 2 909
ROLLS

KRAFT QUARTERS

PARKAY
MARGARINE

49
I LB.
PKG.

Z
s
Ifir1

FRIED
CHICKEN

199

7 1 2 OZ
TUB

66c

FARTIFICIAL

SWEETENER

1 2 01
BTL

k
0,
Kraft Wrapped &Sliced

'AMERICAN
SINGLES
129

21b.
pkg.

R
PIMENTO
SPREAD
WEIT

eCA

4
4S/
-A•
4
/

Kroger Frozen

LB

02.
CANS

4

f
ar--Th
a4ea

/VW

WITH COUPON ABOVE

KROGER

CT.
PKG.

SUNDAE-BARS

$129
ix iiiRANGE SHERBET
12 R
PKG
PUSH UPS
,

10 929

FREEZER PLEEZER

979

;111

Assorted Color

data)
SHORTENING

12 oz.
pkg.

11

WALDORF
TISSUE
4

1 79

BAKERY
ASSORTED VARIETIES KROGER

(ROGER

4

Meat Pot Pies

102 $1 00
PEGS
1201$ 109
PKG

Cheese Pizza
LLOYD J HARMS

2601 $ 1
PKG
I

Peach Pies
FLUSCIIMANN'S

99"

1602

Egg Beaters

29

ASSORTED STYLES

Variety Pack Cheese
KROGER

1202
PIG 99

KROGER,AUSAGE OR
1102
PIG

Pepperoni Pizza

Cottage Cheese

3

Yubi Yogurt

$139

(ROGER

Multi-Grain Bread

I Li
PKG

Permabond

FILLER
PAPER

SUPER
GLUE

160Z.$1 00
LOAVES
u
24 02 $ 1
LOAVES

isoz
PKG

ROYAL VIKING

Cherry Coffee Cake

O

KROGER

Corn Oil Margarine

Orange Coconut Strip

soz.$ 1 00
TUBS

2
2

29

200 tt.
Pk9-

ROYAL VIKING

2402.9
TUI

ASSORTED VARIETIES

Totino's Pizza

Wheat Bread

GAL. $
JUG

Orange Juice

Mead Wide Rule

(ROGER 100°.

1201.$
PKG

(ROGER 100'.

3/$199

Sandwich Buns

TUB

KROGER WRAPPED& SLKED

KROGER

KROGER I CT NOT DOG OR

n'w 664
1 39
239
9C

Jolopeno Spread

634

II OZ
PKG

$1 09

WNW 8. SMITH

$1 09

100 SHEET

09

12 COUNT

White Bread

PARKAY

Best Rite Theme Book

$1 19

EACH

Faber Castel! Pencils

EACH
PKG

59"
49"

TRASH
BAGS

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store. Plus each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly r"I specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health& beauty aio3, meats and produce.

IMARMRINE

9
64 CT
PIG

COST CUTTERS!

KRAFT WHIPPED

3 gram
tube

Crayola Crayons

KROGER BUTTERCRUST OR VILLAGE BAKERY
2001.$
LOAVES

59C

NOW

WAS NOW
WAS I NOW
GALA

\\:AI5
36 02
PKG

Prime Variety

FOR YOUR JEANS

Soft N Fade

140 CT
PKG

Instant Tang
Cares',Soap

$

CIZ
BAR

luO % TEA

PURE
NESTEA

531

Panshakes

7 02
PKG

63'

02
PKG

794

ASSORTED LAYER CAKE MIXES

Pillsbury Plus
SOET

Aurora Prints

2 ROLL
PKG.

59'

43'

NOW

59'

74"
55'

SO 1

WAS

BAR-B-1:1
SAUCE
NOW

29'

GAL
JUG

Super Suds

40 02

NOW

$105

Box

09

3201.
JAR

$]29

$1 19

ROL
Kraft Dressing ..In.
73'

69"

KRAFT SALAD DRESSING

Miracle Whip
1000 ISLAND

STRAWBERRY

Kraft Preserves "Mt

$1 17

SPEAS

Apple Juice

64 02
BEL

PETER PAN

Peanut Butter

Is

65
1

$ 1 25

JUMBO ROLL

Hi Dri Towels
MINI PADS

New Freedom

89'
$157
$121

85 SO
ROLL

571

I 2 CT
PKG.

79'

15 OZ.
CAN

69"

4FORS 1
$1 29
544
76'

CNEF BOY AR DEE

CHEF SOY AR DEE PEPPERONI OR SAUSAGE
165 02
PKG
1

Pizza Mix

39

REGULAR COUNTRY TIME

s"
PEG 85"

Lemonade

201 •
JAR
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

uPEN rIT

Sweet Peas

Beef-O-Getti

74

43
'Corn Tortillas

p

gal 45'

DELUXE FRENCH OR 1000 ISLAND WISNI10411
8 .02.
CAN

Fabric Softener

$189

PILLSBURY HUNGRY JACK

Sweet Peas

454:

STA PUF

WITH BATH OIL
4

$ 1 24

PIG.

42
'1 6' $1
'1 93

EL CHICO FROZEN
5702.
CAN

GREEN GIANT

15 02. 5139

BREAKFAST DRINK
27 02
JAR

66'

h9C
V

NOW

WAS

GAINES DOG FOOD.

Family Napkins

WAS NOW
GREEN GIANT

Dressing

$bz

73'

IP
9

39"

Ill

\\ I

69'

WAS NOW
100% TEA
02
JAR S 24

Pure Nestea

$219

SUGAR SWEETENED COUNTRY TIME
MAKES
VS

S 229

$219

MAKES
IS OTS

$ 329

$319

IOCT
PKG

3

49`
$1 45

Lemonade

Lemon time

65'
$135
81

$235

SUGAR SWEETENED COUNTRY TIME
MAKES
OTS $229

10

10

SUGAR SWEETENED

Lemonade
Et CHICO FROZEN

Flour Tortillas
FUNSNINE FROZEN ORANGE

Juice Icicle

opg s 1 4 9

WAS NOW
KRAFT

HUNI4AriTilAUCE

Grape Jelly

II 02
JAR

89'

GREEN GIANT FRENCH STYLI OR

SALSA
NOW

95'

4P
69'
69'
89'

Hamburger Dills "MI 75'

69'

Cut Green Beans"eazii 434
WISHBONE
'
Italian Dressing sat 73
SWEET & SPICY WISHBONE

.,

OZ
JAR

70c

79"

Dressing
ItA
:eew
SPickles

lel::.
DTI

JAR

73'

RAINEI

BATHROOM TISSUE

SOFT N
PRETTY
NOW

$101
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Clifford Miller's
Funeral Services
To Be Thursday
The funeral for Cliffurd A.
Miller will be held Thursday
at! p.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Harrell Irwin officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Donald Crawford, Earl Gene
Ferguson, Mark Ferguson,
Gene Jones. Eli Lilly, and Dan
Gardner.
Honorary
pallbearers will be Lancie
Morris, Billy Murdock,
Eldridge Pickard, James
Harris, Floyd Hart, and Will
J. Smith. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Miller,64, died Tuesday
at 2:45 a.m. at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. He was a salesman for
the D & W Auto Supply. Born
Feb. 28, 1915, in Calloway
County, he was the son of
Murel Reeves Miller Neal,
who survives, and the late Ory
Miller.
Survivors include his wife,
• Mrs. Sylvia Butterworth
Miller. Lynn Grove: his
mother, Mrs. Murel Neal,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
James Debbie Housden,and
two grandchildren. Gaye and
Jay Housden. Hazel.
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Disappearance Of Financier
Having Repercussions In Healy

:t .
,-4
1

assailant.
By PIERO VALSECCHI
goveriunent with the tiny Giuseppe Melzi, urged that the
Ambrosoli's murder and Liberal
Associated Press Writer
and
Social investigators call on Graham
MILAN, Italy
— The Sindona's
disappearance Democratic \ parties last Martin, a former U.S. amdisappearance of fugitive brought renewed demands by weekend, ga
lukewarm bassador to Italy, to clarify
Italian financier Michele the Communist Party for a assent to this.lt formation secret Amnerican funding of
Sindona front a New York full-scale investigation by of an investigating com- Italian political parties
hotel two weeks ago is having Parliament of Sindona and his mission has beendelayed until through Sindona banks.
repercussions for Italy's links with such Christian the fall, and it will take at
fragile new government.
Democratic leaders as former least six months to complete
He claimed Sindona handled
Sindona's financial dealings Premier Giurio Andreotti and its work.
the payment of secret U.S.
spanned the Atlantic and Senate President Arnintore
At a news conference last funds to the Socialist and
ranged from investment Fanfani.
week the lawyer representing Social Democratic parties as
The Christian Democrats, small stockholders of the well as to the Christian
advice to the Vatican to involvement in the biggest bank who formed a minority bankrupt Bence Private, Democrats.
failure in U.S. history.
He is wanted in Italy to face
charges of diverting $264
million from two Milan banks
he controlled that failed. And
he is alleged to have been a
pipeline for secret American
funds to the ruling Christian
Democrats, with close ties to
some of the party's top
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — that he said, he would use to federal takeover
of the • workleaders.
Both of Kentucky's guber- revamp the
workmen's men's
compensation
Sindona vanished in New natorial candidates, ad- compensation
law if elected.
program, currently financed
York Aug. 2, five weeks before dressing a state Chamber of
"The high cost and various through private insurance
he was scheduled to go on trial Commerce luncheon, have court
interpretations of the companies.
THE SUMMER READING CONTEST, sponsored by the Calloway County Public
there on charges of misap- pledged to change the state's law are
widely blamed for
— Legislative redrafting-of
Library, ended Ails, 27 with the above children as winners. They are: top row, Jane
profiriating, stealing or workmen's compensation law. keeping
prospective
the
current law to remove
emBailey, coordinator of the program, Jackie Boltz, Marcia Ford, David Futrell, Trevor
misusing $45 million from the
''I'm going to work to ployers,and thus new
jobs, out. ambiguous language which
Coleman, Robbie Saville, Tammie lones, and Ren Leys, also coordinator. R202, a
Franklin National, sank; the change workmen's com- of Kentucky,"
Nunn said.
has led to court 'decisions
robot in the movie "Star Wars", was an added attraction and was responsible for the
Long Island bank that pensation," said Democrat
The candidate said he would increasing the cost of the
collapsed in 1974. Sub- John Y. Brown Jr. said "have a
slogan "Read Two, Discover Too." In keeping with the outer space theme the winners
workmen's com- program.
sequently his lawyer said he Tuesday.
were taken to the M.S.U. planatarium where Dr. James Burnlev conducted a tour and
pensation program that is fair
— Legislation to restore a
received a letter claiming that
"I'm going to change the to the injured worker, fair
demonstrated the use of the planatarium. Certificates were awarded to all participants
to realistic schedule of awards to
the 59-year-old financier had prevailing wage law because his family,
who read five or more books.
fair to his em- partly disabled workers.
been kidnapped and was being the duty of the governor is to ployer, and
Photo C redit• `Vita Baugh
in line with both
Amendments
to
held "to answer to proletarian manage the money, in- the benefits
and the rates strengthen the vocational
justice."
vestment and construction in which exist in our surrounding education
provisions of the
New York police have not the best interest of the people states, with
whom Kentucky Law to help disabled porkers
ruled out the possibility of - of Kentucky," Brown added.
competes for new business."
return to the workforce if
kidnapping, but Italian ofRepublican Louie Nunn
Nunn's five points were:
possible.
ficials dismiss the disap- outiined a five-point program
-- Opposition to state or
—.Tightened administrative
pearance as "one more Sincontrols, a faster method of
dona scenario." They draw a
processing . claims and inparallel between his dropping
creasing the qualifications of
by avoid prosecution in Chicago out of sight as his trial got
dotted
He responded to critics who procession,
members of the workmen's
close with his flight from Italy
have complained that FBI numerous police vehicles with on
armed
compensation board
robbery,
agents have violated civil red or blue flashing lights, aggravated kidnapping and in 1975 just ahead of an arrest
Brown also 'discussed
warrant.
rights in their search for wound its way through a quiet rape charges.
professional negotiations for
Sindona's two Milan banks,
BALTIMORE (API —When things in mind, like the recent teachers "which my opponent
Melvin Bay Guyon, 19, who residential area to the Massac
The FBI alleged Guyon
which merged and then went Charlie Chisholm takes Big trip to
has been accused of the Oliver Memorial Gardens.
fatally shot Oliver. Fellow
Cologne, Germany, has attacked," he said.
shooting.
In Cleveland, another ap- agents said Oliver may have into bankruptcy in 1974, are Daddy Rat out for a night ride, courtesy of a motorcycle
Such negotiations "merely
"We will respect individual peal was isssued for Guyon's held off firing because two charged with illegally ex- a thousand lights detonate magazine. Some of the tours, gives the teacher the right to
porting
millions of dollars in 3,500 tiny rhinestone ex- he hopes will
rights, but we will find the surrender. He was placed on children were in the room with
be for profit. confer with our school boards,
murderer," Webster said.
the FBI's list of 10 most- Guyon during the con- funds to Switzerland at the plosions, dazzling awestruck Other will be for charity. •
a right to which I believe they
height
of an Italian currency pedestrians and fulfilling a 40Webster recently attended wanted fugitives on Thursday, frontation.
Charlie Chisholm „hasn't are entitled and one...with , •
the funerals of the other two hours after Oliver was shot in
forgotten his humble begin- which 73 percent of KenOliver was born in 1944 in crisis in the early 19706. Last year dream.
"You pass this motorcycle nings.
agents, slain in California. A an inner city housing project Makanda in Jackson County, month the liquidator of the
tuckians agree," Brown said
uniformed California highway • on Cleveland's east side.
"When I was a a kid, we
Illinois. He was a 1963 merged Banca Private, at night, you don't know what
lawyer
Giorgio
Ambrosoli,
it is," Chisholm boasted. "I were very poor people. My
patrolman was among the
Oliver had gone to an graduate of Metropolis High
group of more than 300, many apartment with five other School and joined the Army in who had been digging into mean, you turn on 300, 400 of daddy always promised me a
of them uniformed law en- agents to arrest Guyon on a 1965. He joined theFBI in 1971 Sindona's business ventures, these lights, it looks like a bicycle, but I never got a new
was shot and killed on a Milan meteor coming at you. A lot of bike," Chisholm
forcement personnel, - who warrant alleging flight to as a clerk in Philadelphia.
said, exstreet by an unknown
people, they go crazy over a." plaining that a cousin's
attended Oliver's funeral.
The 1962 Harley Davidson. motorcycle sparked his own
Officers from Illinois,
proudly dubbed Big Daddy interest in cycles.
Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri
WASHINGTON (AP
Rat, almost never loses a
and Tennessee joined 100 FBI
"He had a few things here President Carter signed into
- best dress" motorcycle and there, and 1 thought it was law Tuesday legislation that
agents cramming the chapel,
competition — and small a tremendous bike and I said will enable the Bell County
anterooms and hallways of the
Aikens-Farmer Funeral
wonder.
that if I ever got large enough, Board of Education to build a
Home.
Sandwiched between two I'd get one of my own.
new high school on property
chromed wheels, Chisholm
The Rev. Don Young said in
"I left home at 15 and when I now owned by the federal
has lovingly installed a radio- finally got the money, I put it government, according to a
a 15-minute eulogy: "Not
unlike Jesus. Johnnie Oliver
tape player. a CB radio, and down on a motorcycle. My statement from Sen. Walter
LEXINGTON, -Ky. AP —
The story and photographs possible relatives of the
1,450 lights — all of it outlined wife took one look at it. She tiuddleston, D-Ky.
stood for us, in our place, so A University of Kentucky
we wouldn't have to fight to anthropologist is awaiting generated dozens of calls to victims has been promising.
in a blaze of rhinestones and said,'You gotta get rid of that
The legislation was sponWolf, reporters, coroners and
"I met with both families red and white tassels.
protect ourselves ...
motorcycle, or get rid of me.' sored by Huddleston and Sen.
medical records from several state police. All but two and discussed it in
detail,"
"There's something unusual states that could solve the
The-bike is a regular at civic So I kept the bike."
Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
possible
names
were Wolf said. "They looked at the parades, county fairs and
about a man who will give his mystery of a man and woman
On a whim, he attached 50
The bill signed by the
life for what is right. Johnnie whose skeletal 'r'emains were eliminated "for one reason or reconstructions. Both groups shopping center openings and lights. That atteacted at- president provides for the
another," Wolf said.
of relatives were fairly certain the
Oliver was that man."
52-year-old
West tention, so he added another transfer of 47 acres of U.S.
found in eastern Kentucky.
-We've written for some it was a reasonable likeness.
As Oliver's widow, Joan
Baltimore bartender says it is hundred, and another, and Forest Service land to the
Until then, the victims — medical records in Chicago, Without medical
records, I about to be listed in the another.
Ann, clutched the couple's their faces reconstructed with
county school board. The
Arizona and in some hospitals can't say for sure, but right
three young children —
Guinness Book of Records as
"I just kept adding. After I board will be able to replace
modeling clay — will continue of the Marine Corps," he
said. now everything seems to fit." ' "the world's most unusually got up around 300, everybody two existing high schools with
daughter Gerrie and sons to be known simply as John
"When those records arrive, I
Hardly
anything
was lighted street motorcycle."
Randy and Riciy — mourners and Jane Doe.
was really amazed and I a new facility which will be
should be able to say definitely learned about Jane Doe from
filed through the dimly lighted
But Chisholm has bigger decided to really go for it."
located outside a flood plain.
"We've got a couple of yes or no."
her skull, but Wolf said one
chapel to pay their respects.
pdssible names and we're
Wolf deduced from the family told of "the proximity
Other
Cleveland-based
wilting on medical records skeleton that John Doe was
a of the person when missing
agents served as pallbearers right now," Dr. David Wolf
slender, arthritic 6-footer, and ... details of connections
as the casket was taken to the said Tuesday in an interview.
about 36 years old. He wore with people in the area. Plus
hearse.
The
funeral
The woman's skull was eyeglasses, used a cane and there are some medical
found last summer in Hyden was left-handed. Jane Doe records that are
known to
by workers clearing a weeded, was between ages 25 and 35. exist.
vacant lot before former Both were white and may
"I'm less sure on that case
President Richard Nixon's have been murdered.
than I am on John Doe, but
The Christian Fellowship visit. The man's nearly intact
Wolf said he since • has there are several links that
Church in Briensburg will skeleton was found in January learned that
John Doe may look good," he said. "The
have a homecoming on on a hillside in a thinly have been an
ex-Marine, He proof will come from matSunday, Aug. 19.
populated area of Breathitt added that one may have
been ching head 1 X-rays. If they
Special singing will be County.
a Kentuckian and the other match, I'm 99.999 percent
featured at both the morning
With no other starting point from out-of-state, but
would sure."
and evening services. A in the search for identities, give no
further details.
basket lunch will be served at Wolf and another an"1 don't want to give any' noon.
thropologist, Virginia Smith, ideas that may ...
deter
David Ferrell will present a set out to reconstruct the somebody else
from calling,"
musical concert on the grand
victims' faces. It took hun- he said.
piano at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday.
dreds of hours to apply
But he said information
The public is invited to
modeling clay directly to the obtained from two groups
of
LEXINGTON Ky.
—
attend, a church spokesman skulls.
said.
Mark McDaniel, executive
Photographs of the manassistant to the commissioner
nequin-like heads were
of public information in
distributed to the news media
This Week's Special
named
Frankfort,
was
Aug. 1. Wolf hoped someone
Tuesday as news director of
With Purchase Of Pound
Prices of stock of local interest at
would recognize the likenesses
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
wTVQ Television, Lexington's
Of Barbecue
and
provide
possible
idenLedger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray. are as follows
tities.
Shirt patterns that have Channel 62.
The appointment was anIndustrial Average
-0.85
"You don't even realize how been used for the shirts of
the nounced by Jeff Evans, vice
many people are missing until Murray High School band
Air Products .
34 4are
general
and
Amencan Motors
you do something like this," needed according to a president
7% At
Play Our College Quiz Game& Win!
Ashland
wrvQ.
3754 +411
of
manager
he said.
spokesman.
American Telephone
504 uric
Barry
succeeds
McDaniel
Bonanza
tA
304B 3,
Although the .band is c,g..
Chrysler
0% -%
tinuing to use the shirt, the Peel. who resigned to comFord Motor
42,
4 unc
master's
G.A.F
1101 one
shirt pattern is no longer plete work on a
Federal-State Market News Service
General Care
1201 +I%
degree.
available from the pattem
August 15,1979
General Dynamics
4004 +
McDaniel has worked at
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
General Motors
50.
1 uric
company. The patterns have
Report
Includes
General Motors
7
Buying
Stations
stations during his
511% one
numerous
been used by the band for
Receipts Act. 611 Est MO Barrows 41
General Tlre
11% -%
You Bong ft, We Cook h
career.
Gilts $1 00 higher Sows steady 91.00
Goodrich.
21% -%
about five years. Patterns are radio and television
higher
Hardees
1501 one
include WNBC in New
They
especially
needed in the
US 1-2 200-23Q lbs
Heublein
294a unc
13700-3725
York, WJJD in Chicago, and
US 2 200-240 lbe
IBM
936 50-37 00
medium size.
70% +%
2-3240-564
US
lbri
Jenco
.
435 50-36.50 .
4A
WLKY-TV, WLOU, WKI,O,
32%13 22
Those
having
patterns may
US 3-4 240110 lba
nut7
K Mart
27% -%
WINN in
and
Sows
Pennwalt
bring them to James 1.ight, WKYW
34% +44
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
Quaker Oats
communities
Other
825 00-24 00
-Mr
Louisville.
1709 College Farm Road, or
US / -3 300450 Irks
Tappan...
124 00-25 00
12% unc
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
Tesaco
525 00-26 00
Max Brandon at the downtown in which he has held broad.37% -%
US 1-3500450 lbs
Wal Mart
13500-27.20
20% +01
Peoples
Bank, or they may casting jobs include Tucson,
•
US 2-3 300-500 1 ho
Wendy*
121 00-24 90
. 178 1744A
Ariz., and Indianapolis
Boars 11 00-24 00
call 753-0497.

Governor Candidates
Pledge Change In Law

FBI Director Pledges 'Relentless
Persuit' Of Accused Murderer
By J.L.SCHMIDT
Associated Press Writer
METROPOLIS, Ill. API —
Minutes after Johnnie Oliver
was buried, the director of the
FBI pledged a "relentless
pursuit" of the man accused of
fatally shooting the special
agent.
....ERI_Director William
Webster spoke Tuesday at
Barkley Airport in nearby
Paducah after the funeral in
hometown,
Oliver's
Metropolis.
Oliver, 35, was killed
Thursday in Cleveland, Ohio.
He attended schools in the
Southern Illinois community
and many relatives live in the
area.
Webster said the death of
three FBI agents last Thursday brought the death toll of
law enforcement officers to 56
for the year and he expressed
hope the latest killings would
remind the public of the
dangers officers face.

Meet Is Saturday
At New .Providence
A special meeting Will be
held Saturday, Aug. 18, at 2:30
p.m. at the Jim Allbritten
Grocery building at New
Providence for all persons
interested in the care and
upkee of the New Providence
Cemetery.
Trustees will be elected, and
further plans for financing of
the upkeep will be discussed.
Persons who have not paid on
the trust fund are especially
urged to attend, a spokesman
said.
•

Livestock Market
Loursvn.i.E.

Ky. .APi (USDA, —
Cattle and calves estimated receipts 603,
feeders 60 percent; luruted dalrybred
slaughter steers 2.00-3_00 higher, heifers
untested. cows 1 00-2 CO higher in forced
trade. limited slaughter bulls steady:
calves and vealers untested early, feeders
steady O. 200 higher good and few choice
2-3 slaughter steers 1345-1250 lb 56 2045 10.
utility 1745 lb 0400. commercial cows 3-5
45 5041 CO cutter 1-2 mostly 46 0041 00,
few high dressing to 55.00: slaughter bulls
1-2 14001765 lb 540041 75, feeder steers
few choice 360-455 lb 94.00-99 50: 535640 lb
67 0091 00, good and choice 300-475 lb
06 00-94 00. 200.100 lb 77 5043 25, good 350.400 lb 65 0043 00. 400.960 lb 55 0045 00
when choice 45-375 lb 72 554172 430-575
lb 742L716 50. good and choice 400425 lb
65 OW00 good 335400 lb 60 0044 00
Hogs 2.000 'including 1,300 feeder pigs.
barrows and OB950-1.00 after opening 2550 higher. 1-1210.240 lb 36 10-36 40, few
36.75, 2 205-250 1b 3'i 70-34 10 2-3 rs-iso lb
37 7037 70, 3 255-270 lb 3606-.?? 25. sows
steady, 1-2 350-450 lb r 10-1)00. 460450 lb
36 50-29 50 few up to 30.06, boars over 300
lb 26 00-74 15 '
Sheep 25 untested early

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have nal
recisivild their home &Airmail
copy of The Murry ledger
Times by 5.30 p r Monday
Friday or by 3.30 pm on
Saturdays are urged to cal
753 1916
between
5.30
par and 6 par, Monday
Friday or 3 30 p
mild 4
p.m Saturdays, to insure
delivery of His ',aspirator.
Calls mull be *tad by 6
p
wtelidays or 4 p.m
Saturdays
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Big Daddy Rat Night Ride
Fulfills 40-Year Dream
Of Charlie Chisholm

Law Signed Into
Legislation For
New High School

Anthropologist Awaits
Medical Records In Case

HICKORY HUT
PIT BARBECUE

Fellowship Church
Plans Homecoming

New Foot Long
Hot Dogs

Public Information
Assistant Named
To Television Job

Old Shirt Patterns
Needed By Murray
High School Band

Stock Market

Burgoo 25' Off Per Serving
50' Off Per Pint

Free Pint Of
Baked Beans

Ask About Our Catering Service
And Custom Barbecueing

Hog Market

HICKORlipT 1:3113„,13AR-B-O
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Backtalk Can Be Good For Soul

Editor Lets Off Steam By Letter
By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer

as
Ian

PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) —
Newspaper readers have been
airing their gripes on editorial
pages for years, and if their
letters are any indication, a
little backtalk can be good for
the soul.
If that's true, then why

shouldn't a newspaper editor
have a chance to let loose a
little steam of his own?
Jack Paxton of The
Paducah Sun couldn't think of
a good reason either. And so,
the mild-mannered editor let
his readers have it last week,
with an impassioned — albeit
tongue-in-cheek — "letter
from the editor."
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If Trial Will Continue
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By BILL RAWLINS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
Twelve days after a judge's
heart attack interrupted
Tennessee's
clemency-forcash trial, a substitute jurist
conducts a hearing to
determine if it can resume
before the original U.S,
District Court jury.
Today's hearing scheduled
by Judge Gilbert Merritt of
the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals was the first effort to
get the trial rolling since
Judge Charles G. Neese's
Aug. 3 heart attack.
Merritt was assigned the
trial by Presiding Judge
George Edwards of the Court
of Appeals, who had assigned
Neese — from Greeneville,
Tenn. — after the two federal
district judges in Nashville
stepped aside.
The defendants are T.
Edward Sisk, ex-Gov. Ray
Blanton's former •legal
counsel: Charles Benson,
Sisk's extradition assistant;
Charles Frederick Taylor, a
former member of Blanton's
security staff; Dale Quillen, a
Nashville lawyer,and William
A. Thompson, a Chattanooga
nightclub operator and
Democratic leader.
All are accused of conspiring to sell reduced prison
sentences for thousands of
dollars before Blanton left
office Jan. 17.
Lawyers for Quillen. Sisk,
Taylor and Thompson have
filed motions opposing, a
mistrial because, they say,
their clients,cannot afford the
expense of a second trial. Sisk
attorney Cecil Branstetter
also says a second trial would

allow the government "to
improve the prosecution
strategy after its own witnesses have disclosed the
rickety foundation of important portions of its original
theory."
If Merritt decides a mistrial
should be declared, 12 new
jurors and six new alternates
would have to be chosen for a
second trial. It took three days
to choose the present jury,
which is not sequestered,from
among a panel of 150 voters.
Even if the present trial can
proceed, court sources said
they doubt testimony can
resume before Aug. 27. These
sources said Merritt will ask
attorneys if they wish to
question the present jurors
about possible exposure to
trial publicity which could
affect their verdict since
Neese's heart attack.
By the time Neese fell ill,
prosecutors had presented
state officials, prisoners and
ex-convicts who testified,
among other things, that they
had seen $3,000 passed between Thompson and Sisk in a
Nashville motel parking
garage. The prosecution was
preparing to call Arthur
Baldwin, an FBI informer
from Memphis, about taperecorded conversations he had
had with Taylor. Taylor has
pleaded innocent by reason of
entrapment.
No testimony has been introduced so far against
Quillen, whose lawyer has
asked repeatedly that the
court dismiss the case.
Neese underwent heart
surgery during the weekend
and is in the critical care unit
of St. Thomas Hospital.

"Dear Reader," Paxton
began. "I'm darned sick and
tired of you being so negative
all the time. You never give
the good news or talk about
anything positive.
"Nothing but pick, pick,
pick, gripe, grouse, complain."
"Another thing," he continued," you inject your own
opinion into everything you
read. Where is your objectivity?
"Sometimes I think you
don't know the first thing
about fairness. Or about the
very basics of the concept of
freedom of the press."
Paxton left fly a few choice
words at the mother of "an
absolutely darling little girl
who just came in third in the
Little Womens' Doilie Tassle
Twirling contest." And at the
reader who "just happened to
be the father of the world's
greatest future athlete who
just came in sixth in the third
flight of the second district
Tiddly Wink Twink."
"I too would be proud,"
Paxton acknowledged.
"But my 2-year-old son Josh
just the other day discusthrew Grandma's 60-year-old
serving platter over four feet
for the first time and I was
proud too, but he didn't get his
name in the newspaper.

Russellville Public
Works Supervisor
Fired By Council

( Least not till now, so I could
make this point.")
Paxton
special
gave
mention to the mythical Aunt
Masie who "only last month
had the most glorious family
reunion in the history of the
southeastern United States,
with some of your fellow
Farkles being as many as 137years-old and coming as far
away as Waccobacco, Ark."
"Much as I wish we could,
we cannot print the names of
the 37 dishes you served at the
picnic, nor the 1,783 names of
those who attended.
"To sum it up, dear
reader," Paxton concluded,
"a tall, fat Brooklyn raspberry to you too."
How have Paxton's readers

GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) —
Testimony was scheduled to
continue today in the murderconspiracy trial of four former
and present Ku Klux Klan
members.
In Tuesday's opening day of
testimony, three prosecution
witnesses unveiled a bizarre
plot to kill brothers David and
Kenny Bush of Glasgow was
discussed at a Jan. 14
meeting.
State Klan Grand Dragon
Sherman
Adams, Klan
Secretary John Palmore, and
brothers Kerry and Tony
Wyatt are charged in the case.
During opening testimony
Tuesday, three former Klan
members — James Haynes,
Ricky Turner and Ronnie
Jones, all of Barren County —
all St2ed that they were
present at meetings held at
the home of the Wyatt.
brothers in Glasgow where the
alleged plot was discussed.
According to testimony, the
participants discussed using a

blowgun to puncture a tire of
the Bush's car as it was
travelling at a high rate of
speed. According to the three
withesses, Palmore said at the
Jan. 14 meeting that a friend
of his could do a "professional
job" with a blowgun.
Defense showed a sample
blowgun as evidence and tried
to downplay the seriousness of
using a blowgun in a plot by
showing that a dart fired from
the blowgun bounced off the
tire and didn't puncture it.
Haynes and Turner denied
during cross-examination that
they had made any deals for
testifying.. Jones
was
scheduled to be crossexamined today.
The prosecution contends

that one of the brothers, David
Bush, a former Klansman,
was targeted to be killed
because he was scheduled to
testify against Adams in
another case in Bullitt County.
HEALTH MkSSAGES
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
producers of "Sesame Street"
have joined with health experts and filmmakers from 19
Latin American countries to
create a series of television
and radio messages designed
to improve basic health
practice:
The "Health Minutes" cover
such topics as maternal and
child care, communicable
disease, accident prevention,
sanitation and illness.

Students registered at
Southwest Elementary school
in the first through the fourth
grades were inadvertently
omitted from the listing that
appeared in the Back-ToSchool section in Tuesday's
edition.
Calloway County Schools
will begin their 1979-80 school
year on August 31 with
students attending during the
morning for enrollment purposes. Kindergarten units will
register at their respective
schools at 7 p.m. on August 31.
Kindergarten students will not
attend August 31.
First Grade

ly Sheltun, Jeremy Muck well. Raquel
Wallace, Jana Wilson

Third Grade
Teacher. Key --• Tim Armstrong,
&earn Barnett, Michael liocy, Jane
Ann Coot, L'aval t...1-use, Chris Douglas,
Kevin Ealey, Lenora Garland,
Robin Green, Darla Cremate, Jeffrey
Holmes, Stephanie Keel, Felisha Lamb,
Gregg Lassiter, Michael Manning,
Harry McDonald, Angela McGuuus, Billy Mills, Tripp Nix, Stacy Parks, Jenruler Paschall, Leslie Pritchard,
)(rube Rase, Sherry Smith, Kevin
Turner, Ricky Turner, David Waldrop.
Betsy Wtutheld, Jon Wuest
Teacher: Jackass - Teresa Armstrong, Aimee Bailey, Ginger Billington,
Rumue Cochran, Brenda Cooper, Joe
Dillon, Charlie Downs, Amy Ferguson,
Kenneth Grace, Bruce Greer, Melissa
Hicks,
Yancey Hole, Tracey Kunbro, Jason
Lambert, Jackie Lows, Vickie Manning, Roger McKinney, Maryann Murray,
Lori Overcast, Jamie Paschall, Ashley
Poyner,
Scott Robinson, Shane Sea vers, Renee
Thweatt, Mary Turner, Angela Van
Wickler, Mark Watkins, Dana Westerman, Robert Lee Woodrum, Greg
Workman

Teacher: liaderweed Jennifer
Bland, Arthur Boyd, Angela Burpo,
Michael Copeland, Stephen -Heath"
Crouch, Tracy Foutch, Marshall
Gilliam,
Bradley Hale, Jennifer Henry, Brad
Jackson, William Leslie James, Tammy
Mahan, Christie Milby, Casey Nesbitt,
Kristopher "Travis" Turner,
Nicole West, Amy Wilkerson,
Christopher Wilkinson, Paul Woodrum,
Benjamin Wright, Christopher Wyatt
Teacher: Burkett''- Nancy Armstrong, Ray Bradford, Cathey Bradon,
Stephanie Carraway, Brock Crouch,
Matthew Falwell, Mickey Futrell, Jody
GallImore,
Mark Garland, Bradley Hamby, Sandy Hayes, Stephanie Jones, Soses Lax,
Amy Lefler,Stacey Mausey,
William McLemore, Amy Nesbitt,
Bet* Parker, Anthony Lee Patrick,
Christy Trenholm, Regina Warren,
Michael Winters.

Second Grade
Teacher: Cooper - Sharon Blakely,
Jamie Bnunlow, Christopher Bynum,
Brien Clark, Brent Dunlap, Angie
Garland, Melissa Reeea Green,
Kellee Hooks, Roger Hutson, Jay
Jackson, Robert E. Jones, Michael Lax,
Leann McBumey, Stephanie Miller,
Michael Mills, Joseph Paschall,
Andy Rickman, Jonathan Rose, Jason
Sims, Sandra Tidwell, Dana Washer,
Leslie Wyatt.
Teacher: Parks - Mark Barber,
Valerie Barrett, Edward Brandon, Jenny Burpo, Steven Casos, John Dillon,
Shane FrLstoe, William Gentry,
Brescia Buie, Robert Jones, Shernia
Jones,Shelley Leopard, Michael McDermott, Jennifer Mills, Christina Parker,
Jason Prescott, Adam Riley, Kimber-

Fourth Grade
Teacher: Roblissoa - Shawn Alexander, Marla Arnett, Cheryl Billuigton,
Melissa Broach, Melinda Butterworth,
Caaos, Stacey Deeter, Cindy
Edwards, Leslie Erwin,Larry Foutch,
Slaty Grubbs, Scott alkaline, Roger
Herndon, Brad Housten, Johns Jones,
Corey Lambert, Tracey Manning, Mitchell Nesbitt, Chris Paschall, Chris Proctor,
Lisa Rexreat, Kyle Roberts, Richard
Smith, Michelle Stone, Tina Thompson,
Stephanie Treeas, Tommy Vance,
Wesley Warren, Robin Westerman,
Lone Ann Wilson.

MARCONI'S MARK
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Guglielmo Marconi, inventor
of the wireless, was only 21
when he discovered messages
could be transmitted without
the use of wires.
One of Marconi's life objectives was to create a
system of communications
capable of operating with
complete reliability from any
point on earth, according to
IPO, Inc., a nonprofit group
dedicated to preserving the
patent system.
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Discount Stores
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COLOR FILM PROCESSING

We are showing our appreciation to our customers with this
money saving specials from S p.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday
August 16th.
Jet.

•

TIDE

moo

Limit 2

from Kodacolor, Fuji or
Focal film only

R.C.

DILLS
39'

1

490Z. BOX

20 EXP. ROLL $2.77
24EXP. ROLL $3.47

Paducah Sun
generous
bouquets along with occasional medals.
And in the wake of his
column, the editor said, more
kudos may be on the way.
"I've gotten several calls
from people who have said
they thought about complimenting us on various
things, they just haven't
gotten around to doing it. They
say they're going to do it
now."
Along with showing the
readers a glimpse of the
frustrations on the other side
of the newsprint, Paxton said
his column served another
purpose:
"I'm feeling a lot better this
week."

Testimony To Continue
In Klan Members Trial

RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.(AP
City Public Works Supervisor Bobby Young was fired
Tuesday by the city council
after declining an opportunity
to resign.
The council Also asked for a
grand jury probe of work done
by Young at the RussellvilleLogan County Memorial Park
and of bills he has presented
for the work.
William Rueff, Young's
lawyer, said a suit will be filed
to collect the $9,000 which
Young says he is owed for the
King George VI and Queen
work, which involved un- Elizabeth were
honored
derground wiring for a little guests at the New
York
league baseball field, a picnic World's Fair in 1939.
shelter and lights for the ball
park.

12 EXP. Roll
$11 77

responded?
"A couple of people around
the paper immediately said
litioh How's he gonna dig his
way out of this one?'
-But oddly enough, people
seem to be laughing a lot,"
said Paxton, a former
National Broadcasting Co.
newsman who describes his
current job as "the most
satisfying one I ever had."
"I don't really consider it a
thankless job. It's just that it's
kind of hard to be off duty.
"There are some places I
don't like to go to for breakfast. People store things up.
You get the feeling they're
just waiting to see you."
Over the years, Paxton said,
the public has handed The

Southwest
Elementary

COLAS
1601. 8 PK.

mit 2

GRADE A LARGE

Hi-DRI

FIELD

EGGS

TISSUE

BACON

049'

limit 2

Limit 2

4 ROLL PK.

ORANGEIGA

BANANAS

FROZEN

I

LB.

BUNNY

160Z.
Limit 3

99' 19'
2001. LOAF

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS!
WE RESERVE ret MONT TO LIMIT WEARTMES

EXPIRES AUGUST 25
4111.111111M

79'

. BREAD
JUICE

516 Main Street
8:30-6:00 Mon,-Thurs. & Sat.
8:30-8100 Friday

Limit 2

.•
1 .
'
4•
1

„EE/

Law 3
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FRANKFORT
Kentucky states of much of the year that
Environmental Quality draft of the proposed plan and
has decided to take advantage Congress intended
them to
Commission, and a citizens regulations was forwarded to
of a seven-month filing date have."
the Office of Surface Mining in
advisory group.
extension ordered .12y a federal
Judge Flannery said, "to
Knoxville in mid July.
judge and will not file its deprive the state of this
time
In addition, he said the
actual submission of proposed would be to abuse their
rights department will soon have
Harscher said department
surface mining rtgulations in the federal system."
more detailed personal officials
have
begun
and permanent program
"It would also, by depriving dialogues with represen- developing a set of
alternative
today as originally planned, them of adequate time
to tatives from industry, labor, schedules for the filing of the
according to Secretary Frank prepare a viable state plan
environmental groups and state's draft. He said the
Harscher of the Department and to consider alternatives,
consumers of coal to develop cooperation of the federal
for Natural Resources and subject them to the possibil
ity the substantial changes an- Office of Surface Mining will
Environmental Protection.
that the secretary would ticipated in the state's draft be essential for
meeting
Harscher said the filing date reject their plan," Flanner
y and prepare the final filing. A Kentucky's timetables.
extension will give Kentucky wrote. -This would be
a
valuable time to secure ad- grievous loss to the
states,
z
ditional public comments on depriving them at least for
the
the proposed regulations and indefinite future of the
ability
the program plan; meet with to regulate surface mining
representatives of industry, within their own boundar
ies."
labor, environmental groups
Harscher said the Natural
Thermal Control
and consumers of coal; and to Resources Depart
ment Unmake substantial, additional derstands, from informa
l
changes in the state's original contacts it has made
in
draft proposal.
Washington,
that
the
Condensation Control
Until the court action, states Department of Interior,
does
were required to submit their not plan to appeal the federal
program plans and proposed judge's decision so the
sevensurface mining regulations to month extension apparen
Acoustical Control
tly
the federal Office of Surface will stand.
Mining by today, August 3.
Harscher also noted that he
But, because of a delay in and Gov. Julian M. Carroll
Fire Control
the preparation of the per- had previously support
ed a
manent federal regulations, bill in Congress on
extending
the filing deadline was the deadline.
challenged in court by the
Harscher said the filing
lliennocon
states of Illinois and Virginia.
The Seamless, Monolithic Insulation System
extension will?give the Natural
U.S. District Judge Thomas Resources Department
ba0.1.y.,
Flannery ruled July 25 in needed additional
Call 502-474-2718
For Free Estimates
time to
Washington that, "the delay, review comments secured
at
perhaps
inevitable,
in recent public participation
promulgating the final federal meetings conducted by
the
Box 304 A fit 3, MUI'U,. Ky
regulations has deprived the department
Murray Ky.
and
the
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At first glance,
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State To Use Filing Extension

WHAT A GAS LINE —
the above looks either like a gigantic line o autos waiting for gas or a
magnified flys eye. The aerial view is actually hundreds of autos recently unloaded from
ships at a Wilmington,
Del., Marine Terminal ready for overland shipment to dealers.

Sought By Many

SPRAY-ON

SPRA Y-ON

SPRAY-ON

SPRAY-ON

Oak Articles Again Popular
By Helen Price Stacy
The carved oak chairs that
once seated 12 around the big
table in the kitchen now are
eagerly sought by today's
young marrieds. The oak
school benches, some with.
carved initials yet, are
collected for end tables or
magazine holders. Even the
old pig trough, dug from the
mud of a country hog lot, now
is used as a book case in a fine
home.
If you are one of the many
who used these articles years
ago or if you are a young
housekeeper who wants to
decorate with nostalgia
pieces, "Six Years Before
Electricity," by Howard Fain
could be your memory encyclopedia or guide to
decorating your home in the
eclectic mode.

Friends of Fain know him as
a Nicholasville artist whose
paintings and reproductions
depict life as it was back then.
His 175-page book will introduce him as a writer as
well as illustrator.
"My parents were farm
people," Fain says. '.'My
childhood was shared by Pa,
my grandfather, who liked to
fish and hunt. I really liked
this, being able to go along to
run traps, rob a bee tree or
hunt squirrels. Pa lived in a
cabin on Kentucky River but
was with us on weekends to go
to church with us."
His childhood school had one
room, a coalhouse, two
outhouses and a cistern in the
back yard. He had the same
teacher for all eight grades.
As he progressed in grades, he
moved closer to two high
windows in the room. "When

SPECIAL
Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday
August 14,/5 and 16
Broasted

Chicken Dinner

Reg. $3.25

5295

Regular Order Only)
Includes 4 Pieces Chicken

Cypress Spring
Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake

436-5496

you got over to the windows,
you knew your grade school
days were about over."
One page of the book is a
Fain sketch of the interior of
the school, pot-bellied stove
and all. Another page shows
the school on Valentine's Day
He also remembers tobaccostripping days when his Dad
toted a sack of coal for a fire
near the stripping row.
'Mom grabbed up a pot which
had beans in it and a sack of
bowls and spoons and cornbread. It would take all
morning for the beans to cook.
The morning seemed three
days long, especially after
smellin' them beans cook.
Mom turned the pct lid over
and laid the cornbread on it so
it would warm up, then after
we carried lots of tobacco and
stripped it, we'd finally get
around to eating. Oh, they
sure tasted good."
Another illustration shows
the Fain family spring. "I
think I musta carried every
bucket of water we used.
Water to drink, water to wash
with, water to can with, water
for this and that. About the
time I'd reach over to fill a
bucket, a doggone frog would
leap in and about scare the
daylights out of me. We
usually kept an empty bean
can there hanging from a
piece of balm' wire. Dad
always said water tasted
better out of an old tin can."
Fain majored in art at the
University of Kentucky and
later earned a commercial art
degree from a Pennsylvania
school. He has worked with

WHO: Everyone in town who loves great movies!
WHERE: Your home-if you're a Cablevision Customer!
Or the home of your favorite Cablevision friend.
WHEN: Wednesday, August 15
WHAT: Uncut-Commercial-free entertainment!
"Top Hit" Hollywood Movies, Super Sports and Specials
presented by HBO-HOME BOX OFFICE!
7 hours of entertainment!
SEE:

SI NUMMI

WWII(MAU

RI

engineers and as an interior
designer. The past four years
he has been a full-time artist
and owns and operates the
U.S.A. Gallery, 302 West
Maple, Nicholasville.

SPRAY-ON
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Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle...the biggest
Pepsi of them all!
The Boss saves you trips to the store.
The Boss"lets 9ou bring home two
Quarts of Pepsi in one easy-to-grip
bottle
"The Boss"saves you storage space.
Bringing home"The Boss means
you'll use up less room in your
refrigerator or pantry This handy giant
takes up less space than five cans or
two quart bottles
"The Boss saves that Pepsi-Cola
warkle.
The resealabie cap on"The Boss
keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
servings sparkling fresh lor as long
as you need them
'
"The Boss"... Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle.

PEPSI

Win UM

WHY: HBO is better than ever! We're so
convinced that you'll find that HBO is the greatest
entertainment bargain available that we're offering
you a 1 -day trial-absolutely FREE!

DON'T Miss
HBO'S SUMMER Film FESTiVAL!
ON CAME ChANNEI. 13
Summer TV viewing is never dull on HBO'

Murray Cablevision
763-5005
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Robert Fulton Still Recognized Over
John Fitch As Steamboat Inventor

with
of one Indli lc, be tested
James Rumsey, who made
He presented his idea to the designed a three-root model
looked upon
be
must
he
both,
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Mar1and tavoring a law tu claims of having developed a
brass
American Philosophical a new steamboat "with
as the most unfortunate man
encourage Fitch in building a means of navigation by steam
Associated Press Writer
headed by Benjamin machinery polished in a neat,
Society
the world."
of
steathboat," Johnson noted, as well.
BARDSTOWN, Ky..4 AP) —
an
,"
Franklin, but was refused workmanlike manner
Despite indisputable evidence and the next January, the
Rumsey tried out a backing. Sources say Franklin historical source noted, and
Beconiing more desporuiant
Maryland assembly ':made a steampowered craft in 1787
to confirm that Bardstown
a paddlewheel instead as his luck turned from bad to
had
con"it
Fitch's
d
betraye
even
report favorable to Fitch, but but abandoned the project,
resident John Fitch invented
fidence by publishing a of oars." The model and all his worse, Fitch drank heavily.
gave no assistance on account sources report. Few others
the steamboat and a fresco in
treatise on steam navigation, papers were reported lost He grew ill and was unable to
of a lack of funds."
the U.S. Capitol depicting him
d with steamboating using Fitch's ideas and taking when the house where Fitch sleep, sources reported, and
tinkere
Fitch launched a steamboat until the voyage of Fulton's
doing so, Robert Fulton
was living burned.
therredit.
when a doctor began giving
Aug. 22, 1787 that he Clermont 20 years after
continues to be publicly
him opium pills, he saved
at
"demonstrated
Fitch kept a journal in
Fitch returned to Bardstown'
recognized for the discovery.
Fitch's demonstration.
up for a final dose.
them
the which he noted his failures at
U.S. Rep. Ben Johnson, D- Philadelphia before the
Fitch proceeded to obtain in 1797, seeking to reclaim
the framers of the Constitution,"
ed earlier marriage and recognition:
into
read
Shortly before his death in
Ky.,
franchises for steam powered land he had survey
own July 2, 1798, Fitch
Johnson entered in the navigation on the rivers of but found the 1,300 acres he
Bardst
Congressional Record in 1925:
"I know of nothing so perhis under
Congressional Record.
'Until recently, virtually
wrote:
New York, Delaware, Pen- thought were still
a
and vexatious to
Fitch constructed a 30 nsylvania, Maryland and government warrants had plexing
the whole world believed that
feelings as a turbulent
of
"The day will come when
man
short
by
a
d
oat
occupie
one
steamb
the
and
er
was
passeng
Robert Fulton
been cleared
Virginia.
ex- some powerful man will get
I
.
building
boat
and
wife
traVel
ed attime later that could
who first applied steam to
After a cargo steamboat he settlers. He employ
ed the former and quit fame and riches from my
upstream at 6 m.p.h. and he had designed caught fire and torney William Rowan to perienc
navigation. This belief grew
and had I been in invention, but nobody will
season,
in
inwas
the
but
obtained a patent for
out of the fact that in 1807,
sank in the Delaware, Fitch recover his lands,
I should have believe that poor John Fitch
senses,
right
my
vention April 23, 1791. The began to lose sources of unsuccessful.
Fulton caused to be built and
the latter can do anything worthy of
treated
edly
undoubt
the
his
issued
making
patent office
launched the steamboat
Still dreaming of
to continue his inrevenue
. But for attention.It
manner
same
the
in
This
"
—
"HEY, SKIPPER, YOU NEED A SHORTSTOP?
document jointly to Fitch and vention.
invention a success, Fitch
Clermont on the HtMsoj
young fan seems ready for action, but he has to be conRiver, to which e:vent
widespread, publicity was
tent /Rh watching during a high school baseball game in
given.
Canon City Colo.
itAllr/AVa 41111,:SA
lin\ W
Nigir
',ZHU
\IWAil....z-77/
"However, a few people in
Connecticut, a few in Bucks
County, Pa., a few in
Philadelphia, and the people
of the small town of Bardstown in the state of Kentucky
knew that John Fitch built and
successfully operated a
steamboat of his own conception in 1785."
the
that
FRANKFORT—Sen. Helen Louisville) moved
Fitch, who spent the last
be
I.RC
the
of
staff
entire
(;arrett ( D-Paducah ) was
of his life in Bardstown,
years
ful
success
appointed to the Special I.RC commended on the
born in Windsor, Conn.,
was
ntation
impleme
and
g
plannin
n's
Subcommittee on Workme
tive Jan. 21, 1743, moved to
Compensation at a Legislative of the Southern. Legisla
in Trenton, N.J. at the age of 27
y
recentl
held
nce,
Confere
ssion
Research Commi
a
became
there
and
Louisville.
I
meeting held today.
blacksmith for the Colonial
to
voted
sion
the
The commis
The committee made
the
Army at the outbreak of
take no action on a request, by recommendation that the
Revolutionary War.
t
Contrac
l
Service
Banksthe Persona
Bobbs-Merrill and
He fled to Pennsylvania in
Review Subcommittee, to Baldwin publishing come of the arrival of
advanc
study the cost involved in panies be designated as oftroops at Trenton in
MOUTHWASH
British
possible funding of the ficial publishers of the Ken1776 and stayed for
of
fall
the
8, GARGLE
Attorney General's office to tucky Revised Statutes ( K RS)
some time on a Bucks County
provide all legal services for of the 1980 General Assembly.
farm.
state agencies.
ed
In 1782, while on a voyage to
postpon
actions
Among
an
a
three-m
of
n
The creatio
Orleans, Fitch was taken
were
New
s
meeting
later
site selection committee for until
n of prisoner by Indians. He was
adoptio
the
for
s
request
nce
confere
slation
the pre-legi
TOOTHPASTE
reviewing forced to march 1,200 miles to
was proposed by Sen. Joe guidelines for
ed
remain
he
,
where
ional
Detroit
occupat
Prather ID-Vine Grove) and proposals for
and a for a time as a prisoner. After
accepted by the committee. regulation statutes,
on his release, Fitch returned to
allocati
$50,000
TERRIFIC'
The report of the site selection request for a
SubCounty.
Bucks
I.RC
Special
the
for
the
at
committee will be given
Had it not been for the poor
committee on Workmen's
next meeting.
on of the roads in his
conditi
ation.
Compens
DYocom
Sen. Danny
SHAMPOO OR
time, some historians say,
6 oz.
a
d
•
invente
have
might
Fitch
CONDITIONER
il \\.,\43
iirz_xmlito3x\vm\
herseless ' carriage. But
y
k
*II/
realizing that a steampowered boat would be easier
to guide, he told acquainEXTRA STRENGTH
tances, Fitch began working
on a Vessel he hoped would
to
revolutonary
prove
navigation.
PAIN RELIEF TABLETS
DUSTING POWDER
"Fitch made his model
100's
steamboat, with paddle
wheels as they are now used,"
the rare "Watson's Annals of
Philadelphia" noted.
BABY NURSER SYSTEM
Four door, burgundy with white vinyl top,
*TANK!
"The model was tried on a
burgundy cloth interior, power steering and
fi`ritrAER DISPOSABLE
small stream on Joseph
$ 58
brakes, air conditioner, AM-FM, approximately
BOTTLES 100 Ct
th's meadow about
liongste
64,000 miles,one family owned car.
half a mile from Davisville in
$1575.00
Southampton township, and it
GM Feeling
Great
hat
Keep
realized every expectation.
CMI
The machinery was made of
brass with the exception of the
INFANT
d
ril
111
paddle wheels, which were
NIPPLES
Ilasgme
•••%.
made of wood," the book
HAIR TONIC
753-2617
stated.
South
BABY
OLDER
WITH
USE
FOR
"On Nov. 25, 1785, Thomas
NIPPLES
PLAYTEX NURSER
Jefferson gave Fitch a letter
to Gov. Smallwood of

Paducah Senator Picked
For Subcommittee
On Workmen's Comp

SCOPE

"GEE YOUR HAIR
• SMELLS TERRIFIC" $

SCOPE

1

POND'S

TYLENOL

7)reamjlower

PLAYTEX

1

964

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641

Come try our

Breakfast
Buffet
(It'll keep you comm'back!)
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FRANKFORT — A new
Subcommittee on Foreign
Acquisition of Kentucky
Farmland today began its
study of whether state statutes
should be passed limiting
alien ownership.
Since passage of the 1978
federal Foreign Investment
Disclosure Act, there have
been 3,400 acres in Kentucky
transferred
to
foreign
ownership, according to a
preliminary report presented
by Tom Harris, state
Department of Agriculture
commissioner.
Harris said that report was
received recently from the
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture.
Under federal law, farmland is defined as land which
can be used for agriculture,
forestry. or timber. Harris said
Kentucky has 15k2 million
acres of farmland and 12
million of timber land.
Harris said
a state
-disclosure law would be useful
but care should be taken that

all "loopholes" are closed.
Disclosure is not disclosure
unless information is useful in
identifying the actual people
infolved, he explained. Two
difficulties are people having
to travel to Frankfort for
information, and companies
owned by a string of companies, he said.
Dr. Charles L. Moore Sr.,
associate extension professor
at the University of Kentucky,
said a nationwide survey
conducted from Jan. 1, 1977 to
June 30, 1978 by U. S. Sen.
Herman
Talmadge, DGeorgia, shows only eleven

Kentucky counties which
could determine there were
transfers to foreign firms or
individuals.
Nationwide the volume of
foreign farmland acquisition
is small. .08 percent of toal U.
S. farmland and 2.25 percent
of all farm sales during that
period, said Dr. Moore.
However, the alien ownership
tends to be concentrated so in
some areas of the country.
foreign ownership may be
high, he added.
The eleven Kentucky
counties cited in the Talmadge
report were: Bourbone, 1,117

acres to a U. S. corp. with
French investor; Boyle, 258
acres, two transfers to the
Church of Christ Development
Co., Alberta, Cananada;
Breckinndge, one transfer to
Australian
family
for
residence; Grant, 150 acres, to
Netherlands family for
residence; Jefferson, 400
acres, two transfers to foreign
nationals living in Kentucky;
LaRue, 81 acres, one transfer
to foreign buyer; Logan, one
transfer to British resident for
residence; Oldham, 320 acres
to Canadian buyer; Shelby,
600 acres, two transfers to

Rhodesian buyer; Simpson, 40
acres to British owned corporation, and Casey, 367
acres, two transfers to foreign
buyers.
Witnesses
before the
Agriculture and Natural
Resources subcommittee
testified on both positive and
negative aspects of foreign
investment in Kentucky.
Jack Scott, director of the
division
marketing
of
development, state Department of Commerce, said
Kentucky is working with
several foreign companies.
The state is looking for

division of international trade,
said there are approximately
25 manufacturing companies
in Kentucky with foreign
interests. The term -foreign
interests" would include U. S.
companies with foreign investors.
These companies represent
2616 million invested in
Kentucky,said Sauer.
The commerce department
would be "supportive" of
obtaining more information
about foreign interests, said
Sauer, but the department
feels a federal effort would be
more successful than a state

companies which want to
come to Kentucky with their
capital, expertise, and
technology,said Scott.
"These companies are
primarily family-owned
companies who would like to
bring a part of the operations
to this country on a permanent
basis. They would make good
citizens and good employers
for our workers. One successful example of this has
been the purchase of a cheese
company in Leitchfield," said
Scott. •
Ted
Sauer, assistant
director of the Commerce

effort.
George Marsh, legislative
representative with the
Kentucky National Farmers
Organization, said alien
buy ers have inflated farmland
prices out of reach of some
young fanirers.
Marsh said there is concern
all over the nation about the
700 disclosures of foreign
investments in the United
States. He said nine states
have passed strict lawns
discouraging foreign investment and 25 states have
some lawn on the books
concerning this issue.

Razors Still Kept
By Inmates After
Wrists Were Slashed
WALPOLE, Mass. AP) —
Walpole
State
Prison
authorities stepped up surveillance today of rebel inmates who have slashed their
wrists twice in the last two
days, but they haven't taken
away the men's razors.
The rebels, all in the
maximum security prison's
protective custody block,
remained locked in their cells
around the clock for the third
day at the 23-year-old whitewalled prison.
"A doctor is on call and
we're keeping more of an eye
of them," Larry Parnell,
Correction Department
spokesman, said Tuesday.
"But there has been no
determination about taking
away their razor blades, as far
as I know. They are all
allowed to have toilet articles.
-The problem is that when
you start taking away their
property, even if it is razor
blades, you can create more of
a problem than you solve."
Five inmates slashed their
wrists Tuesday, Parnell said.
Those five and two others had
cut themselves Monday. They
are among nine inmates involved in a protest last month
in which five persons were
held hostage.
Parnell said he believes the
wrist-slashing is a coordinated
protest against the assignment of certain guards.
He acknowledged that the
men used razor blades to cut
their wrists both days. He said
that taking the blades away
"certainly is a possibility but
it has not come to that yet."
None of the inmates was
injured seriously Tuesday.
They were treated at the
prison infirmary and returned
tolheir cells, Parnell said.
Authorities also made a
psychiatrist available to the
inmates, but they refused to
see one, Parnell said.
He said "a lot of things are
being considered" to remedy
the situation. • •I really
couldn't go into it. Obviously
we're concerned that they're
continuing to injure themselves."
The lockup, which began
because
of
alleged
harassment of prison guards.
continued Tuesday becausi
the "problems had not
diminished," Parnell said.
Under such conditions,
prisoners are allowed out only
to see visitors and to take
showers.

Governor's Flood
Task Force Will
Hold Public Meeting
FRANKFORT, Ky. vAP) —
The Governor's Flood Task
Force will hold a public
hearing Thursday to receive
public concerns and recommendations related to flooding
in Kentucky.
The task force was created
following the December 1978
floods in the Kentucky,Green,
Rolling Fork and Licking
River watersheds.
Gov. Julian Carroll charged
the group with examining the
quality of'flood prediction and
coordination between public
and private agencies.
The task force is also to
recommend improvements in
protection, comflood
munication, and the ability of
state and local governments to
respond to flooding.
The group will report its
findings in October.
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State Fair Exhibit To Feature Kentucky Women
FRANKFORT — Visitors to
a state fair exhibit sponsored
b% the Kentucky Commission
on Women will have an opportunity' to learn both about
outstanding Kentucky women
:old women who lived more
oininonplace lives.
Six water color paintings, by
Louisville artist Paula Jull,
accompanying
and
biographical sketches will
honor six historical Kentucky
actheir
for
v,oinen
complishments.
The women selected this
!.ear by the commission are
Weldon, Sarah
Myrtle
Frances Price, Lucy Harth

program, she organized home
demonstration clubs in all
areas of the state, helped
secure their funding, and saw
that ideas and discoveries
the
Myrtle Weldon 1890-1971) circulated
among
planned, produced and organizations.
traveled the state of Kentucky
with educational programs on • Sarah Frances Price i1849and 1903) of Bowling Green, was a
home
production
preservation of food, home nationally known botanist
crafts and home management with a herbarium of nearly
in an attempt to help rural 2,000 southern plants, over
their half of which she portrayed in
develop
women
homemaking skills and to pencil sketches and water
improve the living conditions colors.
Price is credited with
Of their families.
much of Kenclassifying
An early advocate of the
demonstration tucky's flora. She published
home

Smith, Jane Todd Crawford,
McDowell
Madeline
Breckinridge, and Sarah Felt
Richardson.

many books and articles
dealing with nature,the "Fern
Collector's Handbook" and
"Kentucky Birds" among her
most famous.
Lucy Harth Smith )18841955 ), long time principal of
the Booker T. Washington
grade school in Lexington,
was one of the earliest
educators to promote .the
study of black history. She
served as state and national
president of the National
Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History.
Concerned about the conditions of the black corn-

which grew into the Fayette
Tuberculosis Association. She
was also active in passage of
child labor laws.
She was also editor of
Lexington Herald women's
pages and emphasized civic
and social matters. Her
husband, Desha, was the
Herald editor.
Sarah Felt Richardson
)1870-1941) of Hart County
practiced medicine for 41
years. Dr. Richardson performed the first known type of
breast cancer surgery. She
began making her rounds in
1900 during the horse and

munity, Smith worked for medical first.
McDowell
Madeline
reform,
educational
progressive legislation and Breckinridge )1872-1920) of
improved health conditions Lexington was a turn-of-thecentury social activist and
for children.
Jane Todd Crawford )1763- reformer. The offices held by
1842 ) of Green County Breckinridge were man),
traveled 60 miles on hor- including president of the
seback in December 1809 to Kentucky Equal Rights
have a surgical operation Association, and second vice
which had never been per- president of the National
Suffrage
formed in America. Crawford, American
46, was completely conscious Association.
Breckinridge, who wore a
when Dr. Ephraim McDowell
of Danville removed an wooden leg since a childhood
ovarian tumor during a 25- accident and suffered from
minute operation. She lived tuberculosis, organized the
for 32 more years after this Anti-Tuberculosis Society
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Don Knutson, executive
director of Gay Rights
Advocates, a nonprofit San
Francisco law firm.
A deportation hearing had
been scheduled kit Tuesday
for two Mexicans — Eduardo
Ramon Martinez, 22, and
Arturo Javier Cruz Garcia, 38
— who were detained at San
International
Aug. 3 when INS
officers reportedly found
cosmetics in their luggage.
The hearing was canceled
because of the directive,
issued Monday.
Current law requires immigration officials to turn
away persons who are
personalities,
psychopathic
sexual deviates or mental
defectives. But on Aug. 2, U.S.
Surgeon General Julius Richmond ruled that homosexuals
are not mental defectives by
definition.
"As I read it," said San
Francisco INS District
Director David Ilchert, "he
has said that homosexuality is.
not a medically disposable
mental condition. What he is
saying is that you can't tell..
that a person is homosexual
without him admitting it."
But, he added,"Our position,:
is that where homosexuality is, not in doubt — where a person
admits homosexuality — the..
surgeon general should;
continue to issue medical.;
certificates ... finding them
or,
deviates
sexual
psychopathic personalities."
Last June; also at San •
Francisco's airport, Carl Hill,
an antique dealer from
London, was detained after
officials suspected that he was
a homosexual.
Knutson's group took up
Hill's case and on the same
day that the Mexicans were
Justice
the
detained,
Department dropped its case
against Hill.
The INS directive, issued in
Washington by INS Associate
Commissioner Carl Wack,
said that until legal issues
involving the current law are
resolved, INS officers may not
detain homosexuals.
Knutson said the directive
eliminated the necessity of
"years of litigation" and gave
Congress the responsibility of
who should be excluded by
immigration law.
,Knutson interpreted the INS
decision as a -narrow" one, deferring the current law only
until Congress acts.
"I fully expect some crazy;
Christians" to propose a law
to ban homosexuals," said
Knutson, "but I would not
expect Congress to accept it."
Francisco

Airport on

BLOOMFIELD,Ky. API —
young Lexington woman
was killed Tuesday in a singlecar accident on the Bluegrass
Parkway,state police said.
• Sherry Tabor Sabriskie died
•at a Bardstown hospital
following the accident, which
occurred about three miles
west of Bloomfield.
State police said the
was
vehicle
woman's
traveling west on the parkway
when it left the road and
struck a signpost.
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being homosexual; has issued
a temporary directive telling
agents such visitors may not
be detained.
"We are delighted," said

Lexington Woman
Killed in Single-Car
Accident on Parkway
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This photographic exhibit is
the work of Dr. Helen Irvin of
Transylvania University in
Lexington and David Hovarth
of the University of Louisville
photo archives department.
The whole 42-photograph
exhibit will be shown
throughout the state next
year.
The design and development
of the photo exhibit was
supported by a Kentucky
Humanities Council grant.
The exhibit shows Kentucky
women of the past at home
and at work.
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Maryland Tobacco Growers Use Hands

Clark County
Board Of Education
Delays Action On
Dismissal Policy

By GEORGENE KALEINA
Associated Press Writer
LA PLATA, Md. AP) --

Despite advanced technology
which makes life a bit easier
for farmers, Maryland's
tobacco farmers still employ
tools used by growers for
centuries — their hands.

WINCHESTER,Ky.. AP) —
The Clark County Board of

Education has delayed for one
year the start of a policy
governing early dismissal
from classes of high school
pupils holding jobs.
Board members adopted the
' policy at a May 31 meeting,
but Superintendent Willis
Justice recommended the
delay.
Under the policy, pupils
below 11th grade would be
required to attend the entire
six-period school day. Juniors
with nine credits could be
excused one period each day
to work and seniors with 13
credits could be excused two
periods each day.
The delay means some
pupils still may be dismissed
after third period with permission of school officials.

MHS Yearbooks
To Be Distributed
To 1979 Seniors

TWO BETTER THAN ONE — Kenny Nichols, 11, holds
up his two-faced kitten, dubbed Tom and Jerry. The
kitten was one of three born to Kenny's cat, Misty.
of InKenny, who lives in the Greenwood section
dianapolis, says Tom and Jerry eats with both mouths.
(AP Laserphoto)

School
High
Murray
yearbooks will be distributed
to. the 1979 graduated seniors
on Wednesday August 15 froth
1 until 3:30 p.m., according to
a school spokesman.
All other yearbooks may be
picked upon Thursday, August
16 from 9 until 12 noon, the
The
said.
spokesman
that
added
spokesman
students should be sure to
bring receipts and money.
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year-old farmer who covers 20
acres of his land with tobacco
plants
But many tobacco farmers
claim it is hard to get enough
manpower to bring their crop
- the state's third largest —
through to the auctions, where
representatives of cigarette
firms dicker for the best price.
-It's hard to get labor,"
Digges said. "There's two
critical times —,planting it
from May-10 to around July 1.
Then we start harvesting it 80
days after the crops have been
planted.
"The plants are then cut by
hand," he said. "And that's
one of the big factors in having
a good crop. Workers have to
be taught to cut the crop
properly. You bruise it if you
handle it roughly. The'quality
of the crop is in the harvesting.
You only need part-time
help, not full-time help, and
that's the problem," Digges
said. "We used to recruit help
from South Carolina —
migratory help. But it doesn't
been
hasn't
It
work.
satisfactory for us. They
didn't learn how to work with

Dogs Work For Living By Eating
CHAMBERLAIN
By CHARLES
Associated Press Writer

"Most of it planting and
harvesting ) is dune by hand,"
said W. Mitchell Digges, a 65-

that after a day's work they
left because they were
dissatisfied with the job.
Digges has been called "a
gentleman farmer" by friends
and other farmers because he
doesn't actually farm any
more.
He says he still supervises
the farming, but shifted to
having a tenant farmer handle
his crop 15 years ago.
"There are very few tenants
in Southern Maryland," he
said. "They've gone to better
jobs or they were good and
bought their own farms."
He says he furnishes all of
the fertilizer and machinery
for the crop, while his tenant
furnishes the labor. The two
then split the proceeds of the
crop on a 50-50 basis.
But his farm still depends on
outside labor.
"Just like us, a lot of people
use high-school students for a
day of labor," he said. "You
find help whenever you can,
wherever you can."
Chester W. Hancock, whose
farm is six miles clown the
road from Digges' estate here,
has turned to his family for
help with the crop.
"Yes, the labor is the
biggest problem," said
Hancock, who farms 63 acres
of tobacco with his brother,
Harold, 53. "That's why many
of the small farms are cutting
back.
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signs
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Vollink says it takes his staff
six to eight months to verify
the claims for just one
product.
"Some dogs like cheese,
some don't," said Vollink.
"There is more of a variation
AU TO SERVICE CENTER
of tastes within a single breed
than between different breeds.
"Basic flavors are beef,
egg, liver, chicken, bacon and
egg. It may surprise you to
know that nine times out of 10
a dog will select bacon and
egg," he said. "Color coordination in the meal doesn!t
mean anthing to a dog, they
are somewhat color blind."
Vollink said, "Purebreds
are used because they have
predictable growth and
weight. The breed, size and
age spectrum is maintained to
duplicate as much as possible
kinds of dogs Gaines'
customers are apt to own."
Some dogs suffer weight
problems and lose their places
on the taste testing panel.
They then become ideal
subjects for tests of low•
calorie dog food.
The kennels are full of
happy tail-wagging dogs
barking welcome to strangers.
They are bred at the center
and generations of them are
monitored from puppyhood
through old age.
Some are fed only one
product throughout their lives
and are not aware of any other
kind of food,said Vollink.
"Our oldest dog now is 16,
but the tests Continue after
they pass into old age," said
Vollink. We have an old age
home where they get special
y SIK""b
attention and monitoring of
GOOd Y ea
desig
• tread
food made especially for aging
dogs.
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1201 Chestnut
f
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Murray, Ky.

Open 11 a.m. Daily
Open Sun.-Thurs. Till 12:00 p.m.
Open Fri. and Sat. Till 1 a.m.
Try DeVanti's 10 oz. chopped steak,
seasoned with just a touch of onion and
spices, served with a hot baked potato, oven
fresh bread, and a trip to our salad bar.
DeVanti's 15 ft. All-U-Can-Eat Salad Bar a
variety of over 30 fresh vegetables, fruits, and
pickled items.

$495
The Place Where Particular
People Come To Eat.

For Carry Out Call 753-1314

Chester Hancock said.
The cost of production as
well as the cost of land are
facing
problems
also
Maryland's 2,400 tobacco
fanners, who till a total of
20,000 acres.
"The cost of prodiktion,
including labor, is also a big
problem," Chester Hancock
said. "It has been figured that
it takes 250 hours of manpower
for an acre of tobacco. That's
a lot of time.

STEEL BLDGS.
THAT CAN'T

LEAK

Plants,
Stores, Warehouses, Manufacturing
s or
Shops, Farm Buildings, Airplane Hanger
Verwhatever your need may be. The Most
nut,
a
not
satile Building ever developed,
system.
screw, bolt or fastener in the roof

Call 502-474-2718
For Free Estimate

7 Day Bldg. Systems
Box 304A Rt. 3
Murray, Ky.
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"We have about 30 to 40
workers just between our
families. We also use a lot of
school kids," he said.
"I raised my kids in the
tobacco field," said Chester
Hancock's wife, Hannah, 40,
pointing to the nearby acres of
land covered with 2-foot-high
tobacco plants.
"The older ones in the
family get wages, while the
younger ones get a small
portion of land for tobacco,"

•
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FREEI
MAINTENANCE
BATTERY

E-T DEEP DISH
MAG WHEELS
1695 3895 4495 \

POWER GARD 40 Metes

n,,,'Hexer
Maintenance-tree
Water
is not added under
operating conditir-•

13,55
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Flush Loasieal
•5
periodic chectine
wateriea ,,A„s
improper
against
.1.
3'
resists
clean in service.
overcharune
Station and
BATILAt CASCO
ASK FOR OUI Flit

14.67

15.75

Deep-dish, slotted one piece aluminum
wheels High gloss finish shines bright —
draws attention to your carl

FREE
INSTALLATION

Chrome
lugs extra

— Balancing — Alignment
Expert wheel service also available Mounting
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12Includes 3 FREE Electronic Check-Ups To Save You Gas All Year Long
7-POINT TUNE-UP $

Here's HOW It Works
Goodyear will tune
Under this special
awing the 7-point check
your car electronical
of your
within one year analysis
lost shown here An•v i
and free engine
tune-up, take your in 4•,
the
performed
certificate back to the store that
tune-up. and Goodyp.i• .01 provide an electronic
analyses
analysis free of ohairi.
:) to :3 separate
ie year ) If any of these
are provided free I ,• •
nt or
adjustme
for any
check-ups indicate!'
part replacement ft! ,• 0,-re part of the original
lake the adjustment or
tune-up), Goodyear w
replacement fret of charge. what could be fairer
than that'

Standard Ignition'
• Check charging and starting

▪

systems
• Install new points and
condenser
• Install new rotor
• Install new spark plugs
• Set dwelt and timing to
recommended specs
• Lubricate and check choke.
'duost as required
• Adilast Carburetor

Subtract 54 la MS
with electronic Inilion
gleeironic trillion Points and condenser are
not required Air sap is set when required

Store Manager Robert B Rudolph, Jr

Goodyear Service Store
Store

Hours: 7 e.m. entN 5p.m. Mon.-Set.

153-0595
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One English
If one perceives stigma in speech.
relation to his or her cultural - English may or may not be
background, such as the use of the best of languages, but it is
adulterated English, it should fast becoming almost a univerbe more profitable to remove sal one. While we all are guilty
the cause than to fight the of using slang expressions,
speaking the language correctstigma.
Federal Judge Charles W. ly is every whit as important as
Joiner doesn't see it that way, reading or writing it correctly.
While we sympathize with the
though, and told the Ann Arbor,
difficulties facing children
Mich., school board to
recognize the existence of coming from homes where the
"black English" in teaching language is abused, we beg to
differ with the judge on the
reading.
The judge agreed with plain- solution.
Teachers, of all people,
tiffs that the speech of poor
black children is a distinct should tolerate only correct use
dialect, worthy in its way, of of the language — no matter
whether the user is black,
special consideration.
white, red, brown or yellow.
At issue before him was the
It should be noted that blacks
claim that the plaintiffs, all
black children of poor parents, have no monopoly on poor
were failing to learn to read English, and whites have no
standard English in a middle- monopoly on correct English.
Neither is relative wealth a facclass, predominantly white
school because their teachers tor. The so-called "hippie talk"
is nothing short of murdering
disapproved of their speech
the language.
habits.
It seems to us the judge and
Judge Joiner agreed with the
plaintiffs that teachers who the plaintiffs are making a race
were insensitive to "black issue of something that should
have no place in the racial
English" had put the
arena.
youngsters on the defensive by
English is English and should
criticizing their speech, "turnbe taught as such. Children
ing them off" reading.
with special difficulties in learIn case the judge doesn't
ning
the language can be ofknow it, or has forgotten it, he
fered
special help, but all the
should be told that so-called
greater
their reward for learnblack English is far from the
ing
it
as
it should be spoken. .
only "distinct dialect" in our
.whatever their color.
national language.
Most
middle-aged
Southerners remember well the
much-used "white dialect" of
the 1930s that included hisn
(his), hem (hers), theirn
(theirs) and yourn (yours).
And those are only a few of
the badly mispronounced
words of that era. We can't
recall a judge ever ordering or
recommending that they be
recognized as anything more
than improper English.
Although most schools were
segregated in those days,
teachers — properly so — were
just as tolerant of that poor use
of the language as they should
be today of equally poor

FATIGUE

Capitol Ideas

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer

How Congressmen
Spend Vacations
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WASHENGTON (AP) — What do
congressmen do while on vacation?
Crank out press releases, of course.
The month-long congressional recess
that began last week did not stern the
river of news releases and other forms
of paperwork that continues to flow on
Capitol Hill even when the place is
deserted.
House Republican Leader John
Rhodes was quick to issue a news
release blaming Democrats for the fact
that Congress had gone home — a
recess the GOP leader said he didn't
think was warranted in a time of so
many pressing national problems.
Where was Rhodes at the time?
Home in Arizona, of course
And while Rhodes was accusing
Democrats of fleeing town with unfinished work on their hands,
Democratic leaders were busy
cranking out papers of their own
justifying the break.
House Democratic Whip John
Brademas of Indiana Issued a five-page
paper entitled "Congress and Energy:
a partnership with the people."
It ticked off a long list of energy bills
on which the House had acted during
the past two months — including
standby gas-rationing, the president's
proposed new tax on oil companies, and
synthetic fuels subsidies.
Translation: the August recess is a
well-deserved rest

Other Harkin amendments call for a
study of "feasibility of transporting MX
missiles on abandoned Amtrak lines,"
development of a solar-powered cruise
missile, gasohol torpedos, and required
military courses in transcendental
meditation.
And, as a clincher, Harkin's tonguein-cheek legislation would give the
president the power to draft members
of Congress and order them to make
"twice-daily fast trots around the
Washington Monument."
Just a practical joke on his
colleagues? Or on the taxpayers, who
paid roughly $200 to have the mock
amendments
printed
in
the
Congressional Record?
Not really, says Harkin aide John
Fitzpatrick. He claimed the amendments comprise a delaying strategy
Harkin and other House liberals plan to
use to fight a section of the bill that
would revive military registration.
In all, some WO amendments have
been printed in the Record by Harkin
and others in this group.
Once an amendment is printed in the
Record, its sponsors are entitled to
speak on it for 10 minutes and to
demand a roll-call vote — another 15
minutes. Thus, floor debate can be tied
up in such a fashion as easily as through
an old-fashioned filibuster.

Bible Thonght
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Rep. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, was a bit
more fanciful. He began his vacation
leaving behind a stack of amendents to
a pending defense authorization bill. An
example:
"Of the funds authorized to '4e appropriated by this act for nuclearattack submarines, 10 percent of the
funds must be used to develop a coalpowered attack submarine."- -

"Rut when ye pray, use not vain
repetitions, as the heathen do: for
they think that they shall be heard
fog their much speaking.- Matthew
6:7
Too many,. people spend all their
prayer time in talking, we ought to
spend an equal amount of time waiting on God and listening to Him.

(!sq(0)
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Heartilne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
yoa have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartiine, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 60 years old. I
am the common-law wife of a man who
will turn 65 this year and start drawing
Social Security. We have two children
who are 14 and 16 years old. When my
husband retires, will our children be
eligible for Social Security benefits on
their father's work record? — M.A.
They may be. In many states, a child
born of a common-law marriage may
be recognized for inheritance purposes
even if the state does not recognize the
validity of the common-law marriage.
If the child has inheritance rights with
respect to his father, he can receive
dependent children's benefits.
Even if the child is not eligible under
the applicable state law,there are other
alternatives. If your common-law
husband has been declared the father
by a court action or has been orclered to
pay support because he is ttielather, or
if he has acknowledged the children in
writing, the children can qualify. In
acidition, if you have other evidence to
show that he is the father of your
children and he is living with or contributing to the support of the children,
they can qualify for benefits on his
earnings record. To be sure, contact
your local Social Security office.
HEARTLINE: My 12-year-old child
is permanently disabled and I would
like to know if she is eligible for Social
Security benefits. If so, when and for

how long? — L.B.
A person disabled before age 22 may
get benefits on the basis of a parent's
work record beginning with the month
the parent starts receiving retirement
or disability benefits or the month the
issured parent dies. However, no
determination of disability is necessary
until your child is within three months
ci her 18th birthday (or 22nd birthday if
still in school). This is because up to age
of 18 (or 22 if still in school), your
daughter is eligible for benefits on
retired, disabled or deceased parents
as a child.
HEARTLINE: I am 59 years old and
have been given disability retirement
by my company because of heart
trouble. My wife is 58 years old and we
have been married for 35 years. She
worked until about a year ago as a
nursery school teacher.
I am getting Social Security disability
payments. My questions are, is the fact
that I am married and have a wife
dependent upon me considered in
figuring my Social Security payments
and should she or can she get Social
Security because of my early

HEARTLINE: Will Medicare cover
me in a Christian Science sanitorium?
— J.W.
If the Christian Science sanitorium is
operated,listed or certified by the First
Church of Christ Scientist in Boston,
then Medicare's hospital insurance
Part "A" can help pay for inpatient
hospital and skilled nursing facility
services. Check with your Social
Security office or Medicare carrier to
see if any other Christian Science
organizations or institutions have been
recently approved.

TodayIn History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 15th, the
227th day of 1979. There are 138 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1947, the independent
states of India and Pakistan were
created, ending two centuries of British
rule.
On this date:
In 1769, Napoleon Bonaparte was
born on the island of Corsica.
In 1914, the Panama Canal was of-
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retirement? — N.V.
Since your wife is under age 62, the
only way she would be entitled to a
Social Security benefit as your wife
would be if she has a child under the age
of 18 in her care. In that case, she would
receive mother's benefits. Otherwise,
she must wait until age 62 to become
eligible for wife's benefits. The fact that
you are married has no bearing on the
amount of benefits you are entitled to
receive. Your benefit is based upon
what you would have received had you
been able to wait until age 65 to retire.

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

Copyright, 1171
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Almo Brass Band was rapidly becoming more popular as the
music attraction for speakings, picnics and barbecues, however the
need for a bit more harmony for the band necessitated the employment of Prof. D. C. Dean of Mt. Vernon, Ill., on a 12 months term.
Other moving projects affecting the county was the announcement
that parcel post would be accepted at the Murray post office beginning the first of the 1913 year. With genuine regret the stepping
down of Mr. Henry Dees as cashier of the Bank of Murray was
a traumatic occasion for he had been an orphan boy of near Hazel,
who persevered to attain the status of Mr. Banker in Calloway
County. He was replaced by J. Edd Owen, also a member of the
Murray banking fraternity for several years.
A State Guard unit was organized in Murray under the direction
of Homer H. McRee on June 22, 1912. Officers of the unit were
McRee, captain; Leland Owen, first lieutenant; Luther Dick, second
lieutenant; Dee -Mitchell, first sergeant; Gibson Hale, first duty
sergeant, and Henry Smoot, quartermaster sergeant. Throughout
the summer season and fall, the company maneuvered the art of
warfare on the town streets and school house grounds, retiring to
the new armory in a building near the base of the new water tank.
The highly admired and loved Dr. J. T. Walls died on Sept. 8,
1912, at his home on the hill just east of Murray across Clark's
River. The 63 year old medic had retired from practice the previous
year. Funeral services were held at his residence and attended by
'one of the largest crowds ever to assemble at last rites in the county.
He was survived by his wife, two daughters and five sons. Members
of the county medical society served as pallbearers.
To Be Continued
Editor's Note: To determine the number of hard-bound
books
of The Story of Calloway County, 1822-1978
to be printed, the
authors request that prospective buyers indicate number
of books
desired at an estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT send
any money!
Printing is to begin this fall and completion anticipated by September, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy and
Kerby Jennings,
221 _It .13th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.

licially opened to traffic.
In 1935, humorist Will Rogers and
aviator Wiley Post were killed in the
crash of their airplane near Point
Barrow, Alaska.
In 1944, the Allied invasion of
southern France began in World War

n.

In 1948, the independent Repubic of
Korea was proclaimed.
In 1961, East German workers began
to build the Berlin Wall.
Ten years ago: Arab saboteurs blew
up an oil pipe line in the Israeli city of
Haifa.
Five years ago: The 48-year-old wife
of President Park Chung Hoc of South
Korea was shot and killed in Seoul by an
assassin whose bullet evidently was
intended for her husband.
One year ago: Israel decided to
freeze a controversial land settlement
project in former Arab territory until
after a Camp David meeting with U.S.
and Egyptian officials scheduled for
Sept. 5.
Today's birthdays: Lillian Carter is
81 years old. Britain's Princess Anne is
29. Cooking expert Julia Child is 67.
Thought for today: Officialese is a
form of government writing where you
can understand the words, but not the
sentences — anonymous.
Pm.' WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray
Times
Ledger
&
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
t04 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Ky. 42066

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Steve McCiuston and Jimmy Burkeen
won first place honors In the 4-H
Electrical Demonstration Division at
the Kentucky State Fair.
The home and all contents of Mr and
Mrs. Dale Thorn were destroyed by fire
last night
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mae
Roes Jones, 73, Glen C. Ashcraft, 76,
and Mrs. Will Webb, 82.
Ronald Jackson was elected
president' of the Young Democrats of
Calloway County at a meeting held
Aug. 14 at Rudy's Restaurant.
Charles Blalock, Udell Duff) Erwin,
and L. D. Miller are planning to serial
seed wheat this fall in corn and
soybeans before the crops are harvested, accoring to Felix C. Perrin of
the U. S. Oil Conservation Service.
Miss Carolyn Jean Colley, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Colley of Fulton
Route 5, was married to Edwin Leon
Crogan II, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Grogan of Murray,on July 19 at the Oak
Grove Church of Christ near Fulton.

20 Years Ago
The largest steam plant in the world
may be constructed in the area of New
Concord on Kentucky Lake, according
to an announcement made by the Board
of Directors of the Tennessee Valley
Authority. The site was named as one of
four or five sites considered by the
TVA.
John Sammons and Al McClain spoke
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. He discussed the Junior
Olympics planned here by the Murray
Jaycees on Aug. 20 at the Murray State
stadium.
Kentucky State Trooper Gene Sowell
is now working in the Calloway County
area along with Trooper Guy Turner.
Hal Barrow, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tilghman Barrow, Murray, is overall
grand prize winner of The Ledger &
Times Fishing Contest.
Lee Jouglard, guest bowler, will be
featured today at the grand opening of
Corvette Lanes.

30 Years Ago
The Grand Championship of the Pet
Parade of the Calloway County Fair
was won by twin white rabbits, entries
of Gale and Ann Douglas, Murray
twins. The second award went to Fred
Wells for his pony. W. R. Perry was
master of ceremonies and Wendell
Hinkley was in charge of the show.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Etta
Kline, 77.
Bobby Foy, Edwin Wilson, George
Green, Jr., Jack Mayfield, Dan Shipley,
Bobby McDougal, Harold Gene
McDougal, George Ed Waldrop, Glen
Beach, Jimmy Butterworth, James
Shelton, Jackie Myers, and Felix
Darnell are members of the Calloway
County 4-H and FFA who will have
entries in the Jackson Purchase
District Jersey Cattle Junior Show at
Mayfield.
Miss Jo Ann Shroat, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Shroat of Murray, was
married to Elvis Glenn Pace,son of Mr.
and Mrs. M. W. Pace of Salem, on July
31 at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Anna Lee Crass, LaVora Holland,
and Jane Earle Johnson will attend the
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority's national
conention at Port Huron, Mich., Aug. 22
to 26.

Funny,
Funny World
Tim McCarver, veteran Phillies
catcher, asked by teammate Larry
Bowe why the Tim McCarver Memorial
Stadium soon to be dedicated in
McCarver's hometown of Memphis is
called "Memorial," since Tim is very
much alive: "They're renaming it after
my arm."

A visitor in town meant to call a
record shop but dialed the wrong
number and got a private residence
Instead. "Do you have "Eyes of Blue'
and "Love That's Real'?" she asked
"I don't know," the perplexed fellow
replied, "but I've got a wife and 11
children."
"Is that a record?" she asked
"I don't think so," the man answered,
"bid it's as close to it as we want to
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. Notice

2. Notice__

2, Notice

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent
Ideal for storing 0,, ...se full of
furniture cars antiques
business overflows etc
Phone 753-76 1 8 otter 5.00
m

Now open' North Hills Park
Minature Golf Hours. 1 pm til
9 pm. 7 days a week. 3 miles
north of Paris On Highway 641.

BIBLE CALL
Near Wednesday
and Thursday "Who
Should Be Baptized?" 759-4444 or
"Children's Story,"
759-4445.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is 1 Specniits

At

Starks Hardware
12th &Poplar
753-1227

God is love Bible study.
anytime Bible Facts and Free
Store. 759-4600

FREE PARKING'

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Liatied Poor. is a toady
rsiftsritnc• that will quickly
h•lp you locat• to
classification yov or* look•
ins for.
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
to. Bus. Opportunity
1. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
is. Articles For Sale
to. Home Furnishings
t,. Vacuum Cleaners
la. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Mcinuments
n. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home RellIS
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent .
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
it. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
4.4. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
IS. Auto. Services
49. Used Cars

3 Forgive
ACROSS
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
4 Barracuda
1 Weaken
5 Appie drink •E
4 Extent
N
• -.9 Noticed
6 Preposition REA P INTO L A C,
12 Harem room
7 Through
SAMPA._N
AT ATE
13 Longed for
Paradise
ARES EN TER
14 Stalemate
9 Lethargy , ,TORRENTS OE
10 River island' -.7
15 Separated
F -e-E-AllWH A R A T,
11 Tiny
17 Report
At
A
S TT.Q
16 Cares for
19 Hinder
SAFER
18 Moccasin
21 Pile
ETULANT
20 Tatter
22 Later
ARE
22 Mistreat
24 Rodent
A,i R OS P E N
23 Himalayan
L
28 Farm aniso. Used Trucks
country
APSE TARE
mals
. Campers
25 1-lit lightly
29 Twists
DYES
S
E
52. Boats and Motors
27 Labors
31 Needlefish
53. Services Offered
28 European
33 Quarrel
s4. For Trade
ao Ocean
34 Above
43 Possesses 55 E.
32 Reign. in
ss. Feed And Seed
45 Government 56 Macaw
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153-8298

PEANUTS

INTERSTATE 40...THAr5
WHAT WE WANT_

TN'S USED TO BE
ROUTE bb...IT'LL TAKE
US RIENT It,t10 NEEDLES

2. Notice
GALS
GUYS
START WORK
IMMEDIATELY
National bra)now has opetung

tor 6 to wort a61 TRAVEL in
I. S 'most mayor miles and
beach ruol't.ai and return
Transportation furnished
Trauung program and ex
pen.se drawing account furnished Must be single. have
some high school and be able
to START IMMEDIATELY
It-or immediate placement apply to Mr Porter Holiday Inn.
Wednesday Only, 10 am tii
2. 2 tit 4 No phone calls.
please. Parent s welcome at
intemew

2. Notice
Photo Copy
Machine
Sales S. Service
TWIN LAIRS
OFFICE PRODUCTS
753-0123
We Now Have Natural
Gas heaters, furnaces,
water
ranges and
heaters at discount

LET'S GO SEE -THE
NEW STATUE IN
THE PARK, SUZY

Au. THOSE WHO ANT
TO 60 TO NEEDLES AND
VISIT MY BROTHER SPIKE,
RAISE THEIR HANC5...

EXCUSE ME...
WINES!

KNOW

AAA&A.,

THE
BEANS

P 0 Box 32 Z Murray, KY

TAPP
. COAL
COMPANY
MURRAY
YARD

WHAT IT
QREPRESENTS ?

IT ISN'T

I THINK
I LEFT
SOMETH I NE
OUT OF
THIS CHILI

Held' wanted' Experienced
painters, steady work, For interview call 753-0839 or after 6
pm call 753-5287
Janitor Must be able to run
buffer, work late hours Write

Help
lady OVOC 25 to work in
stereo and record. slurs
Should bt familiar with music
Pick up application 01

IT ISN'T
THE MEAT

iT ISN
THE
PEPPERS

722$4 17A,
N. Anans Calls 11116A•

Two experienced clean-up
men Must be experienced.
must have references Unqualified people need not apply Apply in person only at Mutt
& Jeff's Used Cars South 3rd
St Extended
Teacher needs babysitter in her
home for 2 small children
8am-3pm. Monday through friday. Call 153-7113
Wanted farm families interested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-1273
Wanted 2 delivery people $3$5 per hour Must know area
well Call Chuck at 753-4153
Wanted experienced telephone
sales person, 9-4, 5 days per
week, 2 weeks $3 per hour
Call Chuck at 753-4153
Wanted yard mowed. Call 1536711

HANt7•IMAN-?

01-1, I CAN'T FIX
ANYTHING

8-is

4 TOUGH
Ka LER.M-40EVER
YOU ARE..I'LL
KILL YOU„
!

$36,000

(g)Social Services for the Poor or Aged
(h)Financial Administration
$9,600
(it Capital Construction, Maintenance
or Equipment
(4)Other Fund(s)
(a)CETA withholdings
$75,000
(b)Forestry
$588
(c)Juvenile Support
$12,200
SECTION THREE. This ordinance shall be
published in the Ledger & Times newspaper by title
and summary within thirty (30) days after adoption.
SECTION FOUR. This ordinance becomes effective immediately upon passage and publication.
Adopted this 14th day of August, 1979, by 4 ayes
and 0 nays.
Robert 0. Miller
Chief Executive
ATTEST:
Marvin Harris
Count Clerk

TORPEDO„ WHAT V

Portuniti

26. 711-Radio

Established Children's
ready to wear store in
Northwest
middle
Tennessee. Re_rnodeled and excellent lease,
by owner. Write
Children's Retail
Business, Box 543, St.
Bethlehem, TN 37155.

World of
Soloed

IT IS ORDAINED BY THE
FISCAL COURT OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY:
SECTION ONE. There is levied for the year 1979
the general ad valorem tax rate per $100 assessed,
valuation on all taxable property within the
jurisdiction for the General Fund and such additional tax rate for each Special District or other
fund as indicated:
Estimated
Fund
Rate
Receipts
(a)General
11.9 cents
$473,u(3:0to
(b)Health
2.54 cents
$100,975.72
(c)Library
2.96 cents
$117,671.91
(d)Forestry
2.0 cents per acre
$608.20
SECTION TWO. The following budget is adopted
for the year 1979-80 and the amounts stated are appropriated for the purposes indicated.
(1)General Fund
(a)General Government
$294,217
(b)Protection to Persons and Property
$36,670
(C)Health and Sanitation
$8,500
(d)Hospitals,Charities and Corrections . . $24,600
(e)Libraries and Other Educational
• Activities
$21,250
f I Debt Service, General Fund
$ -0(g)Misc.,General Fund
$217,889
Total
$603,126
(2 Road Fund
$266,000
3 Revenue Sharing Fund
(a)Public Safety
$19,870
(b)Environmental Protection
$5,000
(c)Public Tra,Isportation •
$182,336
(d)Health
;51,000-

I

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

Wanted

(e)Recreation
(E)Libraries

BLONDIE
(Do YOU NEED A

I

6. Help Wanted

Mechanic to operate two bays
of newly re-opened service staTEXGAS
tion Experience Commission
Hopkins Sycamore Service 9th
South Fina Station new hours
Railroad Ave.
and Sycamore
open 8 am 01 7 pm, Monday
753-1823
through Saturday, and 11 to 5.
Need responsible person to sit
Sunday
with toddler in my home Mon5. Lost and Found
day through Friday, 8 til 3,
What we do best is care
Lost Toy Pekingese brown, in beginning August 27"Call 753Needline 753-6333
vicinity of Canterbury Estates. 1779
753-4971 or 753-4448
Needed: mechanic and cleanReward.
up man. Good pay and good
benefits. Only experienced
men need apply. Kay-Mart Auto
LOST
Market 753-4626
Childs pet, Toy fox Terrier, black & white
Need one full time sales perspotted. Answers to
son free.-to travel Managename of Bo Bo, strayed
ment position within one year
Call Chuck at 753-4153
from home in Coles
1 mile south Highway
Campground rood and
Need 5 -part time telephone
121
641 North, Call 7$9sales persons, experience
753-2287
4631 anytime.
helpful, evening work, 6 til 9
Lump Stoker and Egg
pm, $290 per hour plus
Coal
bonus. Call Chuck at 753-4153
6. Help_WantidDelivery
Part time help wanted day and
Babysitter wanted for 2 year night shifts Apply at Bob's 9. Situation Wanted
Service
Do you have a child, yet want a
old, in your home. near Col- Drive-in 810 Chestnut Street
by the bushel, bog ton
lob? Why not babysit in a
dwater
or
North
Elementary
or truck lood
teacher's home and bring your
school Call 489-2116 after 5
Pat Hackett
child along? Call 753-2379.
pm
Bookkeeper Needed
Wanted farm families inMast be i. tri de payntal
Babysitter in my home beginn4. In Memory
mud iptertittiy tax refracts,
terested
in a top notch major
ing August 20th Monday
In memory of little Ora Belle
ski Strad Illsissiasit t• P.O.
medical group hospital
through Thursday, noon until 5
Biz 311.
Travis who passed away on
coverage Call Bennett &
pm Own transportation and
Monday. August 16, 1971 Our
Associates 753-7273
references required Call 753darling left us 8 years ago to go
9520
AN
ORDINANC
E Relating to the Annual Budget
home to be with Jesus who
and Appropriations.
loves her too. A million times I Captain D's is now accepting
WHEREAS, a proposed use hearing was held on
have needed you. A million applications for counter girls
the 12th day of April, 1979; and
times I have cried, if love alone and fry cooks. Day and night.
WHEREAS,a public hearing was held on the proMonday through
could have saved you you Apply
posed budget showing receipts of $1,260,720 and exwould be with us still. In life Thursday between 1 and 4. No
penditures of $1,260,720 on the 31st day of May,1979;
we all loved you dearly in phone calls.
and
death we love you still. In our Earn extra money. No investhearts you holdra place that no ment. Take orders for Lisa low
WHEREAS, the property assessment has been
one else could ever fill. It broke priced jewelry
certified as:
For free
our hearts the day God called catalogs call toll free 1-800Real Estate
$299,097,130
you home, but you didn't go: 631-1258
Tangible Personal Property
$74,362,132
alone, a part of us went with
Public Service Companies
$24,081,000
exneeded.
Employee
Must
be
you. We all know God knows
Bank Shares
$8,473,695
best when he calls his children , perienced in sales, able to run
Other
$ ;and
home. Heaven is beautiful to a cash register and ,willing to
V/HEREAS, the proposed budget was approved
manager.
Aptrain
assistant
for
me for I know you are there.
by the Budget Commission on 1st day of May, 1979,
Someday we will meet again in ply in person to Vernon's
tentatively
approved by the fiscal court on 9th day
that Heaven home, that God Western Store Olympic Plaza
of May, 1979 and approved as to form and classificahas prepared for us all. Sadly Full time secretary, short hand
tion by the State Local Finance Officer on the 20th
missed and loved by us all The necessary Send resume to P.O.
day of June, 1979,
families of Tom Edd Travis.
Box 32 E. Murray, KY 42071.
NOW THEREFORE

DO YOU

EETLE BAILEY

Full time night manager, part
time day and night shifts Apply in person at Bob's Drive-In
810 Chestnut Street

prices.

NANCY
-THERE
IT 15

6. Help Wanted

Business
opportunity.
Restaurant for sale, located on
North 16th Street across from

Murray State University campus Fully equipped operation,
complete with inventory.
Owner selling for health
reasons. Call Guy Spann Realty.
753-7724.

11. Instructions

Channel Master Crass Fire t v
antenna 753-3509
Pierce Simpson Bengal AM
SSB CB base or mobile with
slider New was $449 now
$200 492 8834
Repossesec/ 25 inch coior t v
Take up monthly payment Warranty I & B Music 753-7575
Stack 3 Mosbey s CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $75 4928834
Wanted: 100 used t.v s b-w or
color Will give $50. $100, or
up to $200 on trade in for at
Magnavox touch tune t v. Bring
it in at Clayton's-1 & B Music.
Dixieland Center. Murray, KY
12x70, 1973 Citation

1967 Camaro door panels, in
good shape Call 753-7393.
Want to buy used baby bed
Call 153-0788

15. Articles For Salo

For sale large sweet corn Call
753-4725, Floyd McKenzie

29. Heating-Cooling
Two floor type furnaces, one
updraft furnace, basement

30. Business Rental

Available immediately. 1,000
square feet in Southside Shopping Center, next to Jim's Shoe
Outlet. 753-6612.
3.420 sq ft
commercial
building at 401 N 4th
Fireproof, concrete and steel
construction low insurance
rate, plenty of parking space
Call 153-3018

32. Apts. For Rent

33. Rooms for Rent
Room for rent, two blocks from
University. $65.00 per month
Utilities included Boys only
Call 436-2411 or 753-4140

22. Musical

34. Houses For Rent

-Used console stereo, $35. Component sets. $75 Also 19 inch
color t.v and one year old console piano Clayton's-1 & B
Music, 753-7575.

2 bedroom duplex apartments
and 3 bedroom house. One
block from University. 753264901- 753-5791.
Two bedroom .10 miles northwest of Murray, couples or
with one child $80 per month
753-3544
Two bedroom house for rent
$165 per month 753-3582
Two bedroom house on lake
Quiet, married couple only No
children Deposit and lease required. 753-0212 or 436-5459
Three bedroom, fully carpeted,
air conditioned For rent

Kelley's Termit
Pest Control
IN...

?SI I/14

Phone 436-2266

24. Miscellaneous
Beauty Shop equipment and
supplies Best offer. Call before
3 p.m. 436-2248.

26. TV-Radio
Maco 300 bilateral amatuer
linear worth $1 per watt now
only $250 492-8834

36. For Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warehooso
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4753

WANT AN EXCITING
REWARDING CAREER?
Kuhn 's Big K Stores Ccrporation has it for
you in retail store management
Vie are seeking those individuals who are
sell motivated, positive thinking adults with
a sincere desire and a strong dedication to
become a successful professional store
manager Experienced or not we will train
you through our management training programs
If you are this type of person we would like to
discuss your future with us Please contact
your local Big K or Big l< Edwards store
manager for all of the particulars, or send a
resume in strict confidence to

ARE )40U E)r)IN6

DOWN THF RE

171
/
2 Acres of Land
14 Prime Form Land
3/
1
2 Wooded Lot

$1800 per acre
Call 492-8339
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23. Extermmatink

Pfee

Two bedroom trailer, central
heat and air. $150 per month,
$75 deposit No pets Call 7534808

One bedroom furnished apartHome stereo. Call 437-4314 ment No pets. Singles preferred. 121 North next to the
after 330 pm.
fairgrounds. 753-3139.
Hide-a-bed, 2 end tables and
coffee table in good condition. One and two bedroom apart
ments for rent One block from
$50 753-4740
University. Call 753-2649 or
Vacuum Cleaners 753-5791
Vacant 2 apartments One 2
KIRBY
bedroom
one 1 bedroom No
VACINIM
pets Call 753-8333

CLEANERS

'The
$I

8
E ye

16. Home Furnishings

For factory authorized pot-is
sales. and Serv•C• call (9011
642-76)9 loco/red at 102
W Washington Sr Court
SqUOrt Ports fn

Li
goa
541

28. Mob. Home Rents

One 1913 1 ton Dodge truck type for sale Phone 753-3835
for sale, 1 red belly Ford tractor

with mower, for sale, one 2
wheel trailer for sale, one 10
hp air compresser, one 1 inch
drive air wrench half inch
drive air wrench 474-8855
after 5 am
Three and a half ton central air
conditioner unit. 753-3509.
Twin size white canopy bed
also insulated camper top for
full size pickup truck 753
4106

-lay
squ
nigh

27. Mobile Home Sales

located
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio Barkley
Lake For more infor
registration for dance and gymmelon call 753-6204
nastics. Call 753-4647
For
sale by owner 1978 New
Tae Kwo Do classes are being
Moon trailer, 14x64, and 5
offered at Murray State University Classes 5 days a week acres 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
ages 5 and older Contact 759- electric heat and carpet
throughout. Like new Can be
4906
bought with or without land.
12. Insurance
Call 436-2232.
Wanted, farm families in1969, 12x60, two bedroom. 1
terested in a top notch major bath,
large kitchen, some furmedical group hospital nishing Reasonable
to incoverage. Call Bennett & terested
part) Call 436-2517
Associates 753-7273

14. Want To Btri

3

DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
KUHN'S BIG K STORES CORP.
245 GREAT CIRCLE ROAD
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
37228

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER. Af/F
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YOUR KEYtoBuy,Sell or Trade Anything
V-1( ARE THE CLASSIFIEDS
37. livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate
Another new listing Located
on Highway 280 in Pottertown
this nice home has 3
bedrooms, bath with tub and
shower, 10 closets living room
with fireplace large garden
spot new carpet upstairs
garag., storm windows and sits
on just over an acre See it
$31,500 Nelson Shroat Co
Produce your own meat supply. 759-1707
Raise rabbits from red white,
and blue pedigreed stock
Breeding stock available from
shiNts quality strain Call 7536843 Pleasant Grove Rabbitry

lay for sale Round bales and
)quare bales Days 753-5341,
nights 753-8766
Livestock for sale or trade
goats. ponies, rabbits. Call 4365411
One hundred bales Of straw.
$1.50 per bale 753-8555.

38. Pets-Supplies
Beginners obedience classes to
be started September 1 for 10
weeks at Paradise Kennels
Must sign up in advance Class
will be limited For more information call 753-4106.
Four year old saddle bred mare
Call after 5 pm, 759-1192

41. Public Sale

BUYER BE AWARE
A very nice four
bedroom older home
in ICirksey. The living
room,dining room and
kitchen are "neat as a
pin." There is also a
full basement and a 40
x 50 block building
suitable for a clean-up
shop or garage. All
situated on a large lot.
This could be the living and business combination you've been
looking for. Low $40's.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 or come by
our conveniently
located office at 711
Main.

moving
sale,
Garage
Everything. Friday, 9 am, 1300
South 16th.
Six party yard sale, Saturday
the 18th, 8 am til ?. 641 North,
fourth house on right after construction Lots of books,
clothing, household items.
Saturday only, 9 til 3, garage
sale! Household items, some
furniture, some baby things,
clothing. Go out to 121 N to
Stella, turn right on Squire
Potts, first house on right Rain Do you need a good highway
business location? Look no
or shine
more. Our listing of property on
3 party yard sale. Thursday rri- 94 East about one mile from
day, and Saturday 1409 town is on a heavily travelled
Sycamore
Something for road with traffic to and from
everyone
the lake area. Property consists
Two party yard sale, 1406 of about P acre with a building
Sycamore, Friday the 17th from with a large showroom, work
area, large outside display area.
8 hI ?.
good lighting and plenty of
4f. Real Estate
parking area. Property is
Children need a big house! The suitable for auto sales and serone we have just listed has vice, furniture sales, marine
plenty of room for everyone 5 sales, etc. If you are in need of
bedrooms and 2 baths located a good commercial property at
on quiet street. Priced in the a reasonable price call John C.
an Neubauer. Realtor. 1111
$30's.. Call for
753 - Sycamore St., Murray. 753appointment
1492...Offered by Loretta Jobs 7531 or call Linda Drake. 7530492.
Realtors.

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced,Call 759-1176 day or night.

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.
Absolutely
everything! Family
Room with fireplace!
Eat in kitchen! Formal dining room! All
built-ins! Formal
living - room! Double
car garage! Central
heat & air & much
more! Presented at
$59,900.
Ma Smith, Neater

753-7411 (anytime)
Choice Waterfront, lake view
and small acre tracts near lake
at Hamlin, KY about 10 miles
east of Murray All have good
building sites. This property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and the balance
financed at less than bank
ratrWe also have several lake
areb homes for sale John C
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
Sycamore Street. Murray. 7530101 or 753-7531.

fer 65•00•11 Wore colt Meow cm' 771 Din

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

2 kir., frame lasso
located in the city of
Marray, ideal for rental, retired or small
family only S12,000.

PRICE SHAVE $1.75
m Mtmimco %Owl Poll& Sormee

lake
No
e re459
eted.
rent

Announces The Association Of

WILSON

David A. Eberle, M.D.

INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
153-3263 ANYTIME
392 N. 1111r-SL

And The Formation Of
At

300 South Eighth Street, Suite 107
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Practice Limited To Urology
Office Hours By Appointment
Tellyne:(502) 753-9240

Here it is! An older
home in the country
with 1102 acres. In addition to the first floor
there are 2 bedrooms
upstairs & a full basement. Outside storage
4 con3
includes a 7x9 /
crete block building
with cement floor and
wired for electricity.
Also a 12x26 frame
building with electricity, water and wood
burning stove. The 142
acres offers apple
trees, peach trees, a
strawberry -patch and
lots of good garden
space. Offered at only
$36,500.
Jobe Smith. Realtor

753-7411(mime)

H.S. Jackson, Jr., P.S.C.

Ise

bedroom brick home, 2 baths,
central heat and air, near
Puryear. Will sell less than ap753-4451
praised value. Call (901) 2471.111111.111.11MIMMI 3259.
Murray, Kentucky

Just listed - A nice double wide
mobile home with 1500 square
foot. Sitting on 4 lots in Kentucky Lake dev. This affords
quiet living near the lake. Wood
burning stove with plenty of
firewood already cut for winter,
central heat and air, nice
carpeting, and good deep well.
See at only $15,500. Nelson
Shroat Co. 759-1707.

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

Urology Associates

r

'Square
Souths.de Coo,

TO COMFORT
Four or five bedroom
home with 10 closets
and lots of room for
the large family. Lovely wooded lot on quiet
residential street.
Priced to sell fast in
the low $50's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for real service in
real estate.

rent

f

1977 Caprice Classic IV Poor
power brakes, Steering, air,
automatic, AM-FM with tape,
excellent condition Call 7534575
1971 Chevelle Malibu, 4-door,
350 automatic, power steering,
brakes, and air Good condition. $550. 753-8124.
1971 Chevy Impala, good condition, call before 3 p.m $500.
436-2248.
1976 Camaro Rally Sport, low
mileage, power steering and
brakes, air conditioned, new
tires. Call 437-4832.
1950 Ford Club Coupe for sale.
He was asked his view on Carter's Cabinet Good running car, good condihuffle by an enquiring reporter. Now he's tion, $1250. Phone 753-1223
days.
become the voice of America." •
1972 Ford Gran Torino, corn43. Real Estate
plefe engine, transmission, rear
43. Real Estate end. Needs front cap. $250.
Ainley Auction &
Beginner's luck! Clean, extra
After 6 pm phone 753-9759.
home
nice, 2 bedroom flibbile
Realty Sales
1910 Ford Galaxy, best offer or
Col SUMMIT Amin
located on tree shaded corner
Aui.tioneer Realtor
will swap for boat and motor
for
ending
perfect
a
lot or
Appraiser
Phone 759-4509.
It • 901 ,479-2986
retirees! For more information
call 753-1492 offered by
1975 Honda Civic, 2-door hatLoretta Jobs Realtors
low mileage, good gas
chback,
17. or
e
mileage. 753-7932 in evenings.
Reduced $3000 - This nice 2 Lot on Kentucky lake near Mur- 1977 Oldsmobile stationwagon,
bedroom, 2 bath home with ray at Pine Edge Shore. Walk- 3 seater, gold, loaded, AM-FM
beamed ceiling and fireplace ing distance to water. Must 8 track. 39,000 miles. exin living room. Sitting on ap- sale. $1200. Call 1-239-7215 cellent condition. Call after 5
proximately 1 acre. Has been or 1-4416045.
pm, 753-8120.
reduced to $19,000. 'Wood Two tree shaded lots with 12 x
siding exterior and more 50 mobile home and garage. 1978 Pontiac Firebird, power
Near Kentucky lake. $7500. steering, brakes, and air, AMNelson Shroat Co. 759-1707.
Call Guy Spann Realty, 73- FM tape, cruise, excellent condition. 753-3643 or 759-4195.
7724.

Purdom & Thurman
50. Used Trucks
46. Homes For Sale
Insurance & Real Estate By owner 84: acres with 3 By Owner: 1978 Beauville Van,

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
219 MAW Swett
NEW mita HOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

Location! Location! Location!
Excellently located commercial
property with fine business
potential. Approximately 1800
square feet of usable space
Paved parking area. Ideal for
restaurant, fast food, recreational business, etc. Within
walking distance of University.
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore Street, Murray.
753-0101 or call Robert
Rodgers, 753-7116.

Reduce food cost! Plant a
garden in large back yard of
the 3 bedroom basement
home. 1 acre m-I with small
barn for horse Call 7531492. Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
School days are coming.. Invest
in money making duplex near
University. Both apartments are
neat and clean. Good income
opportunity for $36,500. Call
Guy Spann Realty. 753-7724

ROOM FOR YOUR FAMILYAND INCOME TOO
Your family can enjoy the privacy of this large
wooded back yard with lots of trees shading a
redwood deck as well as have room for all in the
three large bedrooms, living room and bright
spacious kitchen. EXTRA INCOME is provided
by the inconspicuous apartment with its own
private deck. Be the first to see this lovely home.

GUY SPANN
REALTY
753-7724
ME1=1,

A

46

. New duplex under construction, nearing completion
in Northwood Subdivision Has
1200 square feet per side, lots
of extras Call 753-8500

1972 CB Honda 100. Good running condition, 2 helmets included. $175. Call 753-8664.
For sale: 1979 Yamaha XS-400.
very low mileage, excellent
condition. $1450. Will give 2
helmets. Call 435-4133.
For sale: CB 360T, 1976. real
good condition, looks like new,
$750. Call 753-5677.
1975 Harley Davidson, fully
dressed, less than 10,000 actual miles. Phone 753-9472
after 5 pm.
1972 Model 500 Kawaski,
3000 actual miles, $1000. Call
753-5463 or 753-0144.
1979 Yamaha Special. 2100
miles, $2100. Call 753-2871.
1977 Yamaha 11-500 dirt bike,
$625. Call 753-6451 days and
753-4443 after 5 pm.

BOYD-MAJORS...
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

A Family delight,
spacious 3 BR., 2 Bath
B.V. home, Huge
family room with
fireplace. Located in
one of Murray's best
neighborhoods. A real
buy at $53,000.00.
Economy Special
Only $5,500. buys this
livable, 2 BR., frame
home on level lot in
Hardin. Gas heat, city
water & sewerage.
Mini-Farm, has lovely
3 bedroom, 1L'2 bath
home, located on 5
acres of land just 6
miles from Murray
has central elec. heat
and air. Call Today.

Two bedroom 2 bath mobile
home on nice lot This is a very
comfortable home remodeled
lust recently Reduced to
$9500 Nelson Shroat Co 7591707

51. Campers

53. Services Offered •
aluminum, vinyl. steer $
•

53. Services Offered

Siding,
Will haul driveway white rock Free estimates Call 1-247;
and Ag lime also have any type 7201 day or night
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763 Willies interior and extericii
painting For free estimates
or 753-4545
call 759-1867
Will keep children in my home
CARTER STUDIO
after school, 2.30 til 5. $12.50,
WEDDINGS &
per week Ages 5-10. 753-

Additions, Repair work, circulating fireplaces, roofing, insurance work. Call Murray
Remodeling 153-5167.
Alcoa Aluminum siding and
trim. Call after 6 pm, 7531873. lack Glover.
Backhoe Work and bulldozing.
437-4533 after 8 pm, 354PORTRAITS
8161.
753-8298
Bushhogging Discing, grading,
preparing garden for planting, Your trees could be silently sufand yard work. Call 753-6123
fering from insect attack and
Byers Brothers & Son-General or fungus disease A new
home remodeling, framing, method of pesticide infection
aluminum siding, gutters, and to your trees can correct most
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1- of these problems easily and
quickly. Scientific and effec362-4895.
Bailey's Carpet Cleaning. We do tive. Call today, EPA certified.
homes, offices, etc. We are ful- Kelley's Termite & Pest Conly insured and licensed. Low trol, Inc., 100 South 13th
rates. Quick and efficient ser- Street, Murray. KY 42071
vice. Call us for an appoint- Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
ment today and you won't be experience in pest control.
sorry tomorrow. Randy and Pat
Bailey. owners. 153-0952.

5094.

56. Free Column
Free Kittens to give away to
good homes Housebroken and:
good mousers. Call 436-5502
Four kittens to be given away
Phone 753-5764
Six Labrador Retriever puppies..
Call 436-2160, New Concord

57. Wanted
Wanted farm families in- •
terested in a top notch map,
medical group hospital
coverage. Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273.

FOR SALE

Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care. 4892774.
free
cleaning,
Carpet
estimates, satisfied references.
.Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827 or 753-5816.
Compare and save on chain
link fencing. Circle A Fencing.
753-8407.
Can't get those small lobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, painting, plumbing, aluminum
siding, patios, small concrete
lobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpet and vinyl installed, free
estamates, 7 years experience
in this area. Call Bob Mills at
492-8436.
Driveways and parking areas,
white rocked and graded. All
kinds pea gravel. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 pm.

1978 Camper, pop-up,
Palamino Yearling.- Ice box,
sink, gas stove, gas furnace, Dog Grooming. All breeds. By
like new. $1500. Call after appointment. Pick up and
4:30 pm 474-8866.
delivery. Connie Lampe, 43652. Boats and Motors 2510.
50 hp Johnson Superhorse, Do You need stumps removed
from your 'yard or land cleared
best offer. Phone 759-4509.
of stumps? We can remove
24 foot Pontoon, coast gaurd stumps
up to 24' below the
equipped. 55 horse Johnson ground, leaving only sawdust
outboard motor 436-2367 and chips. Call for free
after 6 pm.
estimate, Steve Shaw 7539490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
FOR SALE
48. Auto. Services
Experienced carpenter, fram24' 1978 Flote Boot,
A set of factory over the load
ing or finish work. Reasonable
used only 4 hours, pursprings for F100 pickup $90
rates. Call 759-1785 after 4
chosed from Grayson
Call 753-5463 or 753-0144
pm.
McClure Sept. 1, 1978.
49. Used Cars
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Can be seen at Ken Lake
Sears 753-2310 for free
1976 Chrysler Cordoba, 400
Marina. Dockage paid
estimates for your needs.
lean burn, burns regular gas.
until May 1980. Selling
leather interior, 37,000 miles,
For your chain link fencing
excellent gas mileage. (Was for health reasons.
needs, contact Montgomery
Churchill
Ronald W.
wife's car). 492-8834.
Ward. Free estimates. 753753-2738
1910 Chevrolet Impala, power
1966.
steering, powr brakes, and air.
your home alterations,
For
?hone 753-4548 after 5:30 Small sailing dinghy with repair, and remodeling, also
trailer.
Call
$400.
436-5340.
Pm.
new homes and commercial,
call 753-6123.
Nice country home located three miles from town
Guttering by Sears. Sears conon Old Salem Road. Three bedrooms, large living
tinous gutters installed per
room, large single car garage with storage area,
your specifications. Call Sears
central heat and air conditioning all on acre lot.
753-2310 for free estimates.
Put this home on your list of homes to see. Priced at
House of Ole. Expert furniture
under $40,000.00.
stripping and refinishing. 1527-7941. Open from 8-5. Free
pickup and delivery. 200 N
Main. Benton, KY.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
1111 Sycamore Street, Murray, 753save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 7530101 or call Pam Rodgers at 7532310. for free estimates.
Ken's Lawnmower repair. 718
South 4th. Fast service. 753Asiskuunis
7400.
FREE
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, will do plumbing.
20 MILE
heating and air conditioning.
DELIVERY
Call 753-7203.
753-0984
Need a carpenter? Will do
paneling, additions or what
ofstyle,
barn
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also
have you Call 436-2516.
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or Uwater
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24 Roofing, flat or shingles.
proofing and mobile homes. 15
the
Buy
best
for
less.
60.
x
years experience. Call 435771 51111 IP M
(10510 MOM 171 5 1.
4173.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Small Engine repair, efficient
mechanic on duty at all times.
Contact Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store, 753-1966

Aaaiasig&14.
n
Profe.smonal Sem ice,
With The Friendla Tow

HANGOUT
THE WELCOME
SIGN
At this neat three
bedroom brick on
Peggy Ann Drive. This
house has two baths,
large living room,
kitchen-den combination, 2 car garage with
electric door opener,
central heat and air,
fully equipped kitchen,
and lovely landscaped
yard. All this for only
$42,500. Don't miss this
one. Just listed. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for friendly
courteous real estate
service.

47. Motorcycles

8 passenger. all power, tilt,
cruise, cloth captains chairs,
Michelien tires, low mileage.
Call after 6 pm, 753-6760.
1974 Dodge van. All power,
cruise, air, fully customized inside and out, good sound
system, must see to appreciate.
Only $2850. Call 753-2864 or
759-1913.
1969 Doge grain truck. 2 ton,
flatbed dump. Call after 5 pm,
492-8832.

53. Services Offered

John C. Neubauer,
Realtor

Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m. or
753-0588.

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCR1PTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City

Limits

WE BRING PEOPLE HOME

1607 College Farm Road,2 bedroom 1 bath house
suitable for investment property. Within walking
distance of MSU,has recently been reroofed and
has siding added. Asking $21,500.

Is inflation beating you down? One way to keep
up is to own your own home. Let us show you this
attractive 3 BR home that is conveniently
located at 1510 Clayshire. Offered in low 530's.

Fifty one acres and older home located near Center Ridge, house has 3 bedrooms, den, fireplace
and rustic wooded lot. Of the 51 acres 35 are in
timber and the rest in pasture. There's approximately 1550 ft. of TVA frontage plus two
frontage roads. Property has development
potential. Only $54,900 additional 98 acres
available if desired at $525 per acre.

111111

;

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kitchen, utility and bath. Bedrooms n mak
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

Will do plumbing, heating and
air conditioning. repairs and
remodeling around the home.
such as; painting, carpentry,
and concrete 753-2211 or
753-9600.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-7026

.M
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Never lived in - brand new 3 or 4 bedroom,2 bath,
brick with central heat and air, fireplace and
2,000 sq. ft. of living area. Large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for year around living.
$61,900.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR •
Village Center, US 641 Pt.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR
Ron Talent 753-9894

Lou Ann Philpot 753-61143

he Kennon 436-5676

• "(.1. lo-B 11W NIL KHAN.. A) LEIX;Elt & TIMES, Wethiesda), Augurt 15, 1979

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

MIRACLE
WHIP

BONELESS U.S. CHOICE BOTTOM

ROUND
STEAK

KRAFT

Wit6 S10.00 additional purchase
excluding tobocco 6 dairy products

KODIAK ISLAND PINK

SALMON

15 oz. $ 1 39

DEL MONTE CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

CORN

4/sl oo STEAK
ROUND ROAST
is oz. 2/89'
STEAK

PINEAPPLE

LB.

BONELESS LEAN BOTTOM

170Z.

DEL MONTE SLICED OR CRUSHED

BONELESS EYE-O-ROUND

LB.

TENDERIZED BOTTOM ROUND

BOLT

9

BONELESS U.S. CHOICE

RUMP
101
/
20z. 3/89' ROAST
101
/
20z. 3/89' ROAST
ROUND

LARGE ROLL 5
IGA CHICKEN 0 NOODLE

SOUP

BONELESS EYE-O-ROUND

IGA CHICKEN STAR NOODLE

SOUP

LB.

S229

GENUINE EXTRA LEAN GROUND

MARTHA WHITE

LINKS

ROAST

LB$1

88

THIN SLICED CHIP
LB

OSCAR MAYER PORK SAUSAGE

MEAL

BONELESS HEEL-0-ROUND POT

LB.

S 1 89

STEAK

959

WILSHIRE FARMS SMOKED POLISH

LB $229

SAUSAGE

LB $189

COUNTRY PRIDE SPLIT FRESH

SELF RISING

5 LB.

BIG CHIEF CRUNCHY OR SMOOTH

$J39

PEANUT BUTTER

320Z.

LIPTON

$J99

TEA BAGS

100 CT.

IGA TABLERITE 1 LB. QUARTERED

3/5 700

MARGARINE

99!

CHICKEN
BREASTS
SLICED FREE HALF

1 19

PORK LOIN

LB.

GOLDEN FLAKE

EAS

POTATOKCHIPS
TWIN

KEEBLER

BANQUET

MINUTE MAID FROZEN ORANGE

DINNERS

IT oz. S9 JUICE

VLASIC DILL

CHIPS

160Z.

69

;AZ;

120Z.99

96 OZ

CRACKERS
1 LB. BOX

S259

ri 9 9

09

16 OZ.

PEPSI

aft
PEPSI

8 PK1

DEL MONTE CANNED GOOD SALE
PEAS
CUT GREEN BEANS
GREEN BEANS
74, POTATOES
KRAUT

WATERMELONS...

59'

2318. AVG.

CANTALOUPES..
CARROTS
PLUMS

LB.

2L8.

39'
49'

RED

TOES
iLLOW ONIONS
GRAPES

s 59'
17'
LB.

•

LB

WHIi SEEDLESS

LB

79'

